


KJV Bible Word Studies for CLEANSE



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

clean 2511 # katharizo {kath-ar-id'-zo}; from 2513; to cleanse (literally or figuratively): -- (make) {clean}(-se), purge, purify. 

cleanse 1305 ## barar {baw-rar'}; a primitive root; to clarify (i.e. brighten), examine, select: -- make bright, choice, chosen, {cleanse} (be clean), clearly, polished, (shew self) pure(-ify), purge (out). 

cleanse 2135 ## zakah {zaw-kaw'}; a primitive root [compare 2141]; to be translucent; figuratively, to be innocent: -- be (make) clean, {cleanse}, be clear, count pure. 

cleanse 2891 ## taher {taw-hare'}; a primitive root; properly, to be bright; i.e. (by implication) to be pure (physical sound, clear, unadulterated; Levitically, uncontaminated; morally, innocent or holy): -- be (make, make 
self, pronounce) clean, {cleanse} (self), purge, purify(-ier, self). 

cleanse 3722 ## kaphar {kaw-far'}; a primitive root; to cover (specifically with bitumen); figuratively, to expiate or condone, to placate or cancel: -- appease, make (an atonement, {cleanse}, disannul, forgive, be merciful, 
pacify, pardon, purge (away), put off, (make) reconcile(-liation). 

cleanse 5352 ## naqah {naw-kaw'}; a primitive root; to be (or make) clean (literally or figuratively); by implication (in an adverse sense) to be bare, i.e. extirpated: -- acquit X at all, X altogether, be blameless, {cleanse}, 
(be) clear(-ing), cut off, be desolate, be free, be (hold) guiltless, be (hold) innocent, X by no means, be quit, be (leave) unpunished, X utterly, X wholly. 

cleanse 6663 ## tsadaq {tsaw-dak'}; a primitive root; to be (causatively, make) right (in a moral or forensic sense): -- {cleanse}, clear self, (be, do) just(-ice, -ify, -ify self), (be turn to) righteous(-ness). 

cleanse 8562 ## tamruwq {tam-rook'}; or tamruq {tam-rook'}; or tamriyq {tam-reek'}; from 4838; properly, a scouring, i.e. soap or perfumery for the bath; figuratively, a detergent: -- X {cleanse}, (thing for) 
purification(-fying). 

make 2511 # katharizo {kath-ar-id'-zo}; from 2513; to cleanse (literally or figuratively): -- ({make}) clean(-se), purge, purify. 

out 1571 # ekkathairo {ek-kath-ah'-ee-ro}; from 1537 and 2508; to cleanse thoroughly: -- purge ({out}). 

purge 1245 # diakatharizo {dee-ak-ath-ar-id'-zo}; from 1223 and 2511; to cleanse perfectly, i.e. (specially) winnow: -- thoroughly {purge}. 

purge 1571 # ekkathairo {ek-kath-ah'-ee-ro}; from 1537 and 2508; to cleanse thoroughly: -- {purge} (out). 

purge 2511 # katharizo {kath-ar-id'-zo}; from 2513; to cleanse (literally or figuratively): -- (make) clean(-se), {purge}, purify. 

purify 2511 # katharizo {kath-ar-id'-zo}; from 2513; to cleanse (literally or figuratively): -- (make) clean(-se), purge, {purify}. 

thoroughly 1245 # diakatharizo {dee-ak-ath-ar-id'-zo}; from 1223 and 2511; to cleanse perfectly, i.e. (specially) winnow: -- {thoroughly} purge. 

wash 3538 # nipto {nip'-to}; to cleanse (especially the hands or the feet or the face); ceremonially, to perform ablution: -- {wash}. Compare 3068. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

cleanse 01305 ## barar {baw-rar'} ; a primitive root ; to clarify (i . e . brighten) , examine , select : -- make bright , choice , chosen , {cleanse} (be clean) , clearly , polished , (shew self) pure (- ify) , purge (out) . 

cleanse 01740 ## duwach {doo'- akh} ; a primitive root ; to thrust away ; figuratively , to {cleanse} : -- cast out , purge , wash . 

cleanse 02135 ## zakah {zaw-kaw'} ; a primitive root [compare 02141 ] ; to be translucent ; figuratively , to be innocent : -- be (make) clean , {cleanse} , be clear , count pure . 

cleanse 02398 ## chata'{khaw-taw'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to miss ; hence (figuratively and generally) to sin ; by inference , to forfeit , lack , expiate , repent , (causatively) lead astray , condemn : -- bear the blame , 
{cleanse} , commit [sin ] , by fault , harm he hath done , loss , miss , (make) offend (- er) , offer for sin , purge , purify (self) , make reconciliation , (cause , make) sin (- ful ,-- ness) , trespass . 

cleanse 02891 ## taher {taw-hare'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to be bright ; i . e . (by implication) to be pure (physical sound , clear , unadulterated ; Levitically , uncontaminated ; morally , innocent or holy) : -- be 
(make , make self , pronounce) clean , {cleanse} (self) , purge , purify (- ier , self) . 

cleanse 03722 ## kaphar {kaw-far'} ; a primitive root ; to cover (specifically with bitumen) ; figuratively , to expiate or condone , to placate or cancel : -- appease , make (an atonement , {cleanse} , disannul , forgive , be 
merciful , pacify , pardon , purge (away) , put off , (make) reconcile (- liation) . 

cleanse 05352 ## naqah {naw-kaw'} ; a primitive root ; to be (or make) clean (literally or figuratively) ; by implication (in an adverse sense) to be bare , i . e . extirpated : -- acquit X at all , X altogether , be blameless , 
{cleanse} , (be) clear (- ing) , cut off , be desolate , be free , be (hold) guiltless , be (hold) innocent , X by no means , be quit , be (leave) unpunished , X utterly , X wholly . 

cleanse 06663 ## tsadaq {tsaw-dak'} ; a primitive root ; to be (causatively , make) right (in a moral or forensic sense) : -- {cleanse} , clear self , (be , do) just (- ice ,-ify ,-ify self) , (be turn to) righteous (- ness) . 

cleanse 07857 ## shataph {shaw-taf'} ; a primitive root ; to gush ; by implication , to inundate , {cleanse} ; by analogy , to gallop , conquer : -- drown , (over-) flow (- whelm , rinse , run , rush , (throughly) wash (away) . 

cleanse 08562 ## tamruwq {tam-rook'} ; or tamruq {tam-rook'} ; or tamriyq {tam-reek'} ; from 04838 ; properly , a scouring , i . e . soap or perfumery for the bath ; figuratively , a detergent : -- X {cleanse} , (thing for) 
purification (- fying) . 

cleanse 1245 - diakatharizo {dee-ak-ath-ar-id'-zo}; from 1223 and 2511; to {cleanse} perfectly, i.e. (specially) winnow: -- thoroughly purge. 

cleanse 1571 - ekkathairo {ek-kath-ah'-ee-ro}; from 1537 and 2508; to {cleanse} thoroughly: -- purge (out). 

cleanse 2508 - kathairo {kath-ah'-ee-ro}; from 2513; to {cleanse}, i.e. (specially) to prune; figuratively, to expiate: -- purge. 

cleanse 2511 - katharizo {kath-ar-id'-zo}; from 2513; to {cleanse} (literally or figuratively): -- (make) clean(-se), purge, purify. 

cleanse 3068 - louo {loo'-o}; a primary verb; to bathe (the whole person; whereas 3538 means to wet a part only, and 4150 to wash, {cleanse} garments exclusively): -- wash. 

cleanse 3538 - nipto {nip'-to}; to {cleanse} (especially the hands or the feet or the face); ceremonially, to perform ablution: -- wash. Compare 3068. 

cleansed 02893 ## tohorah {toh-or-aw'} ; feminine of 02892 ; ceremonial purification ; moral purity : -- X is {cleansed} , cleansing , purification (- fying) . 

cleansed 0169 - akathartos {ak-ath'-ar-tos}; from 0001 (as a negative particle) and a presumed derivative of 2508 (meaning {cleansed}); impure (ceremonially, morally [lewd] or specially, [demonic]): -- foul, unclean. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

1245 + purge + throughly + and he will throughly +/ . diakatharizo {dee-ak-ath-ar-id'-zo}; from 1223 + after
+ in at + cause + though + because + through + Through + Because + to avoid + ye in at + by reason + 
throughout + is through + we through + up because + me through + in because + and within + you through 
+ of me among + and because + not because + And because + him because + and through + not because + 
him because + man because + one because + day through + For through + but through + but because + men
through + And through + for because + that through + them because + away because + who by reason + but
by reason + For I through + And by reason + might through + season because + that by reason + for us 
through + not in because + him in because + but by occasion + that we through + unto him through + And 
that because + with him through + unto them Because + unto them because + him ; but because + of them 
who through + For of him and through + that is in them because + up after that he through +/ and 2511 + 
make + purge + clean + purged + purging + cleanse + cleansed + me clean + cleanseth + and purify + for ye 
make + and cleanse + was cleansed + are cleansed + hath cleansed + be thou clean + let us cleanse + and to 
cleanse + to you . Cleanse + should be purified + they were cleansed + of them was cleansed + us and them 
purifying + from him and he was cleansed +/ ; to cleanse perfectly, i .e . (specially) winnow: --thoroughly 
purge . 

1571 + Purge + purge +/ . ekkathairo {ek-kath-ah'-ee-ro}; from 1537 + at + on + off + over + among + Since 
+ you on + through + thou on + betwixt + because + and over + by reason + hand and on + hand and on + 
for he is on + unto them on + ye out among + not unto you at + shall there be among +/ and 2508 + purged +
he purgeth +/ ; to cleanse thoroughly: --purge (out) . 

2511 + make + purge + clean + purged + purging + cleanse + cleansed + me clean + cleanseth + and purify +
for ye make + and cleanse + was cleansed + are cleansed + hath cleansed + be thou clean + let us cleanse + 
and to cleanse + to you . Cleanse + should be purified + they were cleansed + of them was cleansed + us and 
them purifying + from him and he was cleansed +/ . katharizo {kath-ar-id'-zo}; from 2513 + Pure + pure + 
clean + in pure + was pure + are pure + with pure + and clean + in a pure + me a pure + unto clear + I am 
clean + with a pure + but is clean + are the pure + ye are clean + Unto the pure + it in a clean + out of a pure
+ that I am pure + things are pure + and ye are clean + things are clean + of them may be clean +/ ; to 
cleanse (literally or figuratively): --(make) clean(-se), purge, purify . 

2512 + purged + purifying + for thy cleansing + that he was purged + of her purification + the manner of 
the purifying +/ . katharismos {kath-ar-is-mos'}; from 2511 + make + purge + clean + purged + purging + 
cleanse + cleansed + me clean + cleanseth + and purify + for ye make + and cleanse + was cleansed + are 
cleansed + hath cleansed + be thou clean + let us cleanse + and to cleanse + to you . Cleanse + should be 
purified + they were cleansed + of them was cleansed + us and them purifying + from him and he was 
cleansed +/ ; a washing off, i .e . (cer .) ablution, (morally) expiation: --cleansing, + purge, 
purification(-fying) . 

3538 + wash + I wash + to wash + and wash + they wash + and washed + have washed + and I washed + he 
had washed + for they wash + dost thou wash + she have washed +/ . nipto {nip'-to}; to cleanse (especially 
the hands or the feet or the face); ceremonially, to perform ablution: --wash . Compare 3068 + washed + 
and washed + us and washed + that was washed + to him He that is washed + whom when they had washed 
+/ . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

33 - cleanse 

39 - cleansed 

3 - cleanseth 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

cleanse 1305 -- barar -- make bright, choice, chosen, {cleanse} (be clean), clearly,polished, (shew self) 
pure(-ify), purge (out).

cleanse 2135 -- zakah -- be (make) clean, {cleanse}, be clear, count pure.

cleanse 2398 -- chata/ -- bear the blame, {cleanse}, commit [sin], by fault, harm hehath done, loss, miss, 
(make) offend(-er), offer for sin, purge, purify (self), make reconciliation, (cause, make) sin(-ful, -- ness), 
trespass.

cleanse 2891 -- taher -- be (make, make self, pronounce) clean, {cleanse} (self),purge, purify(-ier, self).

cleanse 3722 -- kaphar -- appease, make (an atonement, {cleanse}, disannul, forgive,be merciful, pacify, 
pardon, purge (away), put off, (make)reconcile(-liation).

cleanse 5352 -- naqah -- acquit X at all, X altogether, be blameless, {cleanse},(be) clear(-ing), cut off, be 
desolate, be free, be (hold) guiltless, be(hold) innocent, X by no means, be quit, be (leave) unpunished, X 
utterly,X wholly.

cleanse 6663 -- tsadaq -- {cleanse}, clear self, (be, do) just(-ice, -ify, -ifyself), (be turn to) righteous(-ness).

cleanse 8562 -- tamruwq -- X {cleanse}, (thing for) purification(-fying).

cleansed 2893 -- tohorah -- X is {cleansed}, cleansing, purification(-fying).



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

cleanse 2511 katharizo * {cleanse} , {2511 katharizo } ,

cleansed 2511 katharizo * {cleansed} , {2511 katharizo } ,

cleanseth 2511 katharizo * {cleanseth} , {2511 katharizo } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- cleanse , 1305 , 2135 , 2398 , 2891 , 5352 ,

* cleanse , 2511 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

cleanse - 2511 clean, {cleanse}, cleansed, cleanseth, make, purge, purged, purging, purified, purify, 
purifying,

cleansed - 2511 clean, cleanse, {cleansed}, cleanseth, make, purge, purged, purging, purified, purify, 
purifying,

cleanseth - 2511 clean, cleanse, cleansed, {cleanseth}, make, purge, purged, purging, purified, purify, 
purifying,
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

cleanse , EXO_29_36,

cleanse , LEV_14_49 , LEV_14_52 , LEV_16_19 , LEV_16_30,

cleanse , NUM_08_06 , NUM_08_07 , NUM_08_15 , NUM_08_21,

cleanse , 2CH_29_15 , 2CH_29_16,

cleanse , NEH_13_22,

cleanse , PSA_19_12 , PSA_51_02 , PSA_119_09 ,

cleanse , JER_04_11 , JER_33_08 ,

cleanse , EZE_36_25 , EZE_37_23 , EZE_39_12 , EZE_39_14 , EZE_39_16 , EZE_43_20 , EZE_43_22 , 
EZE_43_22 , EZE_45_18,

cleanse , JOE_03_21,

cleanse , MAT_10_08 , MAT_23_26,

cleanse , 2CO_07_01 ,

cleanse , EPH_05_26,

cleanse , JAM_04_08 ,

cleanse , 1JO_01_09 ,

cleansed , LEV_11_32 , LEV_12_07 , LEV_14_04 , LEV_14_07 , LEV_14_08 , LEV_14_14 , LEV_14_17 , 
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LEV_14_18 , LEV_14_19 , LEV_14_25 , LEV_14_28 , LEV_14_29 , LEV_14_31 , LEV_15_13 , 
LEV_15_28,

cleansed , NUM_35_33,

cleansed , JOS_22_17,

cleansed , 2CH_29_18 , 2CH_30_18 , 2CH_30_19 , 2CH_34_05 ,

cleansed , NEH_13_09 , NEH_13_30,

cleansed , JOB_35_03 ,

cleansed , PSA_73_13,

cleansed , EZE_22_24 , EZE_36_33 , EZE_44_25,

cleansed , DAN_08_14,

cleansed , JOE_03_21,

cleansed , MAT_08_03 , MAT_11_05 ,

cleansed , MAR_01_42,

cleansed , LUK_04_27 , LUK_07_22 , LUK_17_14 , LUK_17_17,

cleansed , ACT_10_15 , ACT_11_09 ,

cleanseth , JOB_37_21,

cleanseth , PRO_20_30,

cleanseth , 1JO_01_07 ,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

cleanse 1Jo_01_09 # If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us [our] sins, and to cleanse us 
from all unrighteousness.

cleanse 2Ch_29_15 # And they gathered their brethren, and sanctified themselves, and came, according to 
the commandment of the king, by the words of the LORD, to cleanse the house of the LORD.

cleanse 2Ch_29_16 # And the priests went into the inner part of the house of the LORD, to cleanse [it], and 
brought out all the uncleanness that they found in the temple of the LORD into the court of the house of the
LORD. And the Levites took [it], to carry [it] out abroad into the brook Kidron.

cleanse 2Co_07_01 # Having therefore these promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all 
filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God.

cleanse Eph_05_26 # That he might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of water by the word,

cleanse Exo_29_36 # And thou shalt offer every day a bullock [for] a sin offering for atonement: and thou 
shalt cleanse the altar, when thou hast made an atonement for it, and thou shalt anoint it, to sanctify it.

cleanse Eze_36_25 # Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be clean: from all your 
filthiness, and from all your idols, will I cleanse you.

cleanse Eze_37_23 # Neither shall they defile themselves any more with their idols, nor with their detestable
things, nor with any of their transgressions: but I will save them out of all their dwellingplaces, wherein 
they have sinned, and will cleanse them: so shall they be my people, and I will be their God.

cleanse Eze_39_12 # And seven months shall the house of Israel be burying of them, that they may cleanse 
the land.

cleanse Eze_39_14 # And they shall sever out men of continual employment, passing through the land to 
bury with the passengers those that remain upon the face of the earth, to cleanse it: after the end of seven 
months shall they search.

cleanse Eze_39_16 # And also the name of the city [shall be] Hamonah. Thus shall they cleanse the land.

cleanse Eze_43_20 # And thou shalt take of the blood thereof, and put [it] on the four horns of it, and on the
four corners of the settle, and upon the border round about: thus shalt thou cleanse and purge it.

cleanse Eze_43_22 # And on the second day thou shalt offer a kid of the goats without blemish for a sin 
offering; and they shall cleanse the altar, as they did cleanse [it] with the bullock.

cleanse Eze_43_22 # And on the second day thou shalt offer a kid of the goats without blemish for a sin 
offering; and they shall cleanse the altar, as they did cleanse [it] with the bullock.

cleanse Eze_45_18 # Thus saith the Lord GOD; In the first [month], in the first [day] of the month, thou 
shalt take a young bullock without blemish, and cleanse the sanctuary:

Cleanse Jam_04_08 # Draw nigh to God, and he will draw nigh to you. Cleanse [your] hands, [ye] sinners; 
and purify [your] hearts, [ye] double minded.

cleanse Jer_04_11 # At that time shall it be said to this people and to Jerusalem, A dry wind of the high 
places in the wilderness toward the daughter of my people, not to fan, nor to cleanse,



cleanse Jer_33_08 # And I will cleanse them from all their iniquity, whereby they have sinned against me; 
and I will pardon all their iniquities, whereby they have sinned, and whereby they have transgressed 
against me.

cleanse Joe_03_21 # For I will cleanse their blood [that] I have not cleansed: for the LORD dwelleth in 
Zion.

cleanse Lev_14_49 # And he shall take to cleanse the house two birds, and cedar wood, and scarlet, and 
hyssop:

cleanse Lev_14_52 # And he shall cleanse the house with the blood of the bird, and with the running water, 
and with the living bird, and with the cedar wood, and with the hyssop, and with the scarlet:

cleanse Lev_16_19 # And he shall sprinkle of the blood upon it with his finger seven times, and cleanse it, 
and hallow it from the uncleanness of the children of Israel.

cleanse Lev_16_30 # For on that day shall [the priest] make an atonement for you, to cleanse you, [that] ye 
may be clean from all your sins before the LORD.

cleanse Mat_10_08 # Heal the sick, cleanse the lepers, raise the dead, cast out devils: freely ye have 
received, freely give.

cleanse Mat_23_26 # [Thou] blind Pharisee, cleanse first that [which is] within the cup and platter, that the 
outside of them may be clean also.

cleanse Neh_13_22 # And I commanded the Levites that they should cleanse themselves, and [that] they 
should come [and] keep the gates, to sanctify the sabbath day. Remember me, O my God, [concerning] this 
also, and spare me according to the greatness of thy mercy.

cleanse Num_08_06 # Take the Levites from among the children of Israel, and cleanse them.

cleanse Num_08_07 # And thus shalt thou do unto them, to cleanse them: Sprinkle water of purifying upon 
them, and let them shave all their flesh, and let them wash their clothes, and [so] make themselves clean.

cleanse Num_08_15 # And after that shall the Levites go in to do the service of the tabernacle of the 
congregation: and thou shalt cleanse them, and offer them [for] an offering.

cleanse Num_08_21 # And the Levites were purified, and they washed their clothes; and Aaron offered 
them [as] an offering before the LORD; and Aaron made an atonement for them to cleanse them.

cleanse Psa_119_09 # BETH. Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse his way? by taking heed [thereto] 
according to thy word.

cleanse Psa_19_12 # Who can understand [his] errors? cleanse thou me from secret [faults].

cleanse Psa_51_02 # Wash me thoroughly from mine iniquity, and cleanse me from my sin.

cleansed 2Ch_29_18 # Then they went in to Hezekiah the king, and said, We have cleansed all the house of 
the LORD, and the altar of burnt offering, with all the vessels thereof, and the showbread table, with all the
vessels thereof.

cleansed 2Ch_30_18 # For a multitude of the people, [even] many of Ephraim, and Manasseh, Issachar, and
Zebulun, had not cleansed themselves, yet did they eat the passover otherwise than it was written. But 
Hezekiah prayed for them, saying, The good LORD pardon every one



cleansed 2Ch_30_19 # [That] prepareth his heart to seek God, the LORD God of his fathers, though [he be] 
not [cleansed] according to the purification of the sanctuary.

cleansed 2Ch_34_05 # And he burnt the bones of the priests upon their altars, and cleansed Judah and 
Jerusalem.

cleansed Act_10_15 # And the voice [spake] unto him again the second time, What God hath cleansed, 
[that] call not thou common.

cleansed Act_11_09 # But the voice answered me again from heaven, What God hath cleansed, [that] call 
not thou common.

cleansed Dan_08_14 # And he said unto me, Unto two thousand and three hundred days; then shall the 
sanctuary be cleansed.

cleansed Eze_22_24 # Son of man, say unto her, Thou [art] the land that is not cleansed, nor rained upon in 
the day of indignation.

cleansed Eze_36_33 # Thus saith the Lord GOD; In the day that I shall have cleansed you from all your 
iniquities I will also cause [you] to dwell in the cities, and the wastes shall be builded.

cleansed Eze_44_26 # And after he is cleansed, they shall reckon unto him seven days.

cleansed Job_35_03 # For thou saidst, What advantage will it be unto thee? [and], What profit shall I have, 
[if I be cleansed] from my sin?

cleansed Joe_03_21 # For I will cleanse their blood [that] I have not cleansed: for the LORD dwelleth in 
Zion.

cleansed Jos_22_17 # [Is] the iniquity of Peor too little for us, from which we are not cleansed until this day,
although there was a plague in the congregation of the LORD,

cleansed Lev_11_32 # And upon whatsoever [any] of them, when they are dead, doth fall, it shall be 
unclean; whether [it be] any vessel of wood, or raiment, or skin, or sack, whatsoever vessel [it be], wherein 
[any] work is done, it must be put into water, and it shall be unclean until the even; so it shall be cleansed.

cleansed Lev_12_07 # Who shall offer it before the LORD, and make an atonement for her; and she shall be
cleansed from the issue of her blood. This [is] the law for her that hath born a male or a female.

cleansed Lev_14_04 # Then shall the priest command to take for him that is to be cleansed two birds alive 
[and] clean, and cedar wood, and scarlet, and hyssop:

cleansed Lev_14_07 # And he shall sprinkle upon him that is to be cleansed from the leprosy seven times, 
and shall pronounce him clean, and shall let the living bird loose into the open field.

cleansed Lev_14_08 # And he that is to be cleansed shall wash his clothes, and shave off all his hair, and 
wash himself in water, that he may be clean: and after that he shall come into the camp, and shall tarry 
abroad out of his tent seven days.

cleansed Lev_14_14 # And the priest shall take [some] of the blood of the trespass offering, and the priest 
shall put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right 
hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot:

cleansed Lev_14_17 # And of the rest of the oil that [is] in his hand shall the priest put upon the tip of the 



right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his 
right foot, upon the blood of the trespass offering:

cleansed Lev_14_18 # And the remnant of the oil that [is] in the priest's hand he shall pour upon the head 
of him that is to be cleansed: and the priest shall make an atonement for him before the LORD.

cleansed Lev_14_19 # And the priest shall offer the sin offering, and make an atonement for him that is to 
be cleansed from his uncleanness; and afterward he shall kill the burnt offering:

cleansed Lev_14_25 # And he shall kill the lamb of the trespass offering, and the priest shall take [some] of 
the blood of the trespass offering, and put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and 
upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot:

cleansed Lev_14_28 # And the priest shall put of the oil that [is] in his hand upon the tip of the right ear of 
him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot, 
upon the place of the blood of the trespass offering:

cleansed Lev_14_29 # And the rest of the oil that [is] in the priest's hand he shall put upon the head of him 
that is to be cleansed, to make an atonement for him before the LORD.

cleansed Lev_14_31 # [Even] such as he is able to get, the one [for] a sin offering, and the other [for] a 
burnt offering, with the meat offering: and the priest shall make an atonement for him that is to be 
cleansed before the LORD.

cleansed Lev_15_13 # And when he that hath an issue is cleansed of his issue; then he shall number to 
himself seven days for his cleansing, and wash his clothes, and bathe his flesh in running water, and shall be
clean.

cleansed Lev_15_28 # But if she be cleansed of her issue, then she shall number to herself seven days, and 
after that she shall be clean.

cleansed Luk_04_27 # And many lepers were in Israel in the time of Eliseus the prophet; and none of them 
was cleansed, saving Naaman the Syrian.

cleansed Luk_07_22 # Then Jesus answering said unto them, Go your way, and tell John what things ye 
have seen and heard; how that the blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead 
are raised, to the poor the gospel is preached.

cleansed Luk_17_14 # And when he saw [them], he said unto them, Go show yourselves unto the priests. 
And it came to pass, that, as they went, they were cleansed.

cleansed Luk_17_17 # And Jesus answering said, Were there not ten cleansed? but where [are] the nine?

cleansed Mar_01_42 # And as soon as he had spoken, immediately the leprosy departed from him, and he 
was cleansed.

cleansed Mat_08_03 # And Jesus put forth [his] hand, and touched him, saying, I will; be thou clean. And 
immediately his leprosy was cleansed.

cleansed Mat_11_05 # The blind receive their sight, and the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf
hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have the gospel preached to them.

cleansed Neh_13_09 # Then I commanded, and they cleansed the chambers: and thither brought I again the
vessels of the house of God, with the meat offering and the frankincense.



cleansed Neh_13_30 # Thus cleansed I them from all strangers, and appointed the wards of the priests and 
the Levites, every one in his business;

cleansed Num_35_33 # So ye shall not pollute the land wherein ye [are]: for blood it defileth the land: and 
the land cannot be cleansed of the blood that is shed therein, but by the blood of him that shed it.

cleansed Psa_73_13 # Verily I have cleansed my heart [in] vain, and washed my hands in innocency.

cleanseth 1Jo_01_07 # But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship one with another, 
and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin.

cleanseth Job_37_21 # And now [men] see not the bright light which [is] in the clouds: but the wind passeth,
and cleanseth them.

cleanseth Pro_20_30 # The blueness of a wound cleanseth away evil: so [do] stripes the inward parts of the 
belly.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

cleanse and purge Eze_43_20 # And thou shalt take of the blood thereof, and put [it] on the four horns of it, 
and on the four corners of the settle, and upon the border round about: thus shalt thou cleanse and purge 
it.

cleanse first that Mat_23_26 # [Thou] blind Pharisee, cleanse first that [which is] within the cup and 
platter, that the outside of them may be clean also.

cleanse his way Psa_119_09 # BETH. Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse his way? by taking heed 
[thereto] according to thy word.

cleanse it after Eze_39_14 # And they shall sever out men of continual employment, passing through the 
land to bury with the passengers those that remain upon the face of the earth, to cleanse it: after the end of 
seven months shall they search.

cleanse it and 2Ch_29_16 # And the priests went into the inner part of the house of the LORD, to cleanse 
[it], and brought out all the uncleanness that they found in the temple of the LORD into the court of the 
house of the LORD. And the Levites took [it], to carry [it] out abroad into the brook Kidron.

cleanse it and Lev_16_19 # And he shall sprinkle of the blood upon it with his finger seven times, and 
cleanse it, and hallow it from the uncleanness of the children of Israel.

cleanse it with Eph_05_26 # That he might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of water by the word,

cleanse it with Eze_43_22 # And on the second day thou shalt offer a kid of the goats without blemish for a 
sin offering; and they shall cleanse the altar, as they did cleanse [it] with the bullock.

cleanse me from Psa_51_02 # Wash me thoroughly from mine iniquity, and cleanse me from my sin.

cleanse ourselves from 2Co_07_01 # Having therefore these promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse 
ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God.

cleanse the altar Exo_29_36 # And thou shalt offer every day a bullock [for] a sin offering for atonement: 
and thou shalt cleanse the altar, when thou hast made an atonement for it, and thou shalt anoint it, to 
sanctify it.

cleanse the altar Eze_43_22 # And on the second day thou shalt offer a kid of the goats without blemish for 
a sin offering; and they shall cleanse the altar, as they did cleanse [it] with the bullock.

cleanse the house 2Ch_29_15 # And they gathered their brethren, and sanctified themselves, and came, 
according to the commandment of the king, by the words of the LORD, to cleanse the house of the LORD.

cleanse the house Lev_14_49 # And he shall take to cleanse the house two birds, and cedar wood, and 
scarlet, and hyssop:

cleanse the house Lev_14_52 # And he shall cleanse the house with the blood of the bird, and with the 
running water, and with the living bird, and with the cedar wood, and with the hyssop, and with the scarlet:

cleanse the land Eze_39_12 # And seven months shall the house of Israel be burying of them, that they may 
cleanse the land.

cleanse the land Eze_39_16 # And also the name of the city [shall be] Hamonah. Thus shall they cleanse the 



land.

cleanse the lepers Mat_10_08 # Heal the sick, cleanse the lepers, raise the dead, cast out devils: freely ye 
have received, freely give.

cleanse the sanctuary Eze_45_18 # Thus saith the Lord GOD; In the first [month], in the first [day] of the 
month, thou shalt take a young bullock without blemish, and cleanse the sanctuary:

cleanse their blood Joe_03_21 # For I will cleanse their blood [that] I have not cleansed: for the LORD 
dwelleth in Zion.

cleanse them and Num_08_15 # And after that shall the Levites go in to do the service of the tabernacle of 
the congregation: and thou shalt cleanse them, and offer them [for] an offering.

cleanse them from Jer_33_08 # And I will cleanse them from all their iniquity, whereby they have sinned 
against me; and I will pardon all their iniquities, whereby they have sinned, and whereby they have 
transgressed against me.

cleanse them so Eze_37_23 # Neither shall they defile themselves any more with their idols, nor with their 
detestable things, nor with any of their transgressions: but I will save them out of all their dwellingplaces, 
wherein they have sinned, and will cleanse them: so shall they be my people, and I will be their God.

cleanse them Sprinkle Num_08_07 # And thus shalt thou do unto them, to cleanse them: Sprinkle water of 
purifying upon them, and let them shave all their flesh, and let them wash their clothes, and [so] make 
themselves clean.

cleanse them Num_08_06 # Take the Levites from among the children of Israel, and cleanse them.

cleanse them Num_08_21 # And the Levites were purified, and they washed their clothes; and Aaron 
offered them [as] an offering before the LORD; and Aaron made an atonement for them to cleanse them.

cleanse themselves and Neh_13_22 # And I commanded the Levites that they should cleanse themselves, 
and [that] they should come [and] keep the gates, to sanctify the sabbath day. Remember me, O my God, 
[concerning] this also, and spare me according to the greatness of thy mercy.

cleanse thou me Psa_19_12 # Who can understand [his] errors? cleanse thou me from secret [faults].

cleanse us from 1Jo_01_09 # If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us [our] sins, and to 
cleanse us from all unrighteousness.

cleanse you that Lev_16_30 # For on that day shall [the priest] make an atonement for you, to cleanse you, 
[that] ye may be clean from all your sins before the LORD.

cleanse you Eze_36_25 # Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be clean: from all your 
filthiness, and from all your idols, will I cleanse you.

Cleanse your hands Jam_04_08 # Draw nigh to God, and he will draw nigh to you. Cleanse [your] hands, 
[ye] sinners; and purify [your] hearts, [ye] double minded.

cleanse Jer_04_11 # At that time shall it be said to this people and to Jerusalem, A dry wind of the high 
places in the wilderness toward the daughter of my people, not to fan, nor to cleanse,

cleansed according to 2Ch_30_19 # [That] prepareth his heart to seek God, the LORD God of his fathers, 
though [he be] not [cleansed] according to the purification of the sanctuary.



cleansed all the 2Ch_29_18 # Then they went in to Hezekiah the king, and said, We have cleansed all the 
house of the LORD, and the altar of burnt offering, with all the vessels thereof, and the showbread table, 
with all the vessels thereof.

cleansed and the Lev_14_18 # And the remnant of the oil that [is] in the priest's hand he shall pour upon 
the head of him that is to be cleansed: and the priest shall make an atonement for him before the LORD.

cleansed and the Mat_11_05 # The blind receive their sight, and the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and 
the deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have the gospel preached to them.

cleansed and upon Lev_14_14 # And the priest shall take [some] of the blood of the trespass offering, and 
the priest shall put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his 
right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot:

cleansed and upon Lev_14_17 # And of the rest of the oil that [is] in his hand shall the priest put upon the 
tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great 
toe of his right foot, upon the blood of the trespass offering:

cleansed and upon Lev_14_25 # And he shall kill the lamb of the trespass offering, and the priest shall take 
[some] of the blood of the trespass offering, and put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be 
cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot:

cleansed and upon Lev_14_28 # And the priest shall put of the oil that [is] in his hand upon the tip of the 
right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his 
right foot, upon the place of the blood of the trespass offering:

cleansed before the Lev_14_31 # [Even] such as he is able to get, the one [for] a sin offering, and the other 
[for] a burnt offering, with the meat offering: and the priest shall make an atonement for him that is to be 
cleansed before the LORD.

cleansed but where Luk_17_17 # And Jesus answering said, Were there not ten cleansed? but where [are] 
the nine?

cleansed for the Joe_03_21 # For I will cleanse their blood [that] I have not cleansed: for the LORD 
dwelleth in Zion.

cleansed from his Lev_14_19 # And the priest shall offer the sin offering, and make an atonement for him 
that is to be cleansed from his uncleanness; and afterward he shall kill the burnt offering:

cleansed from my Job_35_03 # For thou saidst, What advantage will it be unto thee? [and], What profit 
shall I have, [if I be cleansed] from my sin?

cleansed from the Lev_12_07 # Who shall offer it before the LORD, and make an atonement for her; and 
she shall be cleansed from the issue of her blood. This [is] the law for her that hath born a male or a female.

cleansed from the Lev_14_07 # And he shall sprinkle upon him that is to be cleansed from the leprosy seven
times, and shall pronounce him clean, and shall let the living bird loose into the open field.

cleansed I them Neh_13_30 # Thus cleansed I them from all strangers, and appointed the wards of the 
priests and the Levites, every one in his business;

cleansed Judah and 2Ch_34_05 # And he burnt the bones of the priests upon their altars, and cleansed 
Judah and Jerusalem.

cleansed my heart Psa_73_13 # Verily I have cleansed my heart [in] vain, and washed my hands in 



innocency.

cleansed nor rained Eze_22_24 # Son of man, say unto her, Thou [art] the land that is not cleansed, nor 
rained upon in the day of indignation.

cleansed of her Lev_15_28 # But if she be cleansed of her issue, then she shall number to herself seven days, 
and after that she shall be clean.

cleansed of his Lev_15_13 # And when he that hath an issue is cleansed of his issue; then he shall number to
himself seven days for his cleansing, and wash his clothes, and bathe his flesh in running water, and shall be
clean.

cleansed of the Num_35_33 # So ye shall not pollute the land wherein ye [are]: for blood it defileth the land:
and the land cannot be cleansed of the blood that is shed therein, but by the blood of him that shed it.

cleansed saving Naaman Luk_04_27 # And many lepers were in Israel in the time of Eliseus the prophet; 
and none of them was cleansed, saving Naaman the Syrian.

cleansed shall wash Lev_14_08 # And he that is to be cleansed shall wash his clothes, and shave off all his 
hair, and wash himself in water, that he may be clean: and after that he shall come into the camp, and shall 
tarry abroad out of his tent seven days.

cleansed that call Act_10_15 # And the voice [spake] unto him again the second time, What God hath 
cleansed, [that] call not thou common.

cleansed that call Act_11_09 # But the voice answered me again from heaven, What God hath cleansed, 
[that] call not thou common.

cleansed the chambers Neh_13_09 # Then I commanded, and they cleansed the chambers: and thither 
brought I again the vessels of the house of God, with the meat offering and the frankincense.

cleansed the deaf Luk_07_22 # Then Jesus answering said unto them, Go your way, and tell John what 
things ye have seen and heard; how that the blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, 
the dead are raised, to the poor the gospel is preached.

cleansed themselves yet 2Ch_30_18 # For a multitude of the people, [even] many of Ephraim, and 
Manasseh, Issachar, and Zebulun, had not cleansed themselves, yet did they eat the passover otherwise 
than it was written. But Hezekiah prayed for them, saying, The good LORD pardon every one

cleansed they shall Eze_44_26 # And after he is cleansed, they shall reckon unto him seven days.

cleansed to make Lev_14_29 # And the rest of the oil that [is] in the priest's hand he shall put upon the head
of him that is to be cleansed, to make an atonement for him before the LORD.

cleansed two birds Lev_14_04 # Then shall the priest command to take for him that is to be cleansed two 
birds alive [and] clean, and cedar wood, and scarlet, and hyssop:

cleansed until this Jos_22_17 # [Is] the iniquity of Peor too little for us, from which we are not cleansed until
this day, although there was a plague in the congregation of the LORD,

cleansed you from Eze_36_33 # Thus saith the Lord GOD; In the day that I shall have cleansed you from all
your iniquities I will also cause [you] to dwell in the cities, and the wastes shall be builded.

cleansed Dan_08_14 # And he said unto me, Unto two thousand and three hundred days; then shall the 
sanctuary be cleansed.



cleansed Lev_11_32 # And upon whatsoever [any] of them, when they are dead, doth fall, it shall be 
unclean; whether [it be] any vessel of wood, or raiment, or skin, or sack, whatsoever vessel [it be], wherein 
[any] work is done, it must be put into water, and it shall be unclean until the even; so it shall be cleansed.

cleansed Luk_17_14 # And when he saw [them], he said unto them, Go show yourselves unto the priests. 
And it came to pass, that, as they went, they were cleansed.

cleansed Mar_01_42 # And as soon as he had spoken, immediately the leprosy departed from him, and he 
was cleansed.

cleansed Mat_08_03 # And Jesus put forth [his] hand, and touched him, saying, I will; be thou clean. And 
immediately his leprosy was cleansed.

cleanseth away evil Pro_20_30 # The blueness of a wound cleanseth away evil: so [do] stripes the inward 
parts of the belly.

cleanseth them Job_37_21 # And now [men] see not the bright light which [is] in the clouds: but the wind 
passeth, and cleanseth them.

cleanseth us from 1Jo_01_07 # But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship one with 
another, and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

cleanse first Mat_23_26 

cleanse it Eze_39_14 

cleanse it Lev_16_19 

cleanse it with Eph_05_26 

cleanse me from my sin Psa_51_02 

cleanse them Num_08_21 

cleanse them Num_08_06 

cleanse them Num_08_07 

cleanse thou me from secret Psa_19_12 

cleanse us from all unrighteousness 1Jo_01_09 

cleanse you Eze_36_25 

cleanse you Lev_16_30 

cleansed judah 2Ch_34_05 

cleanseth them Job_37_21 



cleanse EXO 029 036 And thou shalt offer <06213 + every day <03117 +yowm > a bullock <06499 +par > [ for ] a sin <02403 +chatta>ah > offering for atonement <03725 +kippur > : and thou shalt {cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the 
altar <04196 +mizbeach > , when thou hast made an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for it , and thou shalt anoint <04886 +mashach > it , to sanctify <06942 +qadash > it . cleanse LEV 014 049 And he shall take <03947 +laqach > to 
{cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the house <01004 +bayith > two <08147 +sh@nayim > birds <06833 +tsippowr > , and cedar <00730 +>erez > wood <06086 + , and scarlet , and hyssop <00231 +>ezowb > : cleanse LEV 014 052 And he
shall {cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the house <01004 +bayith > with the blood <01818 +dam > of the bird <06833 +tsippowr > , and with the running <02416 +chay > water <04325 +mayim > , and with the living <02416 +chay > bird 
<06833 +tsippowr > , and with the cedar <00730 +>erez > wood <06086 + , and with the hyssop <00231 +>ezowb > , and with the scarlet : cleanse LEV 016 019 And he shall sprinkle <05137 +nazah > of the blood <01818 +dam > 
upon it with his finger <00676 +>etsba< > seven <07651 +sheba< > times <06471 +pa , and {cleanse} <02891 +taher > it , and hallow <06942 +qadash > it from the uncleanness <02932 +tum>ah > of the children <01121 +ben > of 
Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . cleanse LEV 016 030 For on that day <03117 +yowm > shall [ the priest ] make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for you , to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > you , [ that ] ye may be clean <02891 +taher > from 
all <03605 +kol > your sins <02403 +chatta>ah > before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleanse NUM 008 006 Take <03947 +laqach > the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > from among <08432 +tavek > the children 
<01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > , and {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them . cleanse NUM 008 007 And thus <03541 +koh > shalt thou do <06213 + unto them , to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them : Sprinkle <05137 +nazah > 
water <04325 +mayim > of purifying <02403 +chatta>ah > upon them , and let them shave <05674 + all <03605 +kol > their flesh <01320 +basar > , and let them wash <03526 +kabac > their clothes <00899 +beged > , and [ so ] make
themselves <01992 +hem > clean <02891 +taher > . cleanse NUM 008 015 And after <00310 +>achar > that shall the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > go <00935 +bow> > in to do <05647 + the service <05647 + of the tabernacle <00168 
+>ohel > of the congregation <04150 +mow : and thou shalt {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them , and offer <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] an offering <08573 +t@nuwphah > . cleanse NUM 008 021 And the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > 
were purified <02398 +chata> > , and theywashed <03526 +kabac > their clothes <00899 +beged > ; and Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > offered <05130 +nuwph > them [ as ] an offering <08573 +t@nuwphah > before <06440 +paniym 
> the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > made an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for them to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them . cleansed LEV 011 032 And upon whatsoever <03605 +kol > [ any ] of them , 
when <03588 +kiy > they are dead <04194 +maveth > , doth fall <05307 +naphal > , it shall be unclean <02930 +tame> > ; whether [ it be ] any <03605 +kol > vessel <03627 +k@liy > of wood <06086 + , or <00176 +>ow > raiment 
<00899 +beged > , or <00176 +>ow > skin <05785 + , or <00176 +>ow > sack <08242 +saq > , whatsoever <03605 +kol > vessel <03627 +k@liy > [ it be ] , wherein <00834 +>aher > [ any ] work <04399 +m@la>kah > is done 
<06213 + , it must be put <00935 +bow> > into water <04325 +mayim > , and it shall be unclean <02930 +tame> > until <05704 + the even <06153 + ; so it shall be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > . cleansed LEV 012 007 Who shall 
offer <07126 +qarab > it before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , and make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for her ; and she shall be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > from the issue <04726 +maqowr > of her blood 
<01818 +dam > . This <02063 +zo>th > [ is ] the law <08451 +towrah > for her that hath born <03205 +yalad > a male <02145 +zakar > or <00176 +>ow > a female <05347 +n@qebah > . cleansed LEV 014 004 Then shall the priest 
<03548 +kohen > command <06680 +tsavah > to take <03947 +laqach > for him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > two <08147 +sh@nayim > birds <06833 +tsippowr > alive <02416 +chay > [ and ] clean <02889 +tahowr > , 
and cedar <00730 +>erez > wood <06086 + , and scarlet , and hyssop <00231 +>ezowb > : cleansed LEV 014 007 And he shall sprinkle <05137 +nazah > upon him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > from the leprosy <06883 
+tsara seven <07651 +sheba< > times <06471 +pa , and shall pronounce him clean <02891 +taher > , and shall let the living <02416 +chay > bird <06833 +tsippowr > loose <07971 +shalach > into <05921 + the open <06440 +paniym
> field <07704 +sadeh > . cleansed LEV 014 008 And he that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > shall wash <03526 +kabac > his clothes <00899 +beged > , and shave <01548 +galach > off all <03605 +kol > his hair <08181 +se , 
and wash <07364 +rachats > himself in water <04325 +mayim > , that he may be clean <02891 +taher > : and after <00310 +>achar > that he shall come <00935 +bow> > into <00413 +>el > the camp <04264 +machaneh > , and shall 
tarry <03427 +yashab > abroad <02351 +chuwts > out of his tent <00168 +>ohel > seven <07651 +sheba< > days <03117 +yowm > . cleansed LEV 014 014 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > [ some ] of the
blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that 
is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > : 
cleansed LEV 014 017 And of the rest <03499 +yether > of the oil <08081 +shemen > that [ is ] in his hand <03709 +kaph > shall the priest <03548 +kohen > put <05414 +nathan > upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233
+y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right 
<03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering : cleansed LEV 014 018 And the remnant <03498 +yathar > of the oil <08081 +shemen > that [ is ] in the priest s 
<03548 +kohen > hand <03709 +kaph > he shall pour <05414 +nathan > upon the head <07218 +ro>sh > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > : and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > 
for him before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleansed LEV 014 019 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall offer <06213 + the sin <02403 +chatta>ah > offering , and make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for 
him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > from his uncleanness <02932 +tum>ah > ; and afterward <00310 +>achar > he shall kill <07819 +shachat > the burnt <05930 + offering : cleansed LEV 014 025 And he shall kill <07819 
+shachat > the lamb <03532 +kebes > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > [ some ] of the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and 
put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 
+y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > : cleansed LEV 014 028 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall put <05414 +nathan > of the oil 
<08081 +shemen > that [ is ] in his hand <03709 +kaph > upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen 
> of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the place <04725 +maqowm > of the blood <01818 +dam > of the 
trespass <00817 +>asham > offering : cleansed LEV 014 029 And the rest <03498 +yathar > of the oil <08081 +shemen > that [ is ] in the priest s <03548 +kohen > hand <03709 +kaph > he shall put <05414 +nathan > upon the head 
<07218 +ro>sh > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , to make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for him before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleansed LEV 014 031 [ Even ] such as he is able 
<05381 +nasag > to get <05381 +nasag > , the one <00259 +>echad > [ for ] a sin <02403 +chatta>ah > offering , and the other <00259 +>echad > [ for ] a burnt <05930 + offering , with the meat offering <04503 +minchah > : and the 
priest <03548 +kohen > shall make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleansed LEV 015 013 And when <03588 +kiy > he 
that hath an issue <02100 +zuwb > is {cleansed} <02891 +taher > of his issue <02101 +zowb > ; then he shall number <05608 +caphar > to himself seven <07651 +sheba< > days <03117 +yowm > for his cleansing <02893 +tohorah >
, and wash <03526 +kabac > his clothes <00899 +beged > , and bathe <07364 +rachats > his flesh <01320 +basar > in running <02416 +chay > water <04325 +mayim > , and shall be clean <02891 +taher > . cleansed LEV 015 028 
But if <00518 +>im > she be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > of her issue <02101 +zowb > , then she shall number <05608 +caphar > to herself seven <07651 +sheba< > days <03117 +yowm > , and after <00310 +>achar > that she shall 
be clean <02891 +taher > . cleansed NUM 035 033 So ye shall not pollute <02610 +chaneph > the land <00776 +>erets > wherein <00834 +>aher > ye [ are ] : for blood <01818 +dam > it defileth <02610 +chaneph > the land <00776 
+>erets > : and the land <00776 +>erets > cannot <03308 +yophiy > be {cleansed} <03722 +kaphar > of the blood <01818 +dam > that is shed <08210 +shaphak > therein , but by the blood <01818 +dam > of him that shed <08210 
+shaphak > it . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

cleanse ^ Jer_04_11 / cleanse /^ 

cleanse ^ Eze_43_20 / cleanse /^and purge it. 

cleanse ^ Mat_23_26 / cleanse /^first that [which is] within the cup and platter, that the outside of them 
may be clean also. 

cleanse ^ Psa_119_09 / cleanse /^his way? by taking heed [thereto] according to thy word. 

cleanse ^ Eph_05_26 / cleanse /^it with the washing of water by the word, 

cleanse ^ Lev_16_19 / cleanse /^it, and hallow it from the uncleanness of the children of Israel. 

cleanse ^ Eze_39_14 / cleanse /^it: after the end of seven months shall they search. 

cleanse ^ Eze_43_22 / cleanse /^it] with the bullock. 

cleanse ^ 2Ch_29_16 / cleanse /^it], and brought out all the uncleanness that they found in the temple of the
LORD into the court of the house of the LORD. And the Levites took [it], to carry [it] out abroad into the 
brook Kidron. 

cleanse ^ Psa_51_02 / cleanse /^me from my sin. 

cleanse ^ 2Co_07_01 / cleanse /^ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the
fear of God. 

cleanse ^ Eze_43_22 / cleanse /^the altar, as they did cleanse [it] with the bullock. 

cleanse ^ Exo_29_36 / cleanse /^the altar, when thou hast made an atonement for it, and thou shalt anoint 
it, to sanctify it. 

cleanse ^ 2Ch_29_15 / cleanse /^the house of the LORD. 

cleanse ^ Lev_14_49 / cleanse /^the house two birds, and cedar wood, and scarlet, and hyssop: 

cleanse ^ Lev_14_52 / cleanse /^the house with the blood of the bird, and with the running water, and with 
the living bird, and with the cedar wood, and with the hyssop, and with the scarlet: 

cleanse ^ Eze_39_12 / cleanse /^the land. 

cleanse ^ Eze_39_16 / cleanse /^the land. 

cleanse ^ Mat_10_08 / cleanse /^the lepers, raise the dead, cast out devils: freely ye have received, freely 
give. 

cleanse ^ Eze_45_18 / cleanse /^the sanctuary: 

cleanse ^ Joe_03_21 / cleanse /^their blood [that] I have not cleansed: for the LORD dwelleth in Zion. 

cleanse ^ Jer_33_08 / cleanse /^them from all their iniquity, whereby they have sinned against me; and I 
will pardon all their iniquities, whereby they have sinned, and whereby they have transgressed against me. 



cleanse ^ Num_08_15 / cleanse /^them, and offer them [for] an offering. 

cleanse ^ Num_08_06 / cleanse /^them. 

cleanse ^ Num_08_21 / cleanse /^them. 

cleanse ^ Eze_37_23 / cleanse /^them: so shall they be my people, and I will be their God. 

cleanse ^ Num_08_07 / cleanse /^them: Sprinkle water of purifying upon them, and let them shave all their 
flesh, and let them wash their clothes, and [so] make themselves clean. 

cleanse ^ Neh_13_22 / cleanse /^themselves, and [that] they should come [and] keep the gates, to sanctify 
the sabbath day. Remember me, O my God, [concerning] this also, and spare me according to the greatness 
of thy mercy. 

cleanse ^ Psa_19_12 / cleanse /^thou me from secret [faults]. 

cleanse ^ 1Jo_01_09 / cleanse /^us from all unrighteousness. 

cleanse ^ Lev_16_30 / cleanse /^you, [that] ye may be clean from all your sins before the LORD. 

cleanse ^ Eze_36_25 / cleanse /^you. 

Cleanse ^ Jam_04_08 / Cleanse /^your] hands, [ye] sinners; and purify [your] hearts, [ye] double minded. 

cleansed ^ Dan_08_14 / cleansed /^ 

cleansed ^ Lev_11_32 / cleansed /^ 

cleansed ^ Luk_17_14 / cleansed /^ 

cleansed ^ Mar_01_42 / cleansed /^ 

cleansed ^ Mat_08_03 / cleansed /^ 

cleansed ^ 2Ch_30_19 / cleansed /^according to the purification of the sanctuary. 

cleansed ^ 2Ch_29_18 / cleansed /^all the house of the LORD, and the altar of burnt offering, with all the 
vessels thereof, and the showbread table, with all the vessels thereof. 

cleansed ^ Mat_11_05 / cleansed /^and the deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have the gospel 
preached to them. 

cleansed ^ Lev_14_18 / cleansed /^and the priest shall make an atonement for him before the LORD. 

cleansed ^ Lev_14_17 / cleansed /^and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right
foot, upon the blood of the trespass offering: 

cleansed ^ Lev_14_28 / cleansed /^and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right
foot, upon the place of the blood of the trespass offering: 

cleansed ^ Lev_14_14 / cleansed /^and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right
foot: 



cleansed ^ Lev_14_25 / cleansed /^and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right
foot: 

cleansed ^ Lev_14_31 / cleansed /^before the LORD. 

cleansed ^ Luk_17_17 / cleansed /^but where [are] the nine? 

cleansed ^ Joe_03_21 / cleansed /^for the LORD dwelleth in Zion. 

cleansed ^ Lev_14_19 / cleansed /^from his uncleanness; and afterward he shall kill the burnt offering: 

cleansed ^ Job_35_03 / cleansed /^from my sin? 

cleansed ^ Lev_12_07 / cleansed /^from the issue of her blood. This [is] the law for her that hath born a 
male or a female. 

cleansed ^ Lev_14_07 / cleansed /^from the leprosy seven times, and shall pronounce him clean, and shall 
let the living bird loose into the open field. 

cleansed ^ Neh_13_30 / cleansed /^I them from all strangers, and appointed the wards of the priests and the
Levites, every one in his business; 

cleansed ^ 2Ch_34_05 / cleansed /^Judah and Jerusalem. 

cleansed ^ Psa_73_13 / cleansed /^my heart [in] vain, and washed my hands in innocency. 

cleansed ^ Eze_22_24 / cleansed /^nor rained upon in the day of indignation. 

cleansed ^ Lev_15_28 / cleansed /^of her issue, then she shall number to herself seven days, and after that 
she shall be clean. 

cleansed ^ Lev_15_13 / cleansed /^of his issue; then he shall number to himself seven days for his cleansing,
and wash his clothes, and bathe his flesh in running water, and shall be clean. 

cleansed ^ Num_35_33 / cleansed /^of the blood that is shed therein, but by the blood of him that shed it. 

cleansed ^ Luk_04_27 / cleansed /^saving Naaman the Syrian. 

cleansed ^ Lev_14_08 / cleansed /^shall wash his clothes, and shave off all his hair, and wash himself in 
water, that he may be clean: and after that he shall come into the camp, and shall tarry abroad out of his 
tent seven days. 

cleansed ^ Act_10_15 / cleansed /^that] call not thou common. 

cleansed ^ Act_11_09 / cleansed /^that] call not thou common. 

cleansed ^ Neh_13_09 / cleansed /^the chambers: and thither brought I again the vessels of the house of 
God, with the meat offering and the frankincense. 

cleansed ^ Luk_07_22 / cleansed /^the deaf hear, the dead are raised, to the poor the gospel is preached. 

cleansed ^ 2Ch_30_18 / cleansed /^themselves, yet did they eat the passover otherwise than it was written. 
But Hezekiah prayed for them, saying, The good LORD pardon every one 

cleansed ^ Eze_44_26 / cleansed /^they shall reckon unto him seven days. 



cleansed ^ Lev_14_29 / cleansed /^to make an atonement for him before the LORD. 

cleansed ^ Lev_14_04 / cleansed /^two birds alive [and] clean, and cedar wood, and scarlet, and hyssop: 

cleansed ^ Jos_22_17 / cleansed /^until this day, although there was a plague in the congregation of the 
LORD, 

cleansed ^ Eze_36_33 / cleansed /^you from all your iniquities I will also cause [you] to dwell in the cities, 
and the wastes shall be builded. 

cleanseth ^ Pro_20_30 / cleanseth /^away evil: so [do] stripes the inward parts of the belly. 

cleanseth ^ Job_37_21 / cleanseth /^them. 

cleanseth ^ 1Jo_01_07 / cleanseth /^us from all sin. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

cleanse ......... and cleanse 2511 -katharizo-> 

cleanse ......... and to cleanse 2511 -katharizo-> 

cleanse ......... cleanse 2511 -katharizo-> 

cleanse ......... let us cleanse 2511 -katharizo-> 

Cleanse ......... to you . Cleanse 2511 -katharizo-> 

cleansed ......... are cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> 

cleansed ......... cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> 

cleansed ......... from him , and he was cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> 

cleansed ......... hath cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> 

cleansed ......... of them was cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> 

cleansed ......... they were cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> 

cleansed ......... was cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> 

cleanseth ......... cleanseth 2511 -katharizo-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

Cleanse Jam_04_08 Draw nigh to God, and he will draw nigh to you. {Cleanse} [your] hands, [ye] sinners; 
and purify [your] hearts, [ye] double minded. 

cleanse 1Jo_01_09 If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us [our] sins, and to {cleanse} us 
from all unrighteousness. 

cleanse 2Ch_29_15 And they gathered their brethren, and sanctified themselves, and came, according to the
commandment of the king, by the words of the LORD, to {cleanse} the house of the LORD. 

cleanse 2Ch_29_16 And the priests went into the inner part of the house of the LORD, to {cleanse} [it], and 
brought out all the uncleanness that they found in the temple of the LORD into the court of the house of the
LORD. And the Levites took [it], to carry [it] out abroad into the brook Kidron. 

cleanse 2Co_07_01 Having therefore these promises, dearly beloved, let us {cleanse} ourselves from all 
filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God. 

cleanse Eph_05_26 That he might sanctify and {cleanse} it with the washing of water by the word, 

cleanse Exo_29_36 And thou shalt offer every day a bullock [for] a sin offering for atonement: and thou 
shalt {cleanse} the altar, when thou hast made an atonement for it, and thou shalt anoint it, to sanctify it. 

cleanse Eze_43_20 And thou shalt take of the blood thereof, and put [it] on the four horns of it, and on the 
four corners of the settle, and upon the border round about: thus shalt thou {cleanse} and purge it. 

cleanse Eze_45_18 Thus saith the Lord GOD; In the first [month], in the first [day] of the month, thou shalt
take a young bullock without blemish, and {cleanse} the sanctuary: 

cleanse Eze_39_12 And seven months shall the house of Israel be burying of them, that they may {cleanse} 
the land. 

cleanse Eze_39_16 And also the name of the city [shall be] Hamonah. Thus shall they {cleanse} the land. 

cleanse Eze_43_22 And on the second day thou shalt offer a kid of the goats without blemish for a sin 
offering; and they shall cleanse the altar, as they did {cleanse} [it] with the bullock. 

cleanse Eze_43_22 And on the second day thou shalt offer a kid of the goats without blemish for a sin 
offering; and they shall {cleanse} the altar, as they did cleanse [it] with the bullock. 

cleanse Eze_37_23 Neither shall they defile themselves any more with their idols, nor with their detestable 
things, nor with any of their transgressions: but I will save them out of all their dwellingplaces, wherein 
they have sinned, and will {cleanse} them: so shall they be my people, and I will be their God. 

cleanse Eze_39_14 And they shall sever out men of continual employment, passing through the land to bury
with the passengers those that remain upon the face of the earth, to {cleanse} it: after the end of seven 
months shall they search. 

cleanse Eze_36_25 Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be clean: from all your filthiness,
and from all your idols, will I {cleanse} you. 

cleanse Jer_04_11 At that time shall it be said to this people and to Jerusalem, A dry wind of the high places
in the wilderness toward the daughter of my people, not to fan, nor to {cleanse}, 



cleanse Jer_33_08 And I will {cleanse} them from all their iniquity, whereby they have sinned against me; 
and I will pardon all their iniquities, whereby they have sinned, and whereby they have transgressed 
against me. 

cleanse Joe_03_21 For I will {cleanse} their blood [that] I have not cleansed: for the LORD dwelleth in 
Zion. 

cleanse Lev_14_52 And he shall {cleanse} the house with the blood of the bird, and with the running water, 
and with the living bird, and with the cedar wood, and with the hyssop, and with the scarlet: 

cleanse Lev_16_19 And he shall sprinkle of the blood upon it with his finger seven times, and {cleanse} it, 
and hallow it from the uncleanness of the children of Israel. 

cleanse Lev_16_30 For on that day shall [the priest] make an atonement for you, to {cleanse} you, [that] ye 
may be clean from all your sins before the LORD. 

cleanse Lev_14_49 And he shall take to {cleanse} the house two birds, and cedar wood, and scarlet, and 
hyssop: 

cleanse Mat_23_26 [Thou] blind Pharisee, {cleanse} first that [which is] within the cup and platter, that the 
outside of them may be clean also. 

cleanse Mat_10_08 Heal the sick, {cleanse} the lepers, raise the dead, cast out devils: freely ye have 
received, freely give. 

cleanse Neh_13_22 And I commanded the Levites that they should {cleanse} themselves, and [that] they 
should come [and] keep the gates, to sanctify the sabbath day. Remember me, O my God, [concerning] this 
also, and spare me according to the greatness of thy mercy. 

cleanse Num_08_21 And the Levites were purified, and they washed their clothes; and Aaron offered them 
[as] an offering before the LORD; and Aaron made an atonement for them to {cleanse} them. 

cleanse Num_08_15 And after that shall the Levites go in to do the service of the tabernacle of the 
congregation: and thou shalt {cleanse} them, and offer them [for] an offering. 

cleanse Num_08_07 And thus shalt thou do unto them, to {cleanse} them: Sprinkle water of purifying upon 
them, and let them shave all their flesh, and let them wash their clothes, and [so] make themselves clean. 

cleanse Num_08_06 Take the Levites from among the children of Israel, and {cleanse} them. 

cleanse Psa_119_09 BETH. Wherewithal shall a young man {cleanse} his way? by taking heed [thereto] 
according to thy word. 

cleanse Psa_19_12 Who can understand [his] errors? {cleanse} thou me from secret [faults]. 

cleanse Psa_51_02 Wash me thoroughly from mine iniquity, and {cleanse} me from my sin. 

cleansed 2Ch_30_19 [That] prepareth his heart to seek God, the LORD God of his fathers, though [he be] 
not [{cleansed}] according to the purification of the sanctuary. 

cleansed 2Ch_34_05 And he burnt the bones of the priests upon their altars, and {cleansed} Judah and 
Jerusalem. 

cleansed 2Ch_29_18 Then they went in to Hezekiah the king, and said, We have {cleansed} all the house of 



the LORD, and the altar of burnt offering, with all the vessels thereof, and the showbread table, with all the
vessels thereof. 

cleansed 2Ch_30_18 For a multitude of the people, [even] many of Ephraim, and Manasseh, Issachar, and 
Zebulun, had not {cleansed} themselves, yet did they eat the passover otherwise than it was written. But 
Hezekiah prayed for them, saying, The good LORD pardon every one 

cleansed Act_10_15 And the voice [spake] unto him again the second time, What God hath {cleansed}, 
[that] call not thou common. 

cleansed Act_11_09 But the voice answered me again from heaven, What God hath {cleansed}, [that] call 
not thou common. 

cleansed Dan_08_14 And he said unto me, Unto two thousand and three hundred days; then shall the 
sanctuary be {cleansed}. 

cleansed Eze_22_24 Son of man, say unto her, Thou [art] the land that is not {cleansed}, nor rained upon in 
the day of indignation. 

cleansed Eze_44_26 And after he is {cleansed}, they shall reckon unto him seven days. 

cleansed Eze_36_33 Thus saith the Lord GOD; In the day that I shall have {cleansed} you from all your 
iniquities I will also cause [you] to dwell in the cities, and the wastes shall be builded. 

cleansed Jos_22_17 [Is] the iniquity of Peor too little for us, from which we are not {cleansed} until this day,
although there was a plague in the congregation of the LORD, 

cleansed Joe_03_21 For I will cleanse their blood [that] I have not {cleansed}: for the LORD dwelleth in 
Zion. 

cleansed Job_35_03 For thou saidst, What advantage will it be unto thee? [and], What profit shall I have, 
[if I be {cleansed}] from my sin? 

cleansed Lev_11_32 And upon whatsoever [any] of them, when they are dead, doth fall, it shall be unclean; 
whether [it be] any vessel of wood, or raiment, or skin, or sack, whatsoever vessel [it be], wherein [any] 
work is done, it must be put into water, and it shall be unclean until the even; so it shall be {cleansed}. 

cleansed Lev_14_17 And of the rest of the oil that [is] in his hand shall the priest put upon the tip of the 
right ear of him that is to be {cleansed}, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his
right foot, upon the blood of the trespass offering: 

cleansed Lev_14_18 And the remnant of the oil that [is] in the priest's hand he shall pour upon the head of 
him that is to be {cleansed}: and the priest shall make an atonement for him before the LORD. 

cleansed Lev_14_19 And the priest shall offer the sin offering, and make an atonement for him that is to be 
{cleansed} from his uncleanness; and afterward he shall kill the burnt offering: 

cleansed Lev_14_08 And he that is to be {cleansed} shall wash his clothes, and shave off all his hair, and 
wash himself in water, that he may be clean: and after that he shall come into the camp, and shall tarry 
abroad out of his tent seven days. 

cleansed Lev_14_14 And the priest shall take [some] of the blood of the trespass offering, and the priest 
shall put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be {cleansed}, and upon the thumb of his right 
hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot: 



cleansed Luk_17_17 And Jesus answering said, Were there not ten {cleansed}? but where [are] the nine? 

cleansed Lev_14_04 Then shall the priest command to take for him that is to be {cleansed} two birds alive 
[and] clean, and cedar wood, and scarlet, and hyssop: 

cleansed Luk_04_27 And many lepers were in Israel in the time of Eliseus the prophet; and none of them 
was {cleansed}, saving Naaman the Syrian. 

cleansed Lev_15_28 But if she be {cleansed} of her issue, then she shall number to herself seven days, and 
after that she shall be clean. 

cleansed Lev_12_07 Who shall offer it before the LORD, and make an atonement for her; and she shall be 
{cleansed} from the issue of her blood. This [is] the law for her that hath born a male or a female. 

cleansed Lev_14_29 And the rest of the oil that [is] in the priest's hand he shall put upon the head of him 
that is to be {cleansed}, to make an atonement for him before the LORD. 

cleansed Luk_07_22 Then Jesus answering said unto them, Go your way, and tell John what things ye have 
seen and heard; how that the blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are {cleansed}, the deaf hear, the dead are 
raised, to the poor the gospel is preached. 

cleansed Lev_14_07 And he shall sprinkle upon him that is to be {cleansed} from the leprosy seven times, 
and shall pronounce him clean, and shall let the living bird loose into the open field. 

cleansed Lev_14_31 [Even] such as he is able to get, the one [for] a sin offering, and the other [for] a burnt 
offering, with the meat offering: and the priest shall make an atonement for him that is to be {cleansed} 
before the LORD. 

cleansed Luk_17_14 And when he saw [them], he said unto them, Go show yourselves unto the priests. And 
it came to pass, that, as they went, they were {cleansed}. 

cleansed Lev_15_13 And when he that hath an issue is {cleansed} of his issue; then he shall number to 
himself seven days for his cleansing, and wash his clothes, and bathe his flesh in running water, and shall be
clean. 

cleansed Lev_14_25 And he shall kill the lamb of the trespass offering, and the priest shall take [some] of 
the blood of the trespass offering, and put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be {cleansed}, 
and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot: 

cleansed Lev_14_28 And the priest shall put of the oil that [is] in his hand upon the tip of the right ear of 
him that is to be {cleansed}, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot, 
upon the place of the blood of the trespass offering: 

cleansed Mar_01_42 And as soon as he had spoken, immediately the leprosy departed from him, and he 
was {cleansed}. 

cleansed Mat_08_03 And Jesus put forth [his] hand, and touched him, saying, I will; be thou clean. And 
immediately his leprosy was {cleansed}. 

cleansed Mat_11_05 The blind receive their sight, and the lame walk, the lepers are {cleansed}, and the deaf
hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have the gospel preached to them. 

cleansed Neh_13_09 Then I commanded, and they {cleansed} the chambers: and thither brought I again the
vessels of the house of God, with the meat offering and the frankincense. 



cleansed Num_35_33 So ye shall not pollute the land wherein ye [are]: for blood it defileth the land: and the
land cannot be {cleansed} of the blood that is shed therein, but by the blood of him that shed it. 

cleansed Neh_13_30 Thus {cleansed} I them from all strangers, and appointed the wards of the priests and 
the Levites, every one in his business; 

cleansed Psa_73_13 Verily I have {cleansed} my heart [in] vain, and washed my hands in innocency. 

cleanseth 1Jo_01_07 But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship one with another, 
and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son {cleanseth} us from all sin. 

cleanseth Pro_20_30 The blueness of a wound {cleanseth} away evil: so [do] stripes the inward parts of the 
belly. 

cleanseth Job_37_21 And now [men] see not the bright light which [is] in the clouds: but the wind passeth, 
and {cleanseth} them. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

Cleanse ^ Jam_04_08 Draw nigh <1448> (5657) to God <2316>, and <2532> he will draw nigh <1448> (5692) to you <5213>. {Cleanse} <2511> (5657) your hands <5495>, ye sinners <0268>; and <2532> purify <0048> 
(5657) your hearts <2588>, ye double minded <1374>. 

cleanse ^ Mat_10_08 Heal <2323> (5720) the sick <0770> (5723), {cleanse} <2511> (5720) the lepers <3015>, raise <1453> (5720) the dead <3498>, cast out <1544> (5720) devils <1140>: freely <1432> ye have received 
<2983> (5627), freely <1432> give <1325> (5628). 

cleanse ^ Mat_23_26 Thou blind <5185> Pharisee <5330>, {cleanse} <2511> (5657) first <4412> that which is within <1787> the cup <4221> and <2532> platter <3953>, that <2443> the outside <1622> of them <0846> may
be <1096> (5638) clean <2513> also <2532>. 

cleanse ^ Eph_05_26 That <2443> he <0846> might sanctify <0037> (5661) and {cleanse} it <2511> (5660) with the washing <3067> of water <5204> by <1722> the word <4487>, 

cleanse ^ 1Jo_01_09 If <1437> we confess <3670> (5725) our <2257> sins <0266>, he is <2076> (5748) faithful <4103> and <2532> just <1342> to <2443> forgive <0863> (5632) us <2254> our sins <0266>, and <2532> to 
{cleanse} <2511> (5661) us <2248> from <0575> all <3956> unrighteousness <0093>. 

cleanse ^ 2Co_07_01 Having <2192> (5723) therefore <3767> these <5025> promises <1860>, dearly beloved <0027>, let us {cleanse} <2511> (5661) ourselves <1438> from <0575> all <3956> filthiness <3436> of the flesh 
<4561> and <2532> spirit <4151>, perfecting <2005> (5723) holiness <0042> in <1722> the fear <5401> of God <2316>. 

cleansed ^ Luk_07_22 Then <2532> Jesus <2424> answering <0611> (5679) said <2036> (5627) unto them <0846>, Go your way <4198> (5679), and tell <0518> (5657) John <2491> what things <3739> ye have seen <1492>
(5627) and <2532> heard <0191> (5656); how <3754> that the blind <5185> see <0308> (5719), the lame <5560> walk <4043> (5719), the lepers <3015> are {cleansed} <2511> (5743), the deaf <2974> hear <0191> (5719), 
the dead <3498> are raised <1453> (5743), to the poor <4434> the gospel is preached <2097> (5743). 

cleansed ^ Luk_04_27 And <2532> many <4183> lepers <3015> were <2258> (5713) in <1722> Israel <2474> in the time <1909> of Eliseus <1666> the prophet <4396>; and <2532> none <3762> of them <0846> was 
{cleansed} <2511> (5681), saving <1508> Naaman <3497> the Syrian <4948>. 

cleansed ^ Act_11_09 But <1161> the voice <5456> answered <0611> (5662) me <3427> again <1537> <1208> from <1537> heaven <3772>, What <3739> God <2316> hath {cleansed} <2511> (5656), that call <2840> <0> 
not <3361> thou <4771> common <2840> (5720). 

cleansed ^ Act_10_15 And <2532> the voice <5456> spake unto <4314> him <0846> again <3825> <1537> the second time <1208>, What <3739> God <2316> hath {cleansed} <2511> (5656), that call <2840> <0> not 
<3361> thou <4771> common <2840> (5720). 

cleansed ^ Luk_17_14 And <2532> when he saw <1492> (5631) them, he said <2036> (5627) unto them <0846>, Go <4198> (5679) shew <1925> (5657) yourselves <1438> unto the priests <2409>. And <2532> it came to 
pass <1096> (5633), that, as they <0846> went <5217> (5721) <1722>, they were {cleansed} <2511> (5681). 

cleansed ^ Mat_08_03 And <2532> Jesus <2424> put forth <1614> (5660) his hand <5495>, and touched <0680> (5662) him <0846>, saying <3004> (5723), I will <2309> (5719); be thou clean <2511> (5682). And <2532> 
immediately <2112> his <0846> leprosy <3014> was {cleansed} <2511> (5681). 

cleansed ^ Mat_11_05 The blind <5185> receive their sight <0308> (5719), and <2532> the lame <5560> walk <4043> (5719), the lepers <3015> are {cleansed} <2511> (5743), and <2532> the deaf <2974> hear <0191> 
(5719), the dead <3498> are raised up <1453> (5743), and <2532> the poor <4434> have the gospel preached to them <2097> (5743). 

cleansed ^ Mar_01_42 And <2532> as soon as he <0846> had spoken <2036> (5631), immediately <2112> the leprosy <3014> departed <0565> (5627) from <0575> him <0846>, and <2532> he was {cleansed} <2511> 
(5681). 

cleansed ^ Luk_17_17 And <1161> Jesus <2424> answering <0611> (5679) said <2036> (5627), Were there <2511> <0> not <3780> ten <1176> {cleansed} <2511> (5681)? but <1161> where <4226> are the nine <1767>? 

cleanseth ^ 1Jo_01_07 But <1161> if <1437> we walk <4043> (5725) in <1722> the light <5457>, as <5613> he <0846> is <2076> (5748) in <1722> the light <5457>, we have <2192> (5719) fellowship <2842> one with 
another <3326> <0240>, and <2532> the blood <0129> of Jesus <2424> Christ <5547> his <0846> Son <5207> {cleanseth} <2511> (5719) us <2248> from <0575> all <3956> sin <0266>. 
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Cleanse Jam_04_08 Draw nigh (1448 -eggizo -) to God (2316 -theos -) , and he will draw nigh (1448 -eggizo -
) to you . {Cleanse} (2511 -katharizo -) [ your ] hands (5495 -cheir -) , [ ye ] sinners (0268 -hamartolos -) ; 
and purify (0048 -hagnizo -) [ your ] hearts (2588 -kardia -) , [ ye ] double (1374 -dipsuchos -) minded (1374 
-dipsuchos -) . 

cleanse 1Jo_01_09 If (1437 -ean -) we confess (3670 -homologeo -) our sins (0266 -hamartia -) , he is faithful 
(4103 -pistos -) and just (1342 -dikaios -) to forgive (0863 -aphiemi -) us [ our ] sins (0266 -hamartia -) , and 
to {cleanse} (2511 -katharizo -) us from all (3956 -pas -) unrighteousness (0093 -adikia -) . 

cleanse 2Ch_29_15 And they gathered (00622 +)acaph ) their brethren (00251 +)ach ) , and sanctified 
(06942 +qadash ) themselves , and came (00935 +bow) ) , according to the commandment (04687 +mitsvah )
of the king (04428 +melek ) , by the words (01697 +dabar ) of the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) , to {cleanse} 
(02891 +taher ) the house (01004 +bayith ) of the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) . 

cleanse 2Ch_29_16 And the priests (03548 +kohen ) went (00935 +bow) ) into the inner (06441 +p@niymah 
) part of the house (01004 +bayith ) of the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) , to {cleanse} (02891 +taher ) [ it ] , 
and brought (03318 +yatsa) ) out all (03605 +kol ) the uncleanness (02932 +tum)ah ) that they found (04672 
+matsa) ) in the temple (01964 +heykal ) of the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) into the court (02691 +chatser ) 
of the house (01004 +bayith ) of the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) . And the Levites (03881 +Leviyiy ) took 
(06901 +qabal ) [ it ] , to carry (03318 +yatsa) ) [ it ] out abroad (02351 +chuwts ) into the brook (05158 
+nachal ) Kidron (06939 +Qidrown ) . 

cleanse 2Co_07_01 . Having (2192 -echo -) therefore (3767 -oun -) these (5025 -tautais -) promises (1860 -
epaggelia -) , dearly beloved (0027 -agapetos -) , let us {cleanse} (2511 -katharizo -) ourselves (1438 -heautou
-) from all (3956 -pas -) filthiness (3436 -molusmos -) of the flesh (4561 -sarx -) and spirit (4151 -pneuma -) , 
perfecting (2005 -epiteleo -) holiness (0042 -hagiosune -) in the fear (5401 -phobos -) of God (2316 -theos -) . 
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cleanse Eph_05_26 That he might sanctify (0037 -hagiazo -) and {cleanse} (2511 -katharizo -) it with the 
washing (3067 -loutron -) of water (5204 -hudor -) by the word (4487 -rhema -) , 

cleanse Exo_29_36 And thou shalt offer (06213 +(asah ) every day (03117 +yowm ) a bullock (06499 +par ) [
for ] a sin (02403 +chatta)ah ) offering for atonement (03725 +kippur ):and thou shalt {cleanse} (02398 
+chata) ) the altar (04196 +mizbeach ) , when thou hast made an atonement (03722 +kaphar ) for it , and 
thou shalt anoint (04886 +mashach ) it , to sanctify (06942 +qadash ) it . 

cleanse Eze_36_25 . Then will I sprinkle (02236 +zaraq ) clean (02889 +tahowr ) water (04325 +mayim ) 
upon you , and ye shall be clean (02891 +taher ):from all (03605 +kol ) your filthiness (02932 +tum)ah ) , 
and from all (03605 +kol ) your idols (01544 +gilluwl ) , will I {cleanse} (02891 +taher ) you . 

cleanse Eze_37_23 Neither (03808 +lo) ) shall they defile (02930 +tame) ) themselves any more (05750 +(owd
) with their idols (01544 +gilluwl ) , nor with their detestable (08251 +shiqquwts ) things , nor with any 
(03605 +kol ) of their transgressions (06588 +pesha( ):but I will save (03467 +yasha( ) them out of all (03605 
+kol ) their dwellingplaces (04186 +mowshab ) , wherein (00834 +)aher ) they have sinned (02398 +chata) ) ,
and will {cleanse} (02891 +taher ) them:so shall they be my people (05971 +(am ) , and I will be their God 
(00430 +)elohiym ) . 

cleanse Eze_39_12 And seven (07651 +sheba( ) months (02320 +chodesh ) shall the house (01004 +bayith ) 
of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) be burying (06912 +qabar ) of them , that they may {cleanse} (02891 +taher ) the
land (00776 +)erets ) . 

cleanse Eze_39_14 And they shall sever (00914 +badal ) out men (00582 +)enowsh ) of continual (08548 
+tamiyd ) employment , passing (05674 +(abar ) through the land (00776 +)erets ) to bury (06912 +qabar ) 
with the passengers (05674 +(abar ) those that remain (03498 +yathar ) upon the face (06440 +paniym ) of 
the earth (00776 +)erets ) , to {cleanse} (02891 +taher ) it:after the end (07097 +qatseh ) of seven (07651 
+sheba( ) months (02320 +chodesh ) shall they search (02713 +chaqar ) . 

cleanse Eze_39_16 And also (01571 +gam ) the name (08034 +shem ) of the city (05892 +(iyr ) [ shall be ] 
Hamonah (01997 +Hamownah ) . Thus shall they {cleanse} (02891 +taher ) the land (00776 +)erets ) . 

cleanse Eze_43_20 And thou shalt take (03947 +laqach ) of the blood (01818 +dam ) thereof , and put 
(05414 +nathan ) [ it ] on (05921 +(al ) the four (00702 +)arba( ) horns (07161 +qeren ) of it , and on (00413 
+)el ) the four (00702 +)arba( ) corners (06438 +pinnah ) of the settle (05835 +(azarah ) , and upon the 
border (01366 +g@buwl ) round (05439 +cabiyb ) about:thus shalt thou {cleanse} (02398 +chata) ) and 
purge (03722 +kaphar ) it . 

cleanse Eze_43_22 And on the second (08145 +sheniy ) day (03117 +yowm ) thou shalt offer (07126 +qarab )
a kid (08163 +sa(iyr ) of the goats (05795 +(ez ) without (08549 +tamiym ) blemish (08549 +tamiym ) for a 
sin (02403 +chatta)ah ) offering ; and they shall cleanse (02398 +chata) ) the altar (04196 +mizbeach ) , as 
they did {cleanse} (02398 +chata) ) [ it ] with the bullock (06499 +par ) . 

cleanse Eze_43_22 And on the second (08145 +sheniy ) day (03117 +yowm ) thou shalt offer (07126 +qarab )
a kid (08163 +sa(iyr ) of the goats (05795 +(ez ) without (08549 +tamiym ) blemish (08549 +tamiym ) for a 
sin (02403 +chatta)ah ) offering ; and they shall {cleanse} (02398 +chata) ) the altar (04196 +mizbeach ) , as 
they did cleanse (02398 +chata) ) [ it ] with the bullock (06499 +par ) . 

cleanse Eze_45_18 Thus (03541 +koh ) saith (00559 +)amar ) the Lord (00136 +)Adonay ) GOD (03069 
+Y@hovih ) ; In the first (07223 +ri)shown ) [ month ] , in the first (00259 +)echad ) [ day ] of the month 
(02320 +chodesh ) , thou shalt take (03947 +laqach ) a young bullock (06499 +par ) without (08549 +tamiym
) blemish (08549 +tamiym ) , and {cleanse} (02398 +chata) ) the sanctuary (04720 +miqdash ) : 



cleanse Jer_04_11 At that time (06256 +(eth ) shall it be said (00559 +)amar ) to this (02088 +zeh ) people 
(05971 +(am ) and to Jerusalem (03389 +Y@ruwshalaim ) , A dry (06703 +tsach ) wind (07307 +ruwach ) of
the high (08205 +sh@phiy ) places in the wilderness (04057 +midbar ) toward the daughter (01323 +bath ) 
of my people (05971 +(am ) , not to fan (02219 +zarah ) , nor (03808 +lo) ) to {cleanse} (01305 +barar ) , 

cleanse Jer_33_08 And I will {cleanse} (02891 +taher ) them from all (03605 +kol ) their iniquity(05771 
+(avon ) , whereby (00834 +)aher ) they have sinned (02398 +chata) ) against me ; and I will pardon (05545 
+calach ) all (03605 +kol ) their iniquities (05771 +(avon ) , whereby (00834 +)aher ) they have sinned 
(02398 +chata) ) , and whereby (00834 +)aher ) they have transgressed (06586 +pasha( ) against me . 

cleanse Joe_03_21 For I will {cleanse} (05352 +naqah ) their blood (01818 +dam ) [ that ] I have not 
cleansed (05352 +naqah ):for the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) dwelleth (07931 +shakan ) in Zion (06726 
+Tsiyown ) . 

cleanse Lev_14_49 And he shall take (03947 +laqach ) to {cleanse} (02398 +chata) ) the house (01004 
+bayith ) two (08147 +sh@nayim ) birds (06833 +tsippowr ) , and cedar (00730 +)erez ) wood (06086 +(ets ) 
, and scarlet , and hyssop (00231 +)ezowb ) : 

cleanse Lev_14_52 And he shall {cleanse} (02398 +chata) ) the house (01004 +bayith ) with the blood (01818 
+dam ) of the bird (06833 +tsippowr ) , and with the running (02416 +chay ) water (04325 +mayim ) , and 
with the living (02416 +chay ) bird (06833 +tsippowr ) , and with the cedar (00730 +)erez ) wood (06086 
+(ets ) , and with the hyssop (00231 +)ezowb ) , and with the scarlet : 

cleanse Lev_16_19 And he shall sprinkle (05137 +nazah ) of the blood (01818 +dam ) upon it with his finger 
(00676 +)etsba( ) seven (07651 +sheba( ) times (06471 +pa(am ) , and {cleanse} (02891 +taher ) it , and 
hallow (06942 +qadash ) it from the uncleanness (02932 +tum)ah ) of the children (01121 +ben ) of Israel 
(03478 +Yisra)el ) . 

cleanse Lev_16_30 For on that day (03117 +yowm ) shall [ the priest ] make an atonement (03722 +kaphar )
for you , to {cleanse} (02891 +taher ) you , [ that ] ye may be clean (02891 +taher ) from all (03605 +kol ) 
your sins (02403 +chatta)ah ) before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) . 

cleanse Mat_10_08 Heal (2323 -therapeuo -) the sick (0770 -astheneo -) , {cleanse} (2511 -katharizo -) the 
lepers (3015 -lepros -) , raise (1453 -egeiro -) the dead (3498 -nekros -) , cast (1544 -ekballo -) out devils 
(1140 -daimonion -):freely (1432 -dorean -) ye have received (2983 -lambano -) , freely (1432 -dorean -) give 
(1325 -didomi -) . 

cleanse Mat_23_26 [ Thou ] blind (5185 -tuphlos -) Pharisee (5330 -Pharisaios -) , {cleanse} (2511 -katharizo
-) first (4412 -proton -) that [ which is ] within (1787 -entos -) the cup (4221 -poterion -) and platter (3953 -
paropsis -) , that the outside (1623 -hektos -) of them may be clean (2513 -katharos -) also (2532 -kai -) . 

cleanse Neh_13_22 And I commanded (00559 +)amar ) the Levites (03881 +Leviyiy ) that theyshould 
{cleanse} (02891 +taher ) themselves , and [ that ] they should come (00935 +bow) ) [ and ] keep (08104 
+shamar ) the gates (08179 +sha(ar ) , to sanctify (06942 +qadash ) the sabbath (07676 +shabbath ) day 
(03117 +yowm ) . Remember (02142 +zakar ) me , O my God (00430 +)elohiym ) , [ concerning ] this (02063 
+zo)th ) also (01571 +gam ) , and spare (02347 +chuwc ) me according to the greatness (07230 +rob ) of thy 
mercy (02617 +checed ) . 

cleanse Num_08_06 Take (03947 +laqach ) the Levites (03881 +Leviyiy ) from among (08432 +tavek ) the 
children (01121 +ben ) of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) , and {cleanse} (02891 +taher ) them . 

cleanse Num_08_07 And thus (03541 +koh ) shalt thou do (06213 +(asah ) unto them , to {cleanse} (02891 
+taher ) them:Sprinkle (05137 +nazah ) water (04325 +mayim ) of purifying (02403 +chatta)ah ) upon them



, and let them shave (05674 +(abar ) all (03605 +kol ) their flesh (01320 +basar ) , and let them wash (03526 
+kabac ) their clothes (00899 +beged ) , and [ so ] make themselves (01992 +hem ) clean (02891 +taher ) . 

cleanse Num_08_15 And after (00310 +)achar ) that shall the Levites (03881 +Leviyiy ) go (00935 +bow) ) in
to do (05647 +(abad ) the service (05647 +(abad ) of the tabernacle (00168 +)ohel ) of the congregation 
(04150 +mow(ed ):and thou shalt {cleanse} (02891 +taher ) them , and offer (05130 +nuwph ) them [ for ] an
offering (08573 +t@nuwphah ) . 

cleanse Num_08_21 And the Levites (03881 +Leviyiy ) were purified (02398 +chata) ) , and theywashed 
(03526 +kabac ) their clothes (00899 +beged ) ; and Aaron (00175 +)Aharown ) offered (05130 +nuwph ) 
them [ as ] an offering (08573 +t@nuwphah ) before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) ; and
Aaron (00175 +)Aharown ) made an atonement (03722 +kaphar ) for them to {cleanse} (02891 +taher ) 
them . 

cleanse Psa_119_009 . BETH . Wherewithal shall a young (05288 +na(ar ) man {cleanse} (02135 +zakah ) 
his way (00734 +)orach ) ? by taking heed (08104 +shamar ) [ thereto ] according to thy word (01697 
+dabar ) . 

cleanse Psa_19_12 Who (04310 +miy ) can understand (00995 +biyn ) [ his ] errors (07691 +sh@giy)ah ) ? 
{cleanse} (05352 +naqah ) thou me from secret (05641 +cathar ) [ faults ] . 

cleanse Psa_51_02 Wash (03526 +kabac ) me throughly (07235 +rabah ) from mine iniquity (05771 +(avon ) 
, and {cleanse} (05352 +naqah ) me from my sin (02403 +chatta)ah ) . 

cleansed 2Ch_29_18 Then they went (00935 +bow) ) in to Hezekiah (02396 +Chizqiyah ) the king (04428 
+melek ) , and said (00559 +)amar ) , We have {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) all (03605 +kol ) the house (01004 
+bayith ) of the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) , and the altar (04196 +mizbeach ) of burnt (05930 +(olah ) 
offering , with all (03605 +kol ) the vessels (03627 +k@liy ) thereof , and the shewbread (04635 +ma(areketh
) table (07979 +shulchan ) , with all (03605 +kol ) the vessels (03627 +k@liy ) thereof . 

cleansed 2Ch_30_18 For a multitude (04768 +marbiyth ) of the people (05971 +(am ) , [ even ] many (07227 
+rab ) of Ephraim (00669 +)Ephrayim ) , and Manasseh (04519 +M@nashsheh ) , Issachar (03485 
+Yissaskar ) , and Zebulun (02074 +Z@buwluwn ) , had not {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) themselves , yet 
(03588 +kiy ) did they eat (00398 +)akal ) the passover (06453 +pecach ) otherwise (03808 +lo) ) than it was 
written (03789 +kathab ) . But Hezekiah (02396 +Chizqiyah ) prayed (06419 +palal ) for them , saying 
(00559 +)amar ) , The good (02896 +towb ) LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) pardon (03722 +kaphar ) every 
(03605 +kol ) one 

cleansed 2Ch_30_19 [ That ] prepareth (03559 +kuwn ) his heart (03824 +lebab ) to seek (01875 +darash ) 
God (00430 +)elohiym ) , the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) God (00430 +)elohiym ) of his fathers (1) , though [
he be ] not [ {cleansed} ] according to the purification (02893 +tohorah ) of the sanctuary (06944 +qodesh ) .

cleansed 2Ch_34_05 And (00526 +)Amown ) he burnt the bones (06242 +(esriym ) of (08141 +shaneh ) the 
(01121 +ben ) priests upon their altars , and (04427 +malak ) {cleansed} Judah (04427 +malak ) and 
Jerusalem (08141 +shaneh ) . 

cleansed Act_10_15 And the voice (5456 -phone -) [ spake ] unto him again (3825 -palin -) the second (1208 -
deuteros -) time , What (3739 -hos -) God (2316 -theos -) hath {cleansed} (2511 -katharizo -) , [ that ] call 
(2840 -koinoo -) not thou common (2840 -koinoo -) . 

cleansed Act_11_09 But the voice (5456 -phone -) answered (0611 -apokrinomai -) me again (1208 -deuteros 
-) from heaven (3772 -ouranos -) , What (3739 -hos -) God (2316 -theos -) hath {cleansed} (2511 -katharizo -)



, [ that ] call (2840 -koinoo -) not thou common (2839 -koinos -) . 

cleansed Dan_08_14 And he said (00559 +)amar ) unto me , Unto two thousand (00505 +)eleph ) and three 
(07969 +shalowsh ) hundred (03967 +me)ah ) days ; then shall the sanctuary (06944 +qodesh ) be {cleansed}
(06663 +tsadaq ) . 

cleansed Eze_22_24 Son (01121 +ben ) of man (00120 +)adam ) , say (00559 +)amar ) unto her , Thou [ art ] 
the land (00776 +)erets ) that is not {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) , nor (03808 +lo) ) rained (01656 +goshem ) 
upon in the day (03117 +yowm ) of indignation (02195 +za(am ) . 

cleansed Eze_36_33 Thus (03541 +koh ) saith (00559 +)amar ) the Lord (00136 +)Adonay ) GOD (03069 
+Y@hovih ) ; In the day (03117 +yowm ) that I shall have {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) you from all (03605 
+kol ) your iniquities (05771 +(avon ) I will also cause [ you ] to dwell (03427 +yashab ) in the cities (05892 
+(iyr ) , and the wastes (02723 +chorbah ) shall be builded (01129 +banah ) . 

cleansed Eze_44_26 And after (00310 +)achar ) he is {cleansed} (02893 +tohorah ) , they shall reckon (05608
+caphar ) unto him seven (07651 +sheba( ) days (03117 +yowm ) . 

cleansed Job_35_03 For thou saidst (00559 +)amar ) , What (04100 +mah ) advantage (05532 +cakan ) will 
it be unto thee ? [ and ] , What (04100 +mah ) profit (03276 +ya(al ) shall I have , [ if I be {cleansed} ] from 
my sin (02403 +chatta)ah ) ? 

cleansed Joe_03_21 For I will cleanse (05352 +naqah ) their blood (01818 +dam ) [ that ] I have not 
{cleansed} (05352 +naqah ):for the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) dwelleth (07931 +shakan ) in Zion (06726 
+Tsiyown ) . 

cleansed Jos_22_17 [ Is ] the iniquity (05771 +(avon ) of Peor (06465 +P@(owr ) too little (04592 +m@(at ) 
for us , from which (00834 +)aher ) we are not {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) until (05704 +(ad ) this (02088 
+zeh ) day (03117 +yowm ) , although there was a plague (05063 +negeph ) in the congregation (05712 
+(edah ) of the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) , 

cleansed Lev_11_32 And upon whatsoever (03605 +kol ) [ any ] of them , when (03588 +kiy ) they are dead 
(04194 +maveth ) , doth fall (05307 +naphal ) , it shall be unclean (02930 +tame) ) ; whether [ it be ] any 
(03605 +kol ) vessel (03627 +k@liy ) of wood (06086 +(ets ) , or (00176 +)ow ) raiment (00899 +beged ) , or 
(00176 +)ow ) skin (05785 +(owr ) , or (00176 +)ow ) sack (08242 +saq ) , whatsoever (03605 +kol ) vessel 
(03627 +k@liy ) [ it be ] , wherein (00834 +)aher ) [ any ] work (04399 +m@la)kah ) is done (06213 +(asah ) ,
it must be put (00935 +bow) ) into water (04325 +mayim ) , and it shall be unclean (02930 +tame) ) until 
(05704 +(ad ) the even (06153 +(ereb ) ; so it shall be {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) . 

cleansed Lev_12_07 Who shall offer (07126 +qarab ) it before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 
+Y@hovah ) , and make an atonement (03722 +kaphar ) for her ; and she shall be {cleansed} (02891 +taher 
) from the issue (04726 +maqowr ) of her blood (01818 +dam ) . This (02063 +zo)th ) [ is ] the law (08451 
+towrah ) for her that hath born (03205 +yalad ) a male (02145 +zakar ) or (00176 +)ow ) a female (05347 
+n@qebah ) . 

cleansed Lev_14_04 Then shall the priest (03548 +kohen ) command (06680 +tsavah ) to take (03947 
+laqach ) for him that is to be {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) two (08147 +sh@nayim ) birds (06833 +tsippowr ) 
alive (02416 +chay ) [ and ] clean (02889 +tahowr ) , and cedar (00730 +)erez ) wood (06086 +(ets ) , and 
scarlet , and hyssop (00231 +)ezowb ) : 

cleansed Lev_14_07 And he shall sprinkle (05137 +nazah ) upon him that is to be {cleansed} (02891 +taher )
from the leprosy (06883 +tsara(ath ) seven (07651 +sheba( ) times (06471 +pa(am ) , and shall pronounce 
him clean (02891 +taher ) , and shall let the living (02416 +chay ) bird (06833 +tsippowr ) loose (07971 



+shalach ) into (05921 +(al ) the open (06440 +paniym ) field (07704 +sadeh ) . 

cleansed Lev_14_08 And he that is to be {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) shall wash (03526 +kabac ) his clothes 
(00899 +beged ) , and shave (01548 +galach ) off all (03605 +kol ) his hair (08181 +se(ar ) , and wash (07364 
+rachats ) himself in water (04325 +mayim ) , that he may be clean (02891 +taher ) : and after (00310 
+)achar ) that he shall come (00935 +bow) ) into (00413 +)el ) the camp (04264 +machaneh ) , and shall 
tarry (03427 +yashab ) abroad (02351 +chuwts ) out of his tent (00168 +)ohel ) seven (07651 +sheba( ) days 
(03117 +yowm ) . 

cleansed Lev_14_14 And the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall take (03947 +laqach ) [ some ] of the blood (01818 
+dam ) of the trespass (00817 +)asham ) offering , and the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall put (05414 +nathan )
[ it ] upon the tip (08571 +t@nuwk ) of the right (03233 +y@maniy ) ear (00241 +)ozen ) of him that is to be 
{cleansed} (02891 +taher ) , and upon the thumb (00931 +bohen ) of his right (03233 +y@maniy ) hand 
(03027 +yad ) , and upon the great toe (00931 +bohen ) of his right (03233 +y@maniy ) foot (07272 +regel ) :

cleansed Lev_14_17 And of the rest (03499 +yether ) of the oil (08081 +shemen ) that [ is ] in his hand 
(03709 +kaph ) shall the priest (03548 +kohen ) put (05414 +nathan ) upon the tip (08571 +t@nuwk ) of the 
right (03233 +y@maniy ) ear (00241 +)ozen ) of him that is to be {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) , and upon the 
thumb (00931 +bohen ) of his right (03233 +y@maniy ) hand (03027 +yad ) , and upon the great toe (00931 
+bohen ) of his right (03233 +y@maniy ) foot (07272 +regel ) , upon the blood (01818 +dam ) of the trespass 
(00817 +)asham ) offering : 

cleansed Lev_14_18 And the remnant (03498 +yathar ) of the oil (08081 +shemen ) that [ is ] in the priest s 
(03548 +kohen ) hand (03709 +kaph ) he shall pour (05414 +nathan ) upon the head (07218 +ro)sh ) of him 
that is to be {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) : and the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall make an atonement (03722 
+kaphar ) for him before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) . 

cleansed Lev_14_19 And the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall offer (06213 +(asah ) the sin (02403 +chatta)ah ) 
offering , and make an atonement (03722 +kaphar ) for him that is to be {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) from his
uncleanness (02932 +tum)ah ) ; and afterward (00310 +)achar ) he shall kill (07819 +shachat ) the burnt 
(05930 +(olah ) offering : 

cleansed Lev_14_25 And he shall kill (07819 +shachat ) the lamb (03532 +kebes ) of the trespass (00817 
+)asham ) offering , and the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall take (03947 +laqach ) [ some ] of the blood (01818 
+dam ) of the trespass (00817 +)asham ) offering , and put (05414 +nathan ) [ it ] upon the tip (08571 
+t@nuwk ) of the right (03233 +y@maniy ) ear (00241 +)ozen ) of him that is to be {cleansed} (02891 +taher
) , and upon the thumb (00931 +bohen ) of his right (03233 +y@maniy ) hand (03027 +yad ) , and upon the 
great toe (00931 +bohen ) of his right (03233 +y@maniy ) foot (07272 +regel ) : 

cleansed Lev_14_28 And the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall put (05414 +nathan ) of the oil (08081 +shemen ) 
that [ is ] in his hand (03709 +kaph ) upon the tip (08571 +t@nuwk ) of the right (03233 +y@maniy ) ear 
(00241 +)ozen ) of him that is to be {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) , and upon the thumb (00931 +bohen ) of his 
right (03233 +y@maniy ) hand (03027 +yad ) , and upon the great toe (00931 +bohen ) of his right (03233 
+y@maniy ) foot (07272 +regel ) , upon the place (04725 +maqowm ) of the blood (01818 +dam ) of the 
trespass (00817 +)asham ) offering : 

cleansed Lev_14_29 And the rest (03498 +yathar ) of the oil (08081 +shemen ) that [ is ] in the priest s 
(03548 +kohen ) hand (03709 +kaph ) he shall put (05414 +nathan ) upon the head (07218 +ro)sh ) of him 
that is to be {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) , to make an atonement (03722 +kaphar ) for him before (06440 
+paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) . 

cleansed Lev_14_31 [ Even ] such as he is able (05381 +nasag ) to get (05381 +nasag ) , the one (00259 



+)echad ) [ for ] a sin (02403 +chatta)ah ) offering , and the other (00259 +)echad ) [ for ] a burnt (05930 
+(olah ) offering , with the meat offering (04503 +minchah ) : and the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall make an 
atonement (03722 +kaphar ) for him that is to be {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) before (06440 +paniym ) the 
LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) . 

cleansed Lev_15_13 And when (03588 +kiy ) he that hath an issue (02100 +zuwb ) is {cleansed} (02891 
+taher ) of his issue (02101 +zowb ) ; then he shall number (05608 +caphar ) to himself seven (07651 
+sheba( ) days (03117 +yowm ) for his cleansing (02893 +tohorah ) , and wash (03526 +kabac ) his clothes 
(00899 +beged ) , and bathe (07364 +rachats ) his flesh (01320 +basar ) in running (02416 +chay ) water 
(04325 +mayim ) , and shall be clean (02891 +taher ) . 

cleansed Lev_15_28 But if (00518 +)im ) she be {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) of her issue (02101 +zowb ) , then
she shall number (05608 +caphar ) to herself seven (07651 +sheba( ) days (03117 +yowm ) , and after (00310
+)achar ) that she shall be clean (02891 +taher ) . 

cleansed Luk_04_27 And many 4183 -polus - lepers 3015 -lepros - were in Israel 2474 -Israel - in the time 
1909 -epi - of Eliseus 1666 -Elissaios - the prophet 4396 -prophetes - ; and none 3762 -oudeis - of them was 
{cleansed} 2511 -katharizo - , saving 1508 -ei me - Naaman 3497 -Neeman - the Syrian 4948 -Suros - . 

cleansed Luk_07_22 Then 2532 -kai - Jesus 2424 -Iesous - answering 0611 -apokrinomai - said 2036 -epo - 
unto them , Go 4198 -poreuomai - your way , and tell 0518 -apaggello - John 2491 -Ioannes - what 3739 -hos
- things ye have seen 1492 -eido - and heard 0191 -akouo - ; how 3754 -hoti - that the blind 5185 -tuphlos - 
see 0308 -anablepo - , the lame 5560 -cholos - walk 4043 -peripateo - , the lepers 3015 -lepros - are 
{cleansed} 2511 -katharizo - , the deaf 2974 -kophos - hear 0191 -akouo - , the dead 3498 -nekros - are raised
1453 -egeiro - , to the poor 4434 -ptochos - the gospel 2097 -euaggelizo - is preached 2097 -euaggelizo - . 

cleansed Luk_17_14 And when he saw 1492 -eido - [ them ] , he said 2036 -epo - unto them , Go 4198 -
poreuomai - shew 1925 -epideiknumi - yourselves 1438 -heautou - unto the priests 2409 -hiereus - . And it 
came 1096 -ginomai - to pass , that , as they went 5217 -hupago - , they were {cleansed} 2511 -katharizo - . 

cleansed Luk_17_17 And Jesus 2424 -Iesous - answering 0611 -apokrinomai - said 2036 -epo - , Were there 
not ten 1176 -deka - {cleansed} 2511 -katharizo - ? but where 4226 -pou - [ are ] the nine 1767 -ennea - ? 

cleansed Mar_01_42 And as soon as he had spoken (2036 -epo -) , immediately (2112 -eutheos -) the leprosy 
(3014 -lepra -) departed (0565 -aperchomai -) from him , and he was {cleansed} (2511 -katharizo -) . 

cleansed Mat_08_03 And Jesus (2424 -Iesous -) put (1614 -ekteino -) forth (1614 -ekteino -) [ his ] hand 
(5495 -cheir -) , and touched (0680 -haptomai -) him , saying (3004 -lego -) , I will (2309 -thelo -) ; be thou 
clean (2511 -katharizo -) . And immediately (2112 -eutheos -) his leprosy (3014 -lepra -) was {cleansed} (2511
-katharizo -) . 

cleansed Mat_11_05 The blind (5185 -tuphlos -) receive (0308 -anablepo -) their sight (0308 -anablepo -) , 
and the lame (5560 -cholos -) walk (4043 -peripateo -) , the lepers (3015 -lepros -) are {cleansed} (2511 -
katharizo -) , and the deaf (2974 -kophos -) hear (0191 -akouo -) , the dead (3498 -nekros -) are raised (1453 
-egeiro -) up , and the poor (4434 -ptochos -) have the gospel (2097 -euaggelizo -) preached (2097 -euaggelizo
-) to them . 

cleansed Neh_13_09 Then I commanded (00559 +)amar ) , and they {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) the 
chambers (03957 +lishkah ):and thither (08033 +sham ) brought (07725 +shuwb ) I again (07725 +shuwb ) 
the vessels (03627 +k@liy ) of the house (01004 +bayith ) of God (00430 +)elohiym ) , with the meat offering 
(04503 +minchah ) and the frankincense (03828 +l@bownah ) . 

cleansed Neh_13_30 Thus {cleansed} (02891 +taher ) I them from all (03605 +kol ) strangers (05236 +nekar 



) , and appointed (05975 +(amad ) the wards (04931 +mishmereth ) of the priests (03548 +kohen ) and the 
Levites (03881 +Leviyiy ) , every (00376 +)iysh ) one (00376 +)iysh ) in his business (04399 +m@la)kah ) ; 

cleansed Num_35_33 So ye shall not pollute (02610 +chaneph ) the land (00776 +)erets ) wherein (00834 
+)aher ) ye [ are ] :for blood (01818 +dam ) it defileth (02610 +chaneph ) the land (00776 +)erets ):and the 
land (00776 +)erets ) cannot (03308 +yophiy ) be {cleansed} (03722 +kaphar ) of the blood (01818 +dam ) 
that is shed (08210 +shaphak ) therein , but by the blood (01818 +dam ) of him that shed (08210 +shaphak ) 
it . 

cleansed Psa_73_13 Verily (00389 +)ak ) I have {cleansed} (02135 +zakah ) my heart (03824 +lebab ) [ in ] 
vain (07385 +riyq ) , and washed (07364 +rachats ) my hands (03709 +kaph ) in innocency (05356 
+niqqayown ) . 

cleanseth 1Jo_01_07 But if (1437 -ean -) we walk (4043 -peripateo -) in the light (5457 -phos -) , as he is in 
the light (5457 -phos -) , we have (2192 -echo -) fellowship (2842 -koinonia -) one (3391 -mia -) with another 
(0240 -allelon -) , and the blood (0129 -haima -) of Jesus (2424 -Iesous -) Christ (5547 -Christos -) his Son 
(5207 -huios -) {cleanseth} (2511 -katharizo -) us from all (3956 -pas -) sin (0266 -hamartia -) . 

cleanseth Job_37_21 . And now (06258 +(attah ) [ men ] see (07200 +ra)ah ) not the bright (00925 +bahiyr ) 
light (00216 +)owr ) which (01931 +huw) ) [ is ] in the clouds (07834 +shachaq ):but the wind (07307 
+ruwach ) passeth (05674 +(abar ) , and {cleanseth} (02891 +taher ) them . 

cleanseth Pro_20_30 . The blueness (02250 +chabbuwrah ) of a wound (06482 +petsa( ) {cleanseth} (08562 
+tamruwq ) away evil (07451 +ra( ):so [ do ] stripes (04347 +makkah ) the inward (02315 +cheder ) parts of 
the belly (00990 +beten ) . 
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cleanse , 1JO , 1:9 cleanse , 2CH , 29:15 , 2CH , 29:16 cleanse , 2CO , 7:1 cleanse , EPH , 5:26 cleanse , EX , 
29:36 cleanse , EZE , 36:25 , EZE , 37:23 , EZE , 39:12 , EZE , 39: 14 , EZE , 39:16 , EZE , 43:20 , EZE , 43:22 , 
EZE , 43:22 , EZE , 45:18 cleanse , JAS , 4:8 cleanse , JER , 4:11 , JER , 33:8 cleanse , JOE , 3:21 cleanse , LE , 
14:49 , LE , 14:52 , LE , 16:19 , LE , 16:30 cleanse , MT , 10:8 , MT , 23:26 cleanse , NE , 13:22 cleanse , NU , 
8:6 , NU , 8:7 , NU , 8:15 , NU , 8:21 cleanse , PS , 19:12 , PS , 51:2 , PS , 119:9 cleansed , 2CH , 29:18 , 2CH , 
30:18 , 2CH , 30:19 , 2CH , 34: 5 cleansed , AC , 10:15 , AC , 11:9 cleansed , DA , 8:14 cleansed , EZE , 22:24 , 
EZE , 36:33 , EZE , 44:25 cleansed , JOB , 35:3 cleansed , JOE , 3:21 cleansed , JOS , 22:17 cleansed , LE , 11:32
, LE , 12:7 , LE , 14:4 , LE , 14:7 , LE , 14:8 , LE , 14:14 , LE , 14:17 , LE , 14:18 , LE , 14: 19 , LE , 14:25 , LE , 
14:28 , LE , 14:29 , LE , 14:31 , LE , 15:13 , LE , 15:28 cleansed , LU , 4:27 , LU , 7:22 , LU , 17:14 , LU , 17:17 
cleansed , MR , 1:42 cleansed , MT , 8:3 , MT , 11:5 cleansed , NE , 13:9 , NE , 13:30 cleansed , NU , 35:33 
cleansed , PS , 73:13 cleanseth , 1JO , 1:7 cleanseth , JOB , 37:21 cleanseth , PR , 20:30 clean 2511 # katharizo 
{kath-ar-id'-zo}; from 2513; to cleanse (literally or figuratively): -- (make) {clean}(-se), purge, purify.[ql make 
2511 # katharizo {kath-ar-id'-zo}; from 2513; to cleanse (literally or figuratively): -- ({make}) clean(-se), purge, 
purify.[ql out 1571 # ekkathairo {ek-kath-ah'-ee-ro}; from 1537 and 2508; to cleanse thoroughly: -- purge 
({out}).[ql purge 1571 # ekkathairo {ek-kath-ah'-ee-ro}; from 1537 and 2508; to cleanse thoroughly: -- {purge} 
(out).[ql purge 2511 # katharizo {kath-ar-id'-zo}; from 2513; to cleanse (literally or figuratively): -- (make) 
clean(-se), {purge}, purify.[ql purge 1245 # diakatharizo {dee-ak-ath-ar-id'-zo}; from 1223 and 2511; to cleanse 
perfectly, i.e. (specially) winnow: -- thoroughly {purge}.[ql purify 2511 # katharizo {kath-ar-id'-zo}; from 2513; 
to cleanse (literally or figuratively): -- (make) clean(-se), purge, {purify}.[ql thoroughly 1245 # diakatharizo 
{dee-ak-ath-ar-id'-zo}; from 1223 and 2511; to cleanse perfectly, i.e. (specially) winnow: -- {thoroughly} 
purge.[ql wash 3538 # nipto {nip'-to}; to cleanse (especially the hands or the feet or the face); ceremonially, to 
perform ablution: -- {wash}. Compare 3068.[ql wash 3068 # louo {loo'-o}; a primary verb; to bathe (the whole 
person; whereas 3538 means to wet a part only, and 4150 to wash, cleanse garments exclusively): -- {wash}.[ql 
cleanse Interlinear Index Study cleanse EXO 029 036 And thou shalt offer <06213 + every day <03117 +yowm > 
a bullock <06499 +par > [ for ] a sin <02403 +chatta>ah > offering for atonement <03725 +kippur > : and thou 
shalt {cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the altar <04196 +mizbeach > , when thou hast made an atonement <03722 
+kaphar > for it , and thou shalt anoint <04886 +mashach > it , to sanctify <06942 +qadash > it . cleanse LEV 014
049 And he shall take <03947 +laqach > to {cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the house <01004 +bayith > two <08147 
+sh@nayim > birds <06833 +tsippowr > , and cedar <00730 +>erez > wood <06086 + , and scarlet , and hyssop 
<00231 +>ezowb > : cleanse LEV 014 052 And he shall {cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the house <01004 +bayith >
with the blood <01818 +dam > of the bird <06833 +tsippowr > , and with the running <02416 +chay > water 
<04325 +mayim > , and with the living <02416 +chay > bird <06833 +tsippowr > , and with the cedar <00730 
+>erez > wood <06086 + , and with the hyssop <00231 +>ezowb > , and with the scarlet : cleanse LEV 016 019 
And he shall sprinkle <05137 +nazah > of the blood <01818 +dam > upon it with his finger <00676 +>etsba< > 
seven <07651 +sheba< > times <06471 +pa , and {cleanse} <02891 +taher > it , and hallow <06942 +qadash > it 
from the uncleanness <02932 +tum>ah > of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . cleanse 
LEV 016 030 For on that day <03117 +yowm > shall [ the priest ] make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for you ,
to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > you , [ that ] ye may be clean <02891 +taher > from all <03605 +kol > your sins 
<02403 +chatta>ah > before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleanse NUM 008 006 Take 
<03947 +laqach > the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > from among <08432 +tavek > the children <01121 +ben > of 
Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > , and {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them . cleanse NUM 008 007 And thus <03541 +koh 
> shalt thou do <06213 + unto them , to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them : Sprinkle <05137 +nazah > water 
<04325 +mayim > of purifying <02403 +chatta>ah > upon them , and let them shave <05674 + all <03605 +kol > 
their flesh <01320 +basar > , and let them wash <03526 +kabac > their clothes <00899 +beged > , and [ so ] make
themselves <01992 +hem > clean <02891 +taher > . cleanse NUM 008 015 And after <00310 +>achar > that shall
the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > go <00935 +bow> > in to do <05647 + the service <05647 + of the tabernacle 
<00168 +>ohel > of the congregation <04150 +mow : and thou shalt {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them , and offer 
<05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] an offering <08573 +t@nuwphah > . cleanse NUM 008 021 And the Levites 
<03881 +Leviyiy > were purified <02398 +chata> > , and theywashed <03526 +kabac > their clothes <00899 
+beged > ; and Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > offered <05130 +nuwph > them [ as ] an offering <08573 
+t@nuwphah > before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > 
made an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for them to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them . cleanse 2CH 029 015 And 
they gathered <00622 +>acaph > their brethren <00251 +>ach > , and sanctified <06942 +qadash > themselves , 
and came <00935 +bow> > , according to the commandment <04687 +mitsvah > of the king <04428 +melek > , 
by the words <01697 +dabar > of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > the house 



<01004 +bayith > of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleanse 2CH 029 016 And the priests <03548 +kohen > 
went <00935 +bow> > into the inner <06441 +p@niymah > part of the house <01004 +bayith > of the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > , to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > [ it ] , and brought <03318 +yatsa> > out all <03605 +kol > 
the uncleanness <02932 +tum>ah > that they found <04672 +matsa> > in the temple <01964 +heykal > of the 
LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > into the court <02691 +chatser > of the house <01004 +bayith > of the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > . And the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > took <06901 +qabal > [ it ] , to carry <03318 +yatsa> 
> [ it ] out abroad <02351 +chuwts > into the brook <05158 +nachal > Kidron <06939 +Qidrown > . cleanse NEH
013 022 And I commanded <00559 +>amar > the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > that theyshould {cleanse} <02891 
+taher > themselves , and [ that ] they should come <00935 +bow> > [ and ] keep <08104 +shamar > the gates 
<08179 +sha , to sanctify <06942 +qadash > the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > day <03117 +yowm > . Remember 
<02142 +zakar > me , O my God <00430 +>elohiym > , [ concerning ] this <02063 +zo>th > also <01571 +gam >
, and spare <02347 +chuwc > me according to the greatness <07230 +rob > of thy mercy <02617 +checed > . 
cleanse PSA 019 012 Who <04310 +miy > can understand <00995 +biyn > [ his ] errors <07691 +sh@giy>ah > ? 
{cleanse} <05352 +naqah > thou me from secret <05641 +cathar > [ faults ] . cleanse PSA 051 002 Wash <03526 
+kabac > me throughly <07235 +rabah > from mine iniquity <05771 + , and {cleanse} <05352 +naqah > me from
my sin <02403 +chatta>ah > . cleanse PSA 119 009 . BETH . Wherewithal shall a young <05288 +na man 
{cleanse} <02135 +zakah > his way <00734 +>orach > ? by taking heed <08104 +shamar > [ thereto ] according 
to thy word <01697 +dabar > . cleanse JER 004 011 At that time <06256 + shall it be said <00559 +>amar > to 
this <02088 +zeh > people <05971 + and to Jerusalem <03389 +Y@ruwshalaim > , A dry <06703 +tsach > wind 
<07307 +ruwach > of the high <08205 +sh@phiy > places in the wilderness <04057 +midbar > toward the 
daughter <01323 +bath > of my people <05971 + , not to fan <02219 +zarah > , nor <03808 +lo> > to {cleanse} 
<01305 +barar > , cleanse JER 033 008 And I will {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them from all <03605 +kol > their 
iniquity<05771 + , whereby <00834 +>aher > they have sinned <02398 +chata> > against me ; and I will pardon 
<05545 +calach > all <03605 +kol > their iniquities <05771 + , whereby <00834 +>aher > they have sinned 
<02398 +chata> > , and whereby <00834 +>aher > they have transgressed <06586 +pasha< > against me . cleanse
EZE 036 025 . Then will I sprinkle <02236 +zaraq > clean <02889 +tahowr > water <04325 +mayim > upon you ,
and ye shall be clean <02891 +taher > : from all <03605 +kol > your filthiness <02932 +tum>ah > , and from all 
<03605 +kol > your idols <01544 +gilluwl > , will I {cleanse} <02891 +taher > you . cleanse EZE 037 023 
Neither <03808 +lo> > shall they defile <02930 +tame> > themselves any more <05750 + with their idols <01544
+gilluwl > , nor with their detestable <08251 +shiqquwts > things , nor with any <03605 +kol > of their 
transgressions <06588 +pesha< > : but I will save <03467 +yasha< > them out of all <03605 +kol > their 
dwellingplaces <04186 +mowshab > , wherein <00834 +>aher > they have sinned <02398 +chata> > , and will 
{cleanse} <02891 +taher > them : so shall they be my people <05971 + , and I will be their God <00430 
+>elohiym > . cleanse EZE 039 012 And seven <07651 +sheba< > months <02320 +chodesh > shall the house 
<01004 +bayith > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > be burying <06912 +qabar > of them , that they may {cleanse} 
<02891 +taher > the land <00776 +>erets > . cleanse EZE 039 014 And they shall sever <00914 +badal > out men
<00582 +>enowsh > of continual <08548 +tamiyd > employment , passing <05674 + through the land <00776 
+>erets > to bury <06912 +qabar > with the passengers <05674 + those that remain <03498 +yathar > upon the 
face <06440 +paniym > of the earth <00776 +>erets > , to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > it : after the end <07097 
+qatseh > of seven <07651 +sheba< > months <02320 +chodesh > shall they search <02713 +chaqar > . cleanse 
EZE 039 016 And also <01571 +gam > the name <08034 +shem > of the city <05892 + [ shall be ] Hamonah 
<01997 +Hamownah > . Thus shall they {cleanse} <02891 +taher > the land <00776 +>erets > . cleanse EZE 043 
020 And thou shalt take <03947 +laqach > of the blood <01818 +dam > thereof , and put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] 
on <05921 + the four <00702 +>arba< > horns <07161 +qeren > of it , and on <00413 +>el > the four <00702 
+>arba< > corners <06438 +pinnah > of the settle <05835 + , and upon the border <01366 +g@buwl > round 
<05439 +cabiyb > about : thus shalt thou {cleanse} <02398 +chata> > and purge <03722 +kaphar > it . cleanse 
EZE 043 022 And on the second <08145 +sheniy > day <03117 +yowm > thou shalt offer <07126 +qarab > a kid 
<08163 +sa of the goats <05795 + without <08549 +tamiym > blemish <08549 +tamiym > for a sin <02403 
+chatta>ah > offering ; and they shall cleanse <02398 +chata> > the altar <04196 +mizbeach > , as they did 
{cleanse} <02398 +chata> > [ it ] with the bullock <06499 +par > . cleanse EZE 043 022 And on the second 
<08145 +sheniy > day <03117 +yowm > thou shalt offer <07126 +qarab > a kid <08163 +sa of the goats <05795 
+ without <08549 +tamiym > blemish <08549 +tamiym > for a sin <02403 +chatta>ah > offering ; and they shall 
{cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the altar <04196 +mizbeach > , as they did cleanse <02398 +chata> > [ it ] with the 
bullock <06499 +par > . cleanse EZE 045 018 Thus <03541 +koh > saith <00559 +>amar > the Lord <00136 
+>Adonay > GOD <03069 +Y@hovih > ; In the first <07223 +ri>shown > [ month ] , in the first <00259 +>echad



> [ day ] of the month <02320 +chodesh > , thou shalt take <03947 +laqach > a young bullock <06499 +par > 
without <08549 +tamiym > blemish <08549 +tamiym > , and {cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the sanctuary <04720 
+miqdash > : cleanse JOE 003 021 For I will {cleanse} <05352 +naqah > their blood <01818 +dam > [ that ] I 
have not cleansed <05352 +naqah > : for the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > dwelleth <07931 +shakan > in Zion 
<06726 +Tsiyown > . cleanse MAT 010 008 Heal <2323 -therapeuo -> the sick <0770 - astheneo -> , {cleanse} 
<2511 -katharizo -> the lepers <3015 - lepros -> , raise <1453 -egeiro -> the dead <3498 -nekros -> , cast <1544 -
ekballo -> out devils <1140 -daimonion -> : freely <1432 -dorean -> ye have received <2983 -lambano -> , freely 
<1432 -dorean -> give <1325 -didomi -> . cleanse MAT 023 026 [ Thou ] blind <5185 -tuphlos -> Pharisee <5330
-Pharisaios -> , {cleanse} <2511 -katharizo -> first <4412 -proton -> that [ which is ] within <1787 -entos -> the 
cup <4221 -poterion -> and platter <3953 -paropsis -> , that the outside <1623 -hektos -> of them may be clean 
<2513 -katharos -> also <2532 -kai -> . cleanse 2CO 007 001 . Having <2192 -echo -> therefore <3767 -oun -> 
these <5025 -tautais -> promises <1860 -epaggelia -> , dearly beloved <0027 -agapetos -> , let us {cleanse} 
<2511 -katharizo - > ourselves <1438 -heautou -> from all <3956 -pas -> filthiness <3436 -molusmos -> of the 
flesh <4561 -sarx -> and spirit <4151 - pneuma -> , perfecting <2005 -epiteleo -> holiness <0042 - hagiosune -> 
in the fear <5401 -phobos -> of God <2316 -theos -> . cleanse EPH 005 026 That he might sanctify <0037 -
hagiazo -> and {cleanse} <2511 -katharizo -> it with the washing <3067 -loutron -> of water <5204 -hudor -> by 
the word <4487 -rhema -> , Cleanse JAS 004 008 Draw nigh <1448 -eggizo -> to God <2316 - theos -> , and he 
will draw nigh <1448 -eggizo -> to you . {Cleanse} <2511 -katharizo -> [ your ] hands <5495 -cheir -> , [ ye ] 
sinners <0268 -hamartolos -> ; and purify <0048 -hagnizo - > [ your ] hearts <2588 -kardia -> , [ ye ] double 
<1374 - dipsuchos -> minded <1374 -dipsuchos -> . cleanse 1JO 001 009 If <1437 -ean -> we confess <3670 -
homologeo -> our sins <0266 -hamartia -> , he is faithful <4103 -pistos -> and just <1342 -dikaios -> to forgive 
<0863 -aphiemi -> us [ our ] sins <0266 -hamartia -> , and to {cleanse} <2511 -katharizo -> us from all <3956 -
pas -> unrighteousness <0093 -adikia -> . cleansed LEV 011 032 And upon whatsoever <03605 +kol > [ any ] of 
them , when <03588 +kiy > they are dead <04194 +maveth > , doth fall <05307 +naphal > , it shall be unclean 
<02930 +tame> > ; whether [ it be ] any <03605 +kol > vessel <03627 +k@liy > of wood <06086 + , or <00176 
+>ow > raiment <00899 +beged > , or <00176 +>ow > skin <05785 + , or <00176 +>ow > sack <08242 +saq > , 
whatsoever <03605 +kol > vessel <03627 +k@liy > [ it be ] , wherein <00834 +>aher > [ any ] work <04399 
+m@la>kah > is done <06213 + , it must be put <00935 +bow> > into water <04325 +mayim > , and it shall be 
unclean <02930 +tame> > until <05704 + the even <06153 + ; so it shall be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > . 
cleansed LEV 012 007 Who shall offer <07126 +qarab > it before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > , and make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for her ; and she shall be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > 
from the issue <04726 +maqowr > of her blood <01818 +dam > . This <02063 +zo>th > [ is ] the law <08451 
+towrah > for her that hath born <03205 +yalad > a male <02145 +zakar > or <00176 +>ow > a female <05347 
+n@qebah > . cleansed LEV 014 004 Then shall the priest <03548 +kohen > command <06680 +tsavah > to take 
<03947 +laqach > for him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > two <08147 +sh@nayim > birds <06833 
+tsippowr > alive <02416 +chay > [ and ] clean <02889 +tahowr > , and cedar <00730 +>erez > wood <06086 + ,
and scarlet , and hyssop <00231 +>ezowb > : cleansed LEV 014 007 And he shall sprinkle <05137 +nazah > upon
him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > from the leprosy <06883 +tsara seven <07651 +sheba< > times 
<06471 +pa , and shall pronounce him clean <02891 +taher > , and shall let the living <02416 +chay > bird 
<06833 +tsippowr > loose <07971 +shalach > into <05921 + the open <06440 +paniym > field <07704 +sadeh > .
cleansed LEV 014 008 And he that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > shall wash <03526 +kabac > his clothes 
<00899 +beged > , and shave <01548 +galach > off all <03605 +kol > his hair <08181 +se , and wash <07364 
+rachats > himself in water <04325 +mayim > , that he may be clean <02891 +taher > : and after <00310 +>achar
> that he shall come <00935 +bow> > into <00413 +>el > the camp <04264 +machaneh > , and shall tarry 
<03427 +yashab > abroad <02351 +chuwts > out of his tent <00168 +>ohel > seven <07651 +sheba< > days 
<03117 +yowm > . cleansed LEV 014 014 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > [ some ] 
of the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall 
put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen
> of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 
+y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > 
foot <07272 +regel > : cleansed LEV 014 017 And of the rest <03499 +yether > of the oil <08081 +shemen > that
[ is ] in his hand <03709 +kaph > shall the priest <03548 +kohen > put <05414 +nathan > upon the tip <08571 
+t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher
> , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the 
great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the blood <01818 +dam



> of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering : cleansed LEV 014 018 And the remnant <03498 +yathar > of the 
oil <08081 +shemen > that [ is ] in the priest s <03548 +kohen > hand <03709 +kaph > he shall pour <05414 
+nathan > upon the head <07218 +ro>sh > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > : and the priest 
<03548 +kohen > shall make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for him before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > . cleansed LEV 014 019 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall offer <06213 + the sin 
<02403 +chatta>ah > offering , and make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for him that is to be {cleansed} 
<02891 +taher > from his uncleanness <02932 +tum>ah > ; and afterward <00310 +>achar > he shall kill <07819 
+shachat > the burnt <05930 + offering : cleansed LEV 014 025 And he shall kill <07819 +shachat > the lamb 
<03532 +kebes > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 
+laqach > [ some ] of the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and put <05414 
+nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him 
that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy >
hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 
+regel > : cleansed LEV 014 028 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall put <05414 +nathan > of the oil <08081 
+shemen > that [ is ] in his hand <03709 +kaph > upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy
> ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > 
of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right 
<03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the place <04725 +maqowm > of the blood <01818 +dam > of 
the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering : cleansed LEV 014 029 And the rest <03498 +yathar > of the oil <08081
+shemen > that [ is ] in the priest s <03548 +kohen > hand <03709 +kaph > he shall put <05414 +nathan > upon 
the head <07218 +ro>sh > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , to make an atonement <03722 
+kaphar > for him before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleansed LEV 014 031 [ Even ] 
such as he is able <05381 +nasag > to get <05381 +nasag > , the one <00259 +>echad > [ for ] a sin <02403 
+chatta>ah > offering , and the other <00259 +>echad > [ for ] a burnt <05930 + offering , with the meat offering 
<04503 +minchah > : and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for him that is 
to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleansed LEV 015
013 And when <03588 +kiy > he that hath an issue <02100 +zuwb > is {cleansed} <02891 +taher > of his issue 
<02101 +zowb > ; then he shall number <05608 +caphar > to himself seven <07651 +sheba< > days <03117 
+yowm > for his cleansing <02893 +tohorah > , and wash <03526 +kabac > his clothes <00899 +beged > , and 
bathe <07364 +rachats > his flesh <01320 +basar > in running <02416 +chay > water <04325 +mayim > , and 
shall be clean <02891 +taher > . cleansed LEV 015 028 But if <00518 +>im > she be {cleansed} <02891 +taher >
of her issue <02101 +zowb > , then she shall number <05608 +caphar > to herself seven <07651 +sheba< > days 
<03117 +yowm > , and after <00310 +>achar > that she shall be clean <02891 +taher > . cleansed NUM 035 033 
So ye shall not pollute <02610 +chaneph > the land <00776 +>erets > wherein <00834 +>aher > ye [ are ] : for 
blood <01818 +dam > it defileth <02610 +chaneph > the land <00776 +>erets > : and the land <00776 +>erets > 
cannot <03308 +yophiy > be {cleansed} <03722 +kaphar > of the blood <01818 +dam > that is shed <08210 
+shaphak > therein , but by the blood <01818 +dam > of him that shed <08210 +shaphak > it . cleansed JOS 022 
017 [ Is ] the iniquity <05771 + of Peor <06465 +P@ too little <04592 +m@ for us , from which <00834 +>aher 
> we are not {cleansed} <02891 +taher > until <05704 + this <02088 +zeh > day <03117 +yowm > , although 
there was a plague <05063 +negeph > in the congregation <05712 + of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , 
cleansed 2CH 029 018 Then they went <00935 +bow> > in to Hezekiah <02396 +Chizqiyah > the king <04428 
+melek > , and said <00559 +>amar > , We have {cleansed} <02891 +taher > all <03605 +kol > the house 
<01004 +bayith > of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , and the altar <04196 +mizbeach > of burnt <05930 +
offering , with all <03605 +kol > the vessels <03627 +k@liy > thereof , and the shewbread <04635 +ma table 
<07979 +shulchan > , with all <03605 +kol > the vessels <03627 +k@liy > thereof . cleansed 2CH 030 018 For a 
multitude <04768 +marbiyth > of the people <05971 + , [ even ] many <07227 +rab > of Ephraim <00669 
+>Ephrayim > , and Manasseh <04519 +M@nashsheh > , Issachar <03485 +Yissaskar > , and Zebulun <02074 
+Z@buwluwn > , had not {cleansed} <02891 +taher > themselves , yet <03588 +kiy > did they eat <00398 
+>akal > the passover <06453 +pecach > otherwise <03808 +lo> > than it was written <03789 +kathab > . But 
Hezekiah <02396 +Chizqiyah > prayed <06419 +palal > for them , saying <00559 +>amar > , The good <02896 
+towb > LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > pardon <03722 +kaphar > every <03605 +kol > one cleansed 2CH 030 019
[ That ] prepareth <03559 +kuwn > his heart <03824 +lebab > to seek <01875 +darash > God <00430 +>elohiym 
> , the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > God <00430 +>elohiym > of his fathers <1> , though [ he be ] not [ 
{cleansed} ] according to the purification <02893 +tohorah > of the sanctuary <06944 +qodesh > . cleansed 2CH 
034 005 And <00526 +>Amown > he burnt the bones <06242 + of <08141 +shaneh > the <01121 +ben > priests 



upon their altars , and <04427 +malak > {cleansed} Judah <04427 +malak > and Jerusalem <08141 +shaneh > . 
cleansed NEH 013 009 Then I commanded <00559 +>amar > , and they {cleansed} <02891 +taher > the 
chambers <03957 +lishkah > : and thither <08033 +sham > brought <07725 +shuwb > I again <07725 +shuwb > 
the vessels <03627 +k@liy > of the house <01004 +bayith > of God <00430 +>elohiym > , with the meat offering
<04503 +minchah > and the frankincense <03828 +l@bownah > . cleansed NEH 013 030 Thus {cleansed} 
<02891 +taher > I them from all <03605 +kol > strangers <05236 +nekar > , and appointed <05975 + the wards 
<04931 +mishmereth > of the priests <03548 +kohen > and the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > , every <00376 
+>iysh > one <00376 +>iysh > in his business <04399 +m@la>kah > ; cleansed JOB 035 003 For thou saidst 
<00559 +>amar > , What <04100 +mah > advantage <05532 +cakan > will it be unto thee ? [ and ] , What 
<04100 +mah > profit <03276 +ya shall I have , [ if I be {cleansed} ] from my sin <02403 +chatta>ah > ? 
cleansed PSA 073 013 Verily <00389 +>ak > I have {cleansed} <02135 +zakah > my heart <03824 +lebab > [ in ]
vain <07385 +riyq > , and washed <07364 +rachats > my hands <03709 +kaph > in innocency <05356 
+niqqayown > . cleansed EZE 022 024 Son <01121 +ben > of man <00120 +>adam > , say <00559 +>amar > 
unto her , Thou [ art ] the land <00776 +>erets > that is not {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , nor <03808 +lo> > 
rained <01656 +goshem > upon in the day <03117 +yowm > of indignation <02195 +za . cleansed EZE 036 033 
Thus <03541 +koh > saith <00559 +>amar > the Lord <00136 +>Adonay > GOD <03069 +Y@hovih > ; In the 
day <03117 +yowm > that I shall have {cleansed} <02891 +taher > you from all <03605 +kol > your iniquities 
<05771 + I will also cause [ you ] to dwell <03427 +yashab > in the cities <05892 + , and the wastes <02723 
+chorbah > shall be builded <01129 +banah > . cleansed EZE 044 026 And after <00310 +>achar > he is 
{cleansed} <02893 +tohorah > , they shall reckon <05608 +caphar > unto him seven <07651 +sheba< > days 
<03117 +yowm > . cleansed DAN 008 014 And he said <00559 +>amar > unto me , Unto two thousand <00505 
+>eleph > and three <07969 +shalowsh > hundred <03967 +me>ah > days ; then shall the sanctuary <06944 
+qodesh > be {cleansed} <06663 +tsadaq > . cleansed JOE 003 021 For I will cleanse <05352 +naqah > their 
blood <01818 +dam > [ that ] I have not {cleansed} <05352 +naqah > : for the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > 
dwelleth <07931 +shakan > in Zion <06726 +Tsiyown > . cleansed MAT 008 003 And Jesus <2424 -Iesous -> put
<1614 - ekteino -> forth <1614 -ekteino -> [ his ] hand <5495 -cheir -> , and touched <0680 -haptomai -> him , 
saying <3004 -lego -> , I will <2309 -thelo -> ; be thou clean <2511 -katharizo -> . And immediately <2112 -
eutheos -> his leprosy <3014 -lepra -> was {cleansed} <2511 -katharizo -> . cleansed MAT 011 005 The blind 
<5185 -tuphlos -> receive <0308 - anablepo -> their sight <0308 -anablepo -> , and the lame <5560 - cholos -> 
walk <4043 -peripateo -> , the lepers <3015 -lepros -> are {cleansed} <2511 -katharizo -> , and the deaf <2974 -
kophos - > hear <0191 -akouo -> , the dead <3498 -nekros -> are raised <1453 -egeiro -> up , and the poor <4434 
-ptochos -> have the gospel <2097 -euaggelizo -> preached <2097 -euaggelizo -> to them . cleansed MAR 001 
042 And as soon as he had spoken <2036 -epo -> , immediately <2112 -eutheos -> the leprosy <3014 -lepra -> 
departed <0565 -aperchomai -> from him , and he was {cleansed} <2511 -katharizo -> . cleansed LUK 004 027 
And many 4183 -polus - lepers 3015 -lepros - were in Israel 2474 -Israel - in the time 1909 -epi - of Eliseus 1666 -
Elissaios - the prophet 4396 -prophetes - ; and none 3762 -oudeis - of them was {cleansed} 2511 -katharizo - , 
saving 1508 -ei me - Naaman 3497 -Neeman - the Syrian 4948 - Suros - . cleansed LUK 007 022 Then 2532 -kai -
Jesus 2424 -Iesous - answering 0611 -apokrinomai - said 2036 -epo - unto them , Go 4198 -poreuomai - your way 
, and tell LUK 0518 -apaggello - John 2491 -Ioannes - what 3739 -hos - things ye have seen 1492 -eido - and 
heard LUK 0191 -akouo - ; how 3754 -hoti - that the blind 5185 -tuphlos - see LUK 0308 -anablepo - , the lame 
5560 -cholos - walk 4043 -peripateo - , the lepers 3015 -lepros - are {cleansed} 2511 -katharizo - , the deaf 2974 -
kophos - hear LUK 0191 -akouo - , the dead 3498 -nekros - are raised 1453 -egeiro - , to the poor 4434 -ptochos - 
the gospel 2097 -euaggelizo - is preached 2097 -euaggelizo - . cleansed LUK 017 014 And when he saw 1492 -
eido - [ them ] , he said 2036 -epo - unto them , Go 4198 -poreuomai - shew 1925 - epideiknumi - yourselves 1438
-heautou - unto the priests 2409 - hiereus - . And it came 1096 -ginomai - to pass , that , as they went 5217 -
hupago - , they were {cleansed} 2511 -katharizo - . cleansed LUK 017 017 And Jesus 2424 -Iesous - answering 
LUK 0611 -apokrinomai - said 2036 -epo - , Were there not ten 1176 -deka - {cleansed} 2511 -katharizo - ? but 
where 4226 -pou - [ are ] the nine 1767 -ennea - ? cleansed ACT 010 015 And the voice <5456 -phone -> [ spake ]
unto him again <3825 -palin -> the second <1208 -deuteros -> time , What <3739 -hos -> God <2316 -theos -> 
hath {cleansed} <2511 -katharizo -> , [ that ] call <2840 -koinoo -> not thou common <2840 -koinoo -> . cleansed
ACT 011 009 But the voice <5456 -phone -> answered <0611 -apokrinomai -> me again <1208 -deuteros -> from 
heaven <3772 -ouranos -> , What <3739 -hos -> God <2316 -theos -> hath {cleansed} <2511 -katharizo -> , [ that
] call <2840 -koinoo -> not thou common <2839 -koinos -> . cleanseth JOB 037 021 . And now <06258 + [ men ] 
see <07200 +ra>ah > not the bright <00925 +bahiyr > light <00216 +>owr > which <01931 +huw> > [ is ] in the 
clouds <07834 +shachaq > : but the wind <07307 +ruwach > passeth <05674 + , and {cleanseth} <02891 +taher >



them . cleanseth PRO 020 030 . The blueness <02250 +chabbuwrah > of a wound <06482 +petsa< > {cleanseth} 
<08562 +tamruwq > away evil <07451 +ra< > : so [ do ] stripes <04347 +makkah > the inward <02315 +cheder >
parts of the belly <00990 +beten > . cleanseth 1JO 001 007 But if <1437 -ean -> we walk <4043 - peripateo -> in 
the light <5457 -phos -> , as he is in the light <5457 -phos -> , we have <2192 -echo -> fellowship <2842 - 
koinonia -> one <3391 -mia -> with another <0240 -allelon -> , and the blood <0129 -haima -> of Jesus <2424 -
Iesous -> Christ <5547 -Christos -> his Son <5207 -huios -> {cleanseth} <2511 - katharizo -> us from all <3956 -
pas -> sin <0266 -hamartia -> . cleanse first cleanse it cleanse it cleanse it with cleanse me from my sin cleanse 
them cleanse them cleanse them cleanse thou me from secret cleanse us from all unrighteousness <1JO1 -:9 > 
cleanse you cleanse you let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness <2CO7 -:1 > they may cleanse they shall 
cleanse they should cleanse themselves thou shalt cleanse thou shalt cleanse them thus shall they cleanse thus 
shalt thou cleanse will cleanse their blood will cleanse them will cleanse them from all their iniquity young man 
cleanse his way - cleanse , 1305 , 2135 , 2398 , 2891 , 5352 , * cleanse , 2511 , cleanse EXO 029 036 And thou 
shalt offer <06213 + every day <03117 +yowm > a bullock <06499 +par > [ for ] a sin <02403 +chatta>ah > 
offering for atonement <03725 +kippur > : and thou shalt {cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the altar <04196 
+mizbeach > , when thou hast made an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for it , and thou shalt anoint <04886 
+mashach > it , to sanctify <06942 +qadash > it . cleanse LEV 014 049 And he shall take <03947 +laqach > to 
{cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the house <01004 +bayith > two <08147 +sh@nayim > birds <06833 +tsippowr > , 
and cedar <00730 +>erez > wood <06086 + , and scarlet , and hyssop <00231 +>ezowb > : cleanse LEV 014 052 
And he shall {cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the house <01004 +bayith > with the blood <01818 +dam > of the bird 
<06833 +tsippowr > , and with the running <02416 +chay > water <04325 +mayim > , and with the living <02416
+chay > bird <06833 +tsippowr > , and with the cedar <00730 +>erez > wood <06086 + , and with the hyssop 
<00231 +>ezowb > , and with the scarlet : cleanse LEV 016 019 And he shall sprinkle <05137 +nazah > of the 
blood <01818 +dam > upon it with his finger <00676 +>etsba< > seven <07651 +sheba< > times <06471 +pa , 
and {cleanse} <02891 +taher > it , and hallow <06942 +qadash > it from the uncleanness <02932 +tum>ah > of 
the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . cleanse LEV 016 030 For on that day <03117 +yowm 
> shall [ the priest ] make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for you , to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > you , [ that ] ye 
may be clean <02891 +taher > from all <03605 +kol > your sins <02403 +chatta>ah > before <06440 +paniym > 
the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleanse NUM 008 006 Take <03947 +laqach > the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > 
from among <08432 +tavek > the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > , and {cleanse} <02891 
+taher > them . cleanse NUM 008 007 And thus <03541 +koh > shalt thou do <06213 + unto them , to {cleanse} 
<02891 +taher > them : Sprinkle <05137 +nazah > water <04325 +mayim > of purifying <02403 +chatta>ah > 
upon them , and let them shave <05674 + all <03605 +kol > their flesh <01320 +basar > , and let them wash 
<03526 +kabac > their clothes <00899 +beged > , and [ so ] make themselves <01992 +hem > clean <02891 
+taher > . cleanse NUM 008 015 And after <00310 +>achar > that shall the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > go 
<00935 +bow> > in to do <05647 + the service <05647 + of the tabernacle <00168 +>ohel > of the congregation 
<04150 +mow : and thou shalt {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them , and offer <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] an 
offering <08573 +t@nuwphah > . cleanse NUM 008 021 And the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > were purified 
<02398 +chata> > , and theywashed <03526 +kabac > their clothes <00899 +beged > ; and Aaron <00175 
+>Aharown > offered <05130 +nuwph > them [ as ] an offering <08573 +t@nuwphah > before <06440 +paniym 
> the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > made an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for 
them to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them . cleansed LEV 011 032 And upon whatsoever <03605 +kol > [ any ] of 
them , when <03588 +kiy > they are dead <04194 +maveth > , doth fall <05307 +naphal > , it shall be unclean 
<02930 +tame> > ; whether [ it be ] any <03605 +kol > vessel <03627 +k@liy > of wood <06086 + , or <00176 
+>ow > raiment <00899 +beged > , or <00176 +>ow > skin <05785 + , or <00176 +>ow > sack <08242 +saq > , 
whatsoever <03605 +kol > vessel <03627 +k@liy > [ it be ] , wherein <00834 +>aher > [ any ] work <04399 
+m@la>kah > is done <06213 + , it must be put <00935 +bow> > into water <04325 +mayim > , and it shall be 
unclean <02930 +tame> > until <05704 + the even <06153 + ; so it shall be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > . 
cleansed LEV 012 007 Who shall offer <07126 +qarab > it before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > , and make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for her ; and she shall be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > 
from the issue <04726 +maqowr > of her blood <01818 +dam > . This <02063 +zo>th > [ is ] the law <08451 
+towrah > for her that hath born <03205 +yalad > a male <02145 +zakar > or <00176 +>ow > a female <05347 
+n@qebah > . cleansed LEV 014 004 Then shall the priest <03548 +kohen > command <06680 +tsavah > to take 
<03947 +laqach > for him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > two <08147 +sh@nayim > birds <06833 
+tsippowr > alive <02416 +chay > [ and ] clean <02889 +tahowr > , and cedar <00730 +>erez > wood <06086 + ,
and scarlet , and hyssop <00231 +>ezowb > : cleansed LEV 014 007 And he shall sprinkle <05137 +nazah > upon



him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > from the leprosy <06883 +tsara seven <07651 +sheba< > times 
<06471 +pa , and shall pronounce him clean <02891 +taher > , and shall let the living <02416 +chay > bird 
<06833 +tsippowr > loose <07971 +shalach > into <05921 + the open <06440 +paniym > field <07704 +sadeh > .
cleansed LEV 014 008 And he that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > shall wash <03526 +kabac > his clothes 
<00899 +beged > , and shave <01548 +galach > off all <03605 +kol > his hair <08181 +se , and wash <07364 
+rachats > himself in water <04325 +mayim > , that he may be clean <02891 +taher > : and after <00310 +>achar
> that he shall come <00935 +bow> > into <00413 +>el > the camp <04264 +machaneh > , and shall tarry 
<03427 +yashab > abroad <02351 +chuwts > out of his tent <00168 +>ohel > seven <07651 +sheba< > days 
<03117 +yowm > . cleansed LEV 014 014 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > [ some ] 
of the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall 
put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen
> of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 
+y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > 
foot <07272 +regel > : cleansed LEV 014 017 And of the rest <03499 +yether > of the oil <08081 +shemen > that
[ is ] in his hand <03709 +kaph > shall the priest <03548 +kohen > put <05414 +nathan > upon the tip <08571 
+t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher
> , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the 
great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the blood <01818 +dam
> of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering : cleansed LEV 014 018 And the remnant <03498 +yathar > of the 
oil <08081 +shemen > that [ is ] in the priest s <03548 +kohen > hand <03709 +kaph > he shall pour <05414 
+nathan > upon the head <07218 +ro>sh > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > : and the priest 
<03548 +kohen > shall make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for him before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > . cleansed LEV 014 019 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall offer <06213 + the sin 
<02403 +chatta>ah > offering , and make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for him that is to be {cleansed} 
<02891 +taher > from his uncleanness <02932 +tum>ah > ; and afterward <00310 +>achar > he shall kill <07819 
+shachat > the burnt <05930 + offering : cleansed LEV 014 025 And he shall kill <07819 +shachat > the lamb 
<03532 +kebes > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 
+laqach > [ some ] of the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and put <05414 
+nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him 
that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy >
hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 
+regel > : cleansed LEV 014 028 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall put <05414 +nathan > of the oil <08081 
+shemen > that [ is ] in his hand <03709 +kaph > upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy
> ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > 
of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right 
<03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the place <04725 +maqowm > of the blood <01818 +dam > of 
the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering : cleansed LEV 014 029 And the rest <03498 +yathar > of the oil <08081
+shemen > that [ is ] in the priest s <03548 +kohen > hand <03709 +kaph > he shall put <05414 +nathan > upon 
the head <07218 +ro>sh > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , to make an atonement <03722 
+kaphar > for him before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleansed LEV 014 031 [ Even ] 
such as he is able <05381 +nasag > to get <05381 +nasag > , the one <00259 +>echad > [ for ] a sin <02403 
+chatta>ah > offering , and the other <00259 +>echad > [ for ] a burnt <05930 + offering , with the meat offering 
<04503 +minchah > : and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for him that is 
to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleansed LEV 015
013 And when <03588 +kiy > he that hath an issue <02100 +zuwb > is {cleansed} <02891 +taher > of his issue 
<02101 +zowb > ; then he shall number <05608 +caphar > to himself seven <07651 +sheba< > days <03117 
+yowm > for his cleansing <02893 +tohorah > , and wash <03526 +kabac > his clothes <00899 +beged > , and 
bathe <07364 +rachats > his flesh <01320 +basar > in running <02416 +chay > water <04325 +mayim > , and 
shall be clean <02891 +taher > . cleansed LEV 015 028 But if <00518 +>im > she be {cleansed} <02891 +taher >
of her issue <02101 +zowb > , then she shall number <05608 +caphar > to herself seven <07651 +sheba< > days 
<03117 +yowm > , and after <00310 +>achar > that she shall be clean <02891 +taher > . cleansed NUM 035 033 
So ye shall not pollute <02610 +chaneph > the land <00776 +>erets > wherein <00834 +>aher > ye [ are ] : for 
blood <01818 +dam > it defileth <02610 +chaneph > the land <00776 +>erets > : and the land <00776 +>erets > 
cannot <03308 +yophiy > be {cleansed} <03722 +kaphar > of the blood <01818 +dam > that is shed <08210 
+shaphak > therein , but by the blood <01818 +dam > of him that shed <08210 +shaphak > it . * cleanse , 2511 



katharizo , cleanse -2511 clean, {cleanse}, cleansed, cleanseth, make, purge, purged, purging, purified, purify, 
purifying, cleansed -2511 clean, cleanse, {cleansed}, cleanseth, make, purge, purged, purging, purified, purify, 
purifying, cleanseth -2511 clean, cleanse, cleansed, {cleanseth}, make, purge, purged, purging, purified, purify, 
purifying, cleanse -1305 bright , choice , chosen , clean , {cleanse} , clearly , manifest , polished , pure , purge , 
purified , cleanse -2135 clean , {cleanse} , cleansed , clear , pure , cleanse -2398 bear , blame , {cleanse} , 
committed , fault , harm , loss , miss , offended , offender , offered , offereth , purge , purified , purifieth , purify , 
reconciliation , sin , sinful , sinned , sinner , sinnest , sinneth , sinning , trespass , cleanse -2891 clean , {cleanse} , 
cleansed , cleanseth , kohathites , pure , purged , purified , purifier , purify , cleanse -5352 acquit , blameless , 
{cleanse} , cleansed , clear , clearing , cut , desolate , free , guiltless , innocent , quit , unpunished , wholly , 
cleansed -2135 clean , cleanse , {cleansed} , clear , pure , cleansed -2891 clean , cleanse , {cleansed} , cleanseth , 
kohathites , pure , purged , purified , purifier , purify , cleansed -2893 {cleansed} , cleansing , purification , 
purifying , cleansed -3722 atonement , {cleansed} , disannulled , forgave , forgive , forgiven , merciful , pacified , 
pacify , pardon , purge , purged , put , reconcile , reconciliation , reconciling , cleansed -5352 acquit , blameless , 
cleanse , {cleansed} , clear , clearing , cut , desolate , free , guiltless , innocent , quit , unpunished , wholly , 
cleansed -6663 {cleansed} , clear , just , justice , justified , justifieth , justify , justifying , righteous , righteousness
, cleanseth -2891 clean , cleanse , cleansed , {cleanseth} , kohathites , pure , purged , purified , purifier , purify , 
cleanseth -8562 {cleanseth} , purification , purifying , cleanse 1305 -- barar -- make bright, choice, chosen, 
{cleanse} (be clean), clearly,polished, (shew self) pure(-ify), purge (out). cleanse 2135 -- zakah -- be (make) 
clean, {cleanse}, be clear, count pure. cleanse 2398 -- chata/ -- bear the blame, {cleanse}, commit [sin], by fault, 
harm hehath done, loss, miss, (make) offend(- er), offer for sin, purge, purify (self), make reconciliation, (cause, 
make) sin(-ful, -- ness), trespass. cleanse 2891 -- taher -- be (make, make self, pronounce) clean, {cleanse} 
(self),purge, purify(-ier, self). cleanse 3722 -- kaphar -- appease, make (an atonement, {cleanse}, disannul, 
forgive,be merciful, pacify, pardon, purge (away), put off, (make)reconcile(-liation). cleanse 5352 -- naqah -- 
acquit X at all, X altogether, be blameless, {cleanse},(be) clear(-ing), cut off, be desolate, be free, be (hold) 
guiltless, be(hold) innocent, X by no means, be quit, be (leave) unpunished, X utterly,X wholly. cleanse 6663 -- 
tsadaq -- {cleanse}, clear self, (be, do) just(- ice, -ify, -ifyself), (be turn to) righteous(-ness). cleanse 8562 -- 
tamruwq -- X {cleanse}, (thing for) purification(-fying). cleansed 2893 -- tohorah -- X is {cleansed}, cleansing, 
purification(-fying). cleanse ......... and cleanse 2511 -katharizo-> cleanse ......... and to cleanse 2511 -katharizo-> 
cleanse ......... cleanse 2511 -katharizo-> cleanse ......... let us cleanse 2511 -katharizo-> Cleanse ......... to you . 
Cleanse 2511 -katharizo-> cleansed ......... are cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> cleansed ......... cleansed 2511 -
katharizo-> cleansed ......... from him , and he was cleansed 2511 - katharizo-> cleansed ......... hath cleansed 2511 
-katharizo-> cleansed ......... of them was cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> cleansed ......... they were cleansed 2511 -
katharizo-> cleansed ......... was cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> cleanseth ......... cleanseth 2511 -katharizo-> cleanse 
1305 ## barar {baw-rar'}; a primitive root; to clarify (i.e. brighten), examine, select: -- make bright, choice, 
chosen, {cleanse} (be clean), clearly, polished, (shew self) pure(-ify), purge (out). [ql cleanse 2135 ## zakah 
{zaw-kaw'}; a primitive root [compare 2141]; to be translucent; figuratively, to be innocent: -- be (make) clean, 
{cleanse}, be clear, count pure. [ql cleanse 2891 ## taher {taw-hare'}; a primitive root; properly, to be bright; i.e. 
(by implication) to be pure (physical sound, clear, unadulterated; Levitically, uncontaminated; morally, innocent 
or holy): -- be (make, make self, pronounce) clean, {cleanse} (self), purge, purify(-ier, self). [ql cleanse 3722 ## 
kaphar {kaw-far'}; a primitive root; to cover (specifically with bitumen); figuratively, to expiate or condone, to 
placate or cancel: -- appease, make (an atonement, {cleanse}, disannul, forgive, be merciful, pacify, pardon, purge
(away), put off, (make) reconcile(-liation). [ql cleanse 5352 ## naqah {naw-kaw'}; a primitive root; to be (or 
make) clean (literally or figuratively); by implication (in an adverse sense) to be bare, i.e. extirpated: -- acquit X at
all, X altogether, be blameless, {cleanse}, (be) clear(-ing), cut off, be desolate, be free, be (hold) guiltless, be 
(hold) innocent, X by no means, be quit, be (leave) unpunished, X utterly, X wholly.[ql cleanse 6663 ## tsadaq 
{tsaw-dak'}; a primitive root; to be (causatively, make) right (in a moral or forensic sense): -- {cleanse}, clear self,
(be, do) just(-ice, -ify, -ify self), (be turn to) righteous(-ness).[ql cleanse 8562 ## tamruwq {tam-rook'}; or tamruq 
{tam-rook'}; or tamriyq {tam-reek'}; from 4838; properly, a scouring, i.e. soap or perfumery for the bath; 
figuratively, a detergent: -- X {cleanse}, (thing for) purification(-fying).[ql cleansed 2893 ## tohorah 
{toh-or-aw'}; feminine of 2892; ceremonial purification; moral purity: -- X is {cleansed}, cleansing, 
purification(-fying). [ql cleanse 043 020 Eze /^{cleanse /and purge it. cleanse 023 026 Mat /${cleanse /first that 
which is within the cup and platter , that the outside of them may be clean also . cleanse 119 000 Psa /^{cleanse 
/his way ? by taking heed thereto according to thy word . cleanse 043 022 Eze /^{cleanse /it with the bullock . 
cleanse 005 026 Eph /${cleanse /it with the washing of water by the word , cleanse 029 016 IICh /^{cleanse /it, 
and brought out all the uncleanness that they found in the temple of the LORD into the court of the house of the 



LORD . And the Levites took it, to carry it out abroad into the brook Kidron . cleanse 016 019 Lev /^{cleanse /it, 
and hallow it from the uncleanness of the children of Israel . cleanse 039 014 Eze /^{cleanse /it: after the end of 
seven months shall they search . cleanse 051 002 Psa /^{cleanse /me from my sin . cleanse 007 001 IICo 
/${cleanse /ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit , perfecting holiness in the fear of God . cleanse 043
022 Eze /^{cleanse /the altar , as they did cleanse it with the bullock . cleanse 029 036 Exo /^{cleanse /the altar , 
when thou hast made an atonement for it, and thou shalt anoint it, to sanctify it. cleanse 029 015 IICh /^{cleanse 
/the house of the LORD . cleanse 014 049 Lev /^{cleanse /the house two birds , and cedar wood , and scarlet , and 
hyssop : cleanse 014 052 Lev /^{cleanse /the house with the blood of the bird , and with the running water , and 
with the living bird , and with the cedar wood , and with the hyssop , and with the scarlet : cleanse 039 012 Eze 
/^{cleanse /the land . cleanse 039 016 Eze /^{cleanse /the land . cleanse 010 008 Mat /${cleanse /the lepers , raise 
the dead , cast out devils : freely ye have received , freely give . cleanse 045 018 Eze /^{cleanse /the sanctuary : 
cleanse 003 021 Joe /^{cleanse /their blood that I have not cleansed : for the LORD dwelleth in Zion . cleanse 033
008 Jer /^{cleanse /them from all their iniquity , whereby they have sinned against me; and I will pardon all their 
iniquities , whereby they have sinned , and whereby they have transgressed against me. cleanse 008 015 Num 
/^{cleanse /them, and offer them for an offering . cleanse 008 021 Num /^{cleanse /them. cleanse 008 006 Num 
/^{cleanse /them. cleanse 037 023 Eze /^{cleanse /them: so shall they be my people , and I will be their God . 
cleanse 008 007 Num /^{cleanse /them: Sprinkle water of purifying upon them, and let them shave all their flesh , 
and let them wash their clothes , and so make themselves clean . cleanse 013 022 Neh /^{cleanse /themselves, and 
that they should come and keep the gates , to sanctify the sabbath day . Remember me, O my God , concerning 
this also, and spare me according to the greatness of thy mercy . cleanse 019 012 Psa /^{cleanse /thou me from 
secret faults. cleanse 001 009 IJo /${cleanse /us from all unrighteousness . cleanse 016 030 Lev /^{cleanse /you, 
that ye may be clean from all your sins before the LORD . cleanse 036 025 Eze /^{cleanse /you. Cleanse 004 008 
Jam /${Cleanse /your hands , ye sinners ; and purify your hearts , ye double minded . cleansed 030 019 IICh 
/^{cleansed /according to the purification of the sanctuary . cleansed 029 018 IICh /^{cleansed /all the house of 
the LORD , and the altar of burnt offering , with all the vessels thereof, and the shewbread table , with all the 
vessels thereof. cleansed 011 005 Mat /${cleansed /and the deaf hear , the dead are raised up , and the poor have 
the gospel preached to them . cleansed 014 018 Lev /^{cleansed /and the priest shall make an atonement for him 
before the LORD . cleansed 014 017 Lev /^{cleansed /and upon the thumb of his right hand , and upon the great 
toe of his right foot , upon the blood of the trespass offering : cleansed 014 028 Lev /^{cleansed /and upon the 
thumb of his right hand , and upon the great toe of his right foot , upon the place of the blood of the trespass 
offering : cleansed 014 025 Lev /^{cleansed /and upon the thumb of his right hand , and upon the great toe of his 
right foot : cleansed 014 014 Lev /^{cleansed /and upon the thumb of his right hand , and upon the great toe of his 
right foot : cleansed 014 031 Lev /^{cleansed /before the LORD . cleansed 017 017 Luk /${cleansed /but where 
are the nine ? cleansed 003 021 Joe /^{cleansed /for the LORD dwelleth in Zion . cleansed 014 019 Lev 
/^{cleansed /from his uncleanness ; and afterward he shall kill the burnt offering : cleansed 035 003 Job 
/^{cleansed /from my sin ? cleansed 012 007 Lev /^{cleansed /from the issue of her blood . This is the law for her 
that hath born a male or a female . cleansed 014 007 Lev /^{cleansed /from the leprosy seven times , and shall 
pronounce him clean , and shall let the living bird loose into the open field . cleansed 013 030 Neh /^{cleansed /I 
them from all strangers , and appointed the wards of the priests and the Levites , every one in his business ; 
cleansed 034 005 IICh /^{cleansed /Judah and Jerusalem . cleansed 073 013 Psa /^{cleansed /my heart in vain , 
and washed my hands in innocency . cleansed 022 024 Eze /^{cleansed /nor rained upon in the day of indignation 
. cleansed 015 028 Lev /^{cleansed /of her issue , then she shall number to herself seven days , and after that she 
shall be clean . cleansed 015 013 Lev /^{cleansed /of his issue ; then he shall number to himself seven days for his
cleansing , and wash his clothes , and bathe his flesh in running water , and shall be clean . cleansed 035 033 Num 
/^{cleansed /of the blood that is shed therein, but by the blood of him that shed it. cleansed 004 027 Luk 
/${cleansed /saving Naaman the Syrian . cleansed 014 008 Lev /^{cleansed /shall wash his clothes , and shave off 
all his hair , and wash himself in water , that he may be clean : and after that he shall come into the camp , and 
shall tarry abroad out of his tent seven days . cleansed 011 009 Act /${cleansed /that call not thou common . 
cleansed 010 015 Act /${cleansed /that call not thou common . cleansed 013 009 Neh /^{cleansed /the chambers : 
and thither brought I again the vessels of the house of God , with the meat offering and the frankincense . cleansed
007 022 Luk /${cleansed /the deaf hear , the dead are raised , to the poor the gospel is preached . cleansed 030 018
IICh /^{cleansed /themselves, yet did they eat the passover otherwise than it was written . But Hezekiah prayed 
for them, saying , The good LORD pardon every one cleansed 044 026 Eze /^{cleansed /they shall reckon unto 
him seven days . cleansed 014 029 Lev /^{cleansed /to make an atonement for him before the LORD . cleansed 
014 004 Lev /^{cleansed /two birds alive and clean , and cedar wood , and scarlet , and hyssop : cleansed 022 017 



Jos /^{cleansed /until this day , although there was a plague in the congregation of the LORD , cleansed 036 033 
Eze /^{cleansed /you from all your iniquities I will also cause you to dwell in the cities , and the wastes shall be 
builded . cleanseth 020 030 Pro /^{cleanseth /away evil : so do stripes the inward parts of the belly . cleanseth 037
021 Job /^{cleanseth /them. cleanseth 001 007 IJo /${cleanseth /us from all sin . cleanse 33 - cleansed 39 - 
cleanseth 3 - 



cleanse , 1JO , 1:9 cleanse , 2CH , 29:15 , 2CH , 29:16 cleanse , 2CO , 7:1 cleanse , EPH , 5:26 cleanse , EX , 
29:36 cleanse , EZE , 36:25 , EZE , 37:23 , EZE , 39:12 , EZE , 39: 14 , EZE , 39:16 , EZE , 43:20 , EZE , 43:22 , 
EZE , 43:22 , EZE , 45:18 cleanse , JAS , 4:8 cleanse , JER , 4:11 , JER , 33:8 cleanse , JOE , 3:21 cleanse , LE , 
14:49 , LE , 14:52 , LE , 16:19 , LE , 16:30 cleanse , MT , 10:8 , MT , 23:26 cleanse , NE , 13:22 cleanse , NU , 
8:6 , NU , 8:7 , NU , 8:15 , NU , 8:21 cleanse , PS , 19:12 , PS , 51:2 , PS , 119:9 cleansed , 2CH , 29:18 , 2CH , 
30:18 , 2CH , 30:19 , 2CH , 34: 5 cleansed , AC , 10:15 , AC , 11:9 cleansed , DA , 8:14 cleansed , EZE , 22:24 , 
EZE , 36:33 , EZE , 44:25 cleansed , JOB , 35:3 cleansed , JOE , 3:21 cleansed , JOS , 22:17 cleansed , LE , 11:32
, LE , 12:7 , LE , 14:4 , LE , 14:7 , LE , 14:8 , LE , 14:14 , LE , 14:17 , LE , 14:18 , LE , 14: 19 , LE , 14:25 , LE , 
14:28 , LE , 14:29 , LE , 14:31 , LE , 15:13 , LE , 15:28 cleansed , LU , 4:27 , LU , 7:22 , LU , 17:14 , LU , 17:17 
cleansed , MR , 1:42 cleansed , MT , 8:3 , MT , 11:5 cleansed , NE , 13:9 , NE , 13:30 cleansed , NU , 35:33 
cleansed , PS , 73:13 cleanseth , 1JO , 1:7 cleanseth , JOB , 37:21 cleanseth , PR , 20:30



clean 2511 # katharizo {kath-ar-id'-zo}; from 2513; to cleanse (literally or figuratively): -- (make) {clean}(-se), 
purge, purify.[ql make 2511 # katharizo {kath-ar-id'-zo}; from 2513; to cleanse (literally or figuratively): -- 
({make}) clean(-se), purge, purify.[ql out 1571 # ekkathairo {ek-kath-ah'-ee-ro}; from 1537 and 2508; to cleanse 
thoroughly: -- purge ({out}).[ql purge 1571 # ekkathairo {ek-kath-ah'-ee-ro}; from 1537 and 2508; to cleanse 
thoroughly: -- {purge} (out).[ql purge 2511 # katharizo {kath-ar-id'-zo}; from 2513; to cleanse (literally or 
figuratively): -- (make) clean(-se), {purge}, purify.[ql purge 1245 # diakatharizo {dee-ak-ath-ar-id'-zo}; from 
1223 and 2511; to cleanse perfectly, i.e. (specially) winnow: -- thoroughly {purge}.[ql purify 2511 # katharizo 
{kath-ar-id'-zo}; from 2513; to cleanse (literally or figuratively): -- (make) clean(-se), purge, {purify}.[ql 
thoroughly 1245 # diakatharizo {dee-ak-ath-ar-id'-zo}; from 1223 and 2511; to cleanse perfectly, i.e. (specially) 
winnow: -- {thoroughly} purge.[ql wash 3538 # nipto {nip'-to}; to cleanse (especially the hands or the feet or the 
face); ceremonially, to perform ablution: -- {wash}. Compare 3068.[ql wash 3068 # louo {loo'-o}; a primary verb;
to bathe (the whole person; whereas 3538 means to wet a part only, and 4150 to wash, cleanse garments 
exclusively): -- {wash}.[ql



* cleanse , 2511 katharizo ,



cleanse -2511 clean, {cleanse}, cleansed, cleanseth, make, purge, purged, purging, purified, purify, purifying, 
cleansed -2511 clean, cleanse, {cleansed}, cleanseth, make, purge, purged, purging, purified, purify, purifying, 
cleanseth -2511 clean, cleanse, cleansed, {cleanseth}, make, purge, purged, purging, purified, purify, purifying,



cleanse -1305 bright , choice , chosen , clean , {cleanse} , clearly , manifest , polished , pure , purge , purified , 
cleanse -2135 clean , {cleanse} , cleansed , clear , pure , cleanse -2398 bear , blame , {cleanse} , committed , fault 
, harm , loss , miss , offended , offender , offered , offereth , purge , purified , purifieth , purify , reconciliation , sin
, sinful , sinned , sinner , sinnest , sinneth , sinning , trespass , cleanse -2891 clean , {cleanse} , cleansed , 
cleanseth , kohathites , pure , purged , purified , purifier , purify , cleanse -5352 acquit , blameless , {cleanse} , 
cleansed , clear , clearing , cut , desolate , free , guiltless , innocent , quit , unpunished , wholly , cleansed -2135 
clean , cleanse , {cleansed} , clear , pure , cleansed -2891 clean , cleanse , {cleansed} , cleanseth , kohathites , 
pure , purged , purified , purifier , purify , cleansed -2893 {cleansed} , cleansing , purification , purifying , 
cleansed -3722 atonement , {cleansed} , disannulled , forgave , forgive , forgiven , merciful , pacified , pacify , 
pardon , purge , purged , put , reconcile , reconciliation , reconciling , cleansed -5352 acquit , blameless , cleanse , 
{cleansed} , clear , clearing , cut , desolate , free , guiltless , innocent , quit , unpunished , wholly , cleansed -6663 
{cleansed} , clear , just , justice , justified , justifieth , justify , justifying , righteous , righteousness , cleanseth -
2891 clean , cleanse , cleansed , {cleanseth} , kohathites , pure , purged , purified , purifier , purify , cleanseth -
8562 {cleanseth} , purification , purifying ,



cleanse 1305 -- barar -- make bright, choice, chosen, {cleanse} (be clean), clearly,polished, (shew self) pure(-ify), 
purge (out). cleanse 2135 -- zakah -- be (make) clean, {cleanse}, be clear, count pure. cleanse 2398 -- chata/ -- 
bear the blame, {cleanse}, commit [sin], by fault, harm hehath done, loss, miss, (make) offend(- er), offer for sin, 
purge, purify (self), make reconciliation, (cause, make) sin(-ful, -- ness), trespass. cleanse 2891 -- taher -- be 
(make, make self, pronounce) clean, {cleanse} (self),purge, purify(-ier, self). cleanse 3722 -- kaphar -- appease, 
make (an atonement, {cleanse}, disannul, forgive,be merciful, pacify, pardon, purge (away), put off, 
(make)reconcile(-liation). cleanse 5352 -- naqah -- acquit X at all, X altogether, be blameless, {cleanse},(be) 
clear(-ing), cut off, be desolate, be free, be (hold) guiltless, be(hold) innocent, X by no means, be quit, be (leave) 
unpunished, X utterly,X wholly. cleanse 6663 -- tsadaq -- {cleanse}, clear self, (be, do) just(- ice, -ify, -ifyself), 
(be turn to) righteous(-ness). cleanse 8562 -- tamruwq -- X {cleanse}, (thing for) purification(-fying). cleansed 
2893 -- tohorah -- X is {cleansed}, cleansing, purification(-fying).





cleanse ......... and cleanse 2511 -katharizo-> cleanse ......... and to cleanse 2511 -katharizo-> cleanse ......... cleanse 
2511 -katharizo-> cleanse ......... let us cleanse 2511 -katharizo-> Cleanse ......... to you . Cleanse 2511 -katharizo->
cleansed ......... are cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> cleansed ......... cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> cleansed ......... from 
him , and he was cleansed 2511 - katharizo-> cleansed ......... hath cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> cleansed ......... of 
them was cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> cleansed ......... they were cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> cleansed ......... was 
cleansed 2511 -katharizo-> cleanseth ......... cleanseth 2511 -katharizo->



cleanse 1305 ## barar {baw-rar'}; a primitive root; to clarify (i.e. brighten), examine, select: -- make bright, 
choice, chosen, {cleanse} (be clean), clearly, polished, (shew self) pure(-ify), purge (out). [ql cleanse 2135 ## 
zakah {zaw-kaw'}; a primitive root [compare 2141]; to be translucent; figuratively, to be innocent: -- be (make) 
clean, {cleanse}, be clear, count pure. [ql cleanse 2891 ## taher {taw-hare'}; a primitive root; properly, to be 
bright; i.e. (by implication) to be pure (physical sound, clear, unadulterated; Levitically, uncontaminated; morally, 
innocent or holy): -- be (make, make self, pronounce) clean, {cleanse} (self), purge, purify(-ier, self). [ql cleanse 
3722 ## kaphar {kaw-far'}; a primitive root; to cover (specifically with bitumen); figuratively, to expiate or 
condone, to placate or cancel: -- appease, make (an atonement, {cleanse}, disannul, forgive, be merciful, pacify, 
pardon, purge (away), put off, (make) reconcile(-liation). [ql cleanse 5352 ## naqah {naw-kaw'}; a primitive root; 
to be (or make) clean (literally or figuratively); by implication (in an adverse sense) to be bare, i.e. extirpated: -- 
acquit X at all, X altogether, be blameless, {cleanse}, (be) clear(-ing), cut off, be desolate, be free, be (hold) 
guiltless, be (hold) innocent, X by no means, be quit, be (leave) unpunished, X utterly, X wholly.[ql cleanse 6663 
## tsadaq {tsaw-dak'}; a primitive root; to be (causatively, make) right (in a moral or forensic sense): -- {cleanse},
clear self, (be, do) just(-ice, -ify, -ify self), (be turn to) righteous(-ness).[ql cleanse 8562 ## tamruwq {tam-rook'}; 
or tamruq {tam-rook'}; or tamriyq {tam-reek'}; from 4838; properly, a scouring, i.e. soap or perfumery for the 
bath; figuratively, a detergent: -- X {cleanse}, (thing for) purification(-fying).[ql cleansed 2893 ## tohorah 
{toh-or-aw'}; feminine of 2892; ceremonial purification; moral purity: -- X is {cleansed}, cleansing, 
purification(-fying). [ql
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cleanse Interlinear Index Study cleanse EXO 029 036 And thou shalt offer <06213 + every day <03117 +yowm > 
a bullock <06499 +par > [ for ] a sin <02403 +chatta>ah > offering for atonement <03725 +kippur > : and thou 
shalt {cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the altar <04196 +mizbeach > , when thou hast made an atonement <03722 
+kaphar > for it , and thou shalt anoint <04886 +mashach > it , to sanctify <06942 +qadash > it . cleanse LEV 014
049 And he shall take <03947 +laqach > to {cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the house <01004 +bayith > two <08147 
+sh@nayim > birds <06833 +tsippowr > , and cedar <00730 +>erez > wood <06086 + , and scarlet , and hyssop 
<00231 +>ezowb > : cleanse LEV 014 052 And he shall {cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the house <01004 +bayith >
with the blood <01818 +dam > of the bird <06833 +tsippowr > , and with the running <02416 +chay > water 
<04325 +mayim > , and with the living <02416 +chay > bird <06833 +tsippowr > , and with the cedar <00730 
+>erez > wood <06086 + , and with the hyssop <00231 +>ezowb > , and with the scarlet : cleanse LEV 016 019 
And he shall sprinkle <05137 +nazah > of the blood <01818 +dam > upon it with his finger <00676 +>etsba< > 
seven <07651 +sheba< > times <06471 +pa , and {cleanse} <02891 +taher > it , and hallow <06942 +qadash > it 
from the uncleanness <02932 +tum>ah > of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . cleanse 
LEV 016 030 For on that day <03117 +yowm > shall [ the priest ] make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for you ,
to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > you , [ that ] ye may be clean <02891 +taher > from all <03605 +kol > your sins 
<02403 +chatta>ah > before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleanse NUM 008 006 Take 
<03947 +laqach > the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > from among <08432 +tavek > the children <01121 +ben > of 
Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > , and {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them . cleanse NUM 008 007 And thus <03541 +koh 
> shalt thou do <06213 + unto them , to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them : Sprinkle <05137 +nazah > water 
<04325 +mayim > of purifying <02403 +chatta>ah > upon them , and let them shave <05674 + all <03605 +kol > 
their flesh <01320 +basar > , and let them wash <03526 +kabac > their clothes <00899 +beged > , and [ so ] make
themselves <01992 +hem > clean <02891 +taher > . cleanse NUM 008 015 And after <00310 +>achar > that shall
the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > go <00935 +bow> > in to do <05647 + the service <05647 + of the tabernacle 
<00168 +>ohel > of the congregation <04150 +mow : and thou shalt {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them , and offer 
<05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] an offering <08573 +t@nuwphah > . cleanse NUM 008 021 And the Levites 
<03881 +Leviyiy > were purified <02398 +chata> > , and theywashed <03526 +kabac > their clothes <00899 
+beged > ; and Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > offered <05130 +nuwph > them [ as ] an offering <08573 
+t@nuwphah > before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > 
made an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for them to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them . cleanse 2CH 029 015 And 
they gathered <00622 +>acaph > their brethren <00251 +>ach > , and sanctified <06942 +qadash > themselves , 
and came <00935 +bow> > , according to the commandment <04687 +mitsvah > of the king <04428 +melek > , 
by the words <01697 +dabar > of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > the house 
<01004 +bayith > of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleanse 2CH 029 016 And the priests <03548 +kohen > 
went <00935 +bow> > into the inner <06441 +p@niymah > part of the house <01004 +bayith > of the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > , to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > [ it ] , and brought <03318 +yatsa> > out all <03605 +kol > 
the uncleanness <02932 +tum>ah > that they found <04672 +matsa> > in the temple <01964 +heykal > of the 
LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > into the court <02691 +chatser > of the house <01004 +bayith > of the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > . And the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > took <06901 +qabal > [ it ] , to carry <03318 +yatsa> 
> [ it ] out abroad <02351 +chuwts > into the brook <05158 +nachal > Kidron <06939 +Qidrown > . cleanse NEH
013 022 And I commanded <00559 +>amar > the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > that theyshould {cleanse} <02891 
+taher > themselves , and [ that ] they should come <00935 +bow> > [ and ] keep <08104 +shamar > the gates 
<08179 +sha , to sanctify <06942 +qadash > the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > day <03117 +yowm > . Remember 
<02142 +zakar > me , O my God <00430 +>elohiym > , [ concerning ] this <02063 +zo>th > also <01571 +gam >
, and spare <02347 +chuwc > me according to the greatness <07230 +rob > of thy mercy <02617 +checed > . 
cleanse PSA 019 012 Who <04310 +miy > can understand <00995 +biyn > [ his ] errors <07691 +sh@giy>ah > ? 
{cleanse} <05352 +naqah > thou me from secret <05641 +cathar > [ faults ] . cleanse PSA 051 002 Wash <03526 
+kabac > me throughly <07235 +rabah > from mine iniquity <05771 + , and {cleanse} <05352 +naqah > me from
my sin <02403 +chatta>ah > . cleanse PSA 119 009 . BETH . Wherewithal shall a young <05288 +na man 
{cleanse} <02135 +zakah > his way <00734 +>orach > ? by taking heed <08104 +shamar > [ thereto ] according 
to thy word <01697 +dabar > . cleanse JER 004 011 At that time <06256 + shall it be said <00559 +>amar > to 
this <02088 +zeh > people <05971 + and to Jerusalem <03389 +Y@ruwshalaim > , A dry <06703 +tsach > wind 
<07307 +ruwach > of the high <08205 +sh@phiy > places in the wilderness <04057 +midbar > toward the 
daughter <01323 +bath > of my people <05971 + , not to fan <02219 +zarah > , nor <03808 +lo> > to {cleanse} 
<01305 +barar > , cleanse JER 033 008 And I will {cleanse} <02891 +taher > them from all <03605 +kol > their 
iniquity<05771 + , whereby <00834 +>aher > they have sinned <02398 +chata> > against me ; and I will pardon 



<05545 +calach > all <03605 +kol > their iniquities <05771 + , whereby <00834 +>aher > they have sinned 
<02398 +chata> > , and whereby <00834 +>aher > they have transgressed <06586 +pasha< > against me . cleanse
EZE 036 025 . Then will I sprinkle <02236 +zaraq > clean <02889 +tahowr > water <04325 +mayim > upon you ,
and ye shall be clean <02891 +taher > : from all <03605 +kol > your filthiness <02932 +tum>ah > , and from all 
<03605 +kol > your idols <01544 +gilluwl > , will I {cleanse} <02891 +taher > you . cleanse EZE 037 023 
Neither <03808 +lo> > shall they defile <02930 +tame> > themselves any more <05750 + with their idols <01544
+gilluwl > , nor with their detestable <08251 +shiqquwts > things , nor with any <03605 +kol > of their 
transgressions <06588 +pesha< > : but I will save <03467 +yasha< > them out of all <03605 +kol > their 
dwellingplaces <04186 +mowshab > , wherein <00834 +>aher > they have sinned <02398 +chata> > , and will 
{cleanse} <02891 +taher > them : so shall they be my people <05971 + , and I will be their God <00430 
+>elohiym > . cleanse EZE 039 012 And seven <07651 +sheba< > months <02320 +chodesh > shall the house 
<01004 +bayith > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > be burying <06912 +qabar > of them , that they may {cleanse} 
<02891 +taher > the land <00776 +>erets > . cleanse EZE 039 014 And they shall sever <00914 +badal > out men
<00582 +>enowsh > of continual <08548 +tamiyd > employment , passing <05674 + through the land <00776 
+>erets > to bury <06912 +qabar > with the passengers <05674 + those that remain <03498 +yathar > upon the 
face <06440 +paniym > of the earth <00776 +>erets > , to {cleanse} <02891 +taher > it : after the end <07097 
+qatseh > of seven <07651 +sheba< > months <02320 +chodesh > shall they search <02713 +chaqar > . cleanse 
EZE 039 016 And also <01571 +gam > the name <08034 +shem > of the city <05892 + [ shall be ] Hamonah 
<01997 +Hamownah > . Thus shall they {cleanse} <02891 +taher > the land <00776 +>erets > . cleanse EZE 043 
020 And thou shalt take <03947 +laqach > of the blood <01818 +dam > thereof , and put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] 
on <05921 + the four <00702 +>arba< > horns <07161 +qeren > of it , and on <00413 +>el > the four <00702 
+>arba< > corners <06438 +pinnah > of the settle <05835 + , and upon the border <01366 +g@buwl > round 
<05439 +cabiyb > about : thus shalt thou {cleanse} <02398 +chata> > and purge <03722 +kaphar > it . cleanse 
EZE 043 022 And on the second <08145 +sheniy > day <03117 +yowm > thou shalt offer <07126 +qarab > a kid 
<08163 +sa of the goats <05795 + without <08549 +tamiym > blemish <08549 +tamiym > for a sin <02403 
+chatta>ah > offering ; and they shall cleanse <02398 +chata> > the altar <04196 +mizbeach > , as they did 
{cleanse} <02398 +chata> > [ it ] with the bullock <06499 +par > . cleanse EZE 043 022 And on the second 
<08145 +sheniy > day <03117 +yowm > thou shalt offer <07126 +qarab > a kid <08163 +sa of the goats <05795 
+ without <08549 +tamiym > blemish <08549 +tamiym > for a sin <02403 +chatta>ah > offering ; and they shall 
{cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the altar <04196 +mizbeach > , as they did cleanse <02398 +chata> > [ it ] with the 
bullock <06499 +par > . cleanse EZE 045 018 Thus <03541 +koh > saith <00559 +>amar > the Lord <00136 
+>Adonay > GOD <03069 +Y@hovih > ; In the first <07223 +ri>shown > [ month ] , in the first <00259 +>echad
> [ day ] of the month <02320 +chodesh > , thou shalt take <03947 +laqach > a young bullock <06499 +par > 
without <08549 +tamiym > blemish <08549 +tamiym > , and {cleanse} <02398 +chata> > the sanctuary <04720 
+miqdash > : cleanse JOE 003 021 For I will {cleanse} <05352 +naqah > their blood <01818 +dam > [ that ] I 
have not cleansed <05352 +naqah > : for the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > dwelleth <07931 +shakan > in Zion 
<06726 +Tsiyown > . cleanse MAT 010 008 Heal <2323 -therapeuo -> the sick <0770 - astheneo -> , {cleanse} 
<2511 -katharizo -> the lepers <3015 - lepros -> , raise <1453 -egeiro -> the dead <3498 -nekros -> , cast <1544 -
ekballo -> out devils <1140 -daimonion -> : freely <1432 -dorean -> ye have received <2983 -lambano -> , freely 
<1432 -dorean -> give <1325 -didomi -> . cleanse MAT 023 026 [ Thou ] blind <5185 -tuphlos -> Pharisee <5330
-Pharisaios -> , {cleanse} <2511 -katharizo -> first <4412 -proton -> that [ which is ] within <1787 -entos -> the 
cup <4221 -poterion -> and platter <3953 -paropsis -> , that the outside <1623 -hektos -> of them may be clean 
<2513 -katharos -> also <2532 -kai -> . cleanse 2CO 007 001 . Having <2192 -echo -> therefore <3767 -oun -> 
these <5025 -tautais -> promises <1860 -epaggelia -> , dearly beloved <0027 -agapetos -> , let us {cleanse} 
<2511 -katharizo - > ourselves <1438 -heautou -> from all <3956 -pas -> filthiness <3436 -molusmos -> of the 
flesh <4561 -sarx -> and spirit <4151 - pneuma -> , perfecting <2005 -epiteleo -> holiness <0042 - hagiosune -> 
in the fear <5401 -phobos -> of God <2316 -theos -> . cleanse EPH 005 026 That he might sanctify <0037 -
hagiazo -> and {cleanse} <2511 -katharizo -> it with the washing <3067 -loutron -> of water <5204 -hudor -> by 
the word <4487 -rhema -> , Cleanse JAS 004 008 Draw nigh <1448 -eggizo -> to God <2316 - theos -> , and he 
will draw nigh <1448 -eggizo -> to you . {Cleanse} <2511 -katharizo -> [ your ] hands <5495 -cheir -> , [ ye ] 
sinners <0268 -hamartolos -> ; and purify <0048 -hagnizo - > [ your ] hearts <2588 -kardia -> , [ ye ] double 
<1374 - dipsuchos -> minded <1374 -dipsuchos -> . cleanse 1JO 001 009 If <1437 -ean -> we confess <3670 -
homologeo -> our sins <0266 -hamartia -> , he is faithful <4103 -pistos -> and just <1342 -dikaios -> to forgive 
<0863 -aphiemi -> us [ our ] sins <0266 -hamartia -> , and to {cleanse} <2511 -katharizo -> us from all <3956 -
pas -> unrighteousness <0093 -adikia -> . cleansed LEV 011 032 And upon whatsoever <03605 +kol > [ any ] of 



them , when <03588 +kiy > they are dead <04194 +maveth > , doth fall <05307 +naphal > , it shall be unclean 
<02930 +tame> > ; whether [ it be ] any <03605 +kol > vessel <03627 +k@liy > of wood <06086 + , or <00176 
+>ow > raiment <00899 +beged > , or <00176 +>ow > skin <05785 + , or <00176 +>ow > sack <08242 +saq > , 
whatsoever <03605 +kol > vessel <03627 +k@liy > [ it be ] , wherein <00834 +>aher > [ any ] work <04399 
+m@la>kah > is done <06213 + , it must be put <00935 +bow> > into water <04325 +mayim > , and it shall be 
unclean <02930 +tame> > until <05704 + the even <06153 + ; so it shall be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > . 
cleansed LEV 012 007 Who shall offer <07126 +qarab > it before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > , and make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for her ; and she shall be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > 
from the issue <04726 +maqowr > of her blood <01818 +dam > . This <02063 +zo>th > [ is ] the law <08451 
+towrah > for her that hath born <03205 +yalad > a male <02145 +zakar > or <00176 +>ow > a female <05347 
+n@qebah > . cleansed LEV 014 004 Then shall the priest <03548 +kohen > command <06680 +tsavah > to take 
<03947 +laqach > for him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > two <08147 +sh@nayim > birds <06833 
+tsippowr > alive <02416 +chay > [ and ] clean <02889 +tahowr > , and cedar <00730 +>erez > wood <06086 + ,
and scarlet , and hyssop <00231 +>ezowb > : cleansed LEV 014 007 And he shall sprinkle <05137 +nazah > upon
him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > from the leprosy <06883 +tsara seven <07651 +sheba< > times 
<06471 +pa , and shall pronounce him clean <02891 +taher > , and shall let the living <02416 +chay > bird 
<06833 +tsippowr > loose <07971 +shalach > into <05921 + the open <06440 +paniym > field <07704 +sadeh > .
cleansed LEV 014 008 And he that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > shall wash <03526 +kabac > his clothes 
<00899 +beged > , and shave <01548 +galach > off all <03605 +kol > his hair <08181 +se , and wash <07364 
+rachats > himself in water <04325 +mayim > , that he may be clean <02891 +taher > : and after <00310 +>achar
> that he shall come <00935 +bow> > into <00413 +>el > the camp <04264 +machaneh > , and shall tarry 
<03427 +yashab > abroad <02351 +chuwts > out of his tent <00168 +>ohel > seven <07651 +sheba< > days 
<03117 +yowm > . cleansed LEV 014 014 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > [ some ] 
of the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall 
put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen
> of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 
+y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > 
foot <07272 +regel > : cleansed LEV 014 017 And of the rest <03499 +yether > of the oil <08081 +shemen > that
[ is ] in his hand <03709 +kaph > shall the priest <03548 +kohen > put <05414 +nathan > upon the tip <08571 
+t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher
> , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the 
great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the blood <01818 +dam
> of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering : cleansed LEV 014 018 And the remnant <03498 +yathar > of the 
oil <08081 +shemen > that [ is ] in the priest s <03548 +kohen > hand <03709 +kaph > he shall pour <05414 
+nathan > upon the head <07218 +ro>sh > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > : and the priest 
<03548 +kohen > shall make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for him before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > . cleansed LEV 014 019 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall offer <06213 + the sin 
<02403 +chatta>ah > offering , and make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for him that is to be {cleansed} 
<02891 +taher > from his uncleanness <02932 +tum>ah > ; and afterward <00310 +>achar > he shall kill <07819 
+shachat > the burnt <05930 + offering : cleansed LEV 014 025 And he shall kill <07819 +shachat > the lamb 
<03532 +kebes > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 
+laqach > [ some ] of the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and put <05414 
+nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him 
that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy >
hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 
+regel > : cleansed LEV 014 028 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall put <05414 +nathan > of the oil <08081 
+shemen > that [ is ] in his hand <03709 +kaph > upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy
> ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > 
of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great toe <00931 +bohen > of his right 
<03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the place <04725 +maqowm > of the blood <01818 +dam > of 
the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering : cleansed LEV 014 029 And the rest <03498 +yathar > of the oil <08081
+shemen > that [ is ] in the priest s <03548 +kohen > hand <03709 +kaph > he shall put <05414 +nathan > upon 
the head <07218 +ro>sh > of him that is to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , to make an atonement <03722 
+kaphar > for him before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleansed LEV 014 031 [ Even ] 
such as he is able <05381 +nasag > to get <05381 +nasag > , the one <00259 +>echad > [ for ] a sin <02403 



+chatta>ah > offering , and the other <00259 +>echad > [ for ] a burnt <05930 + offering , with the meat offering 
<04503 +minchah > : and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for him that is 
to be {cleansed} <02891 +taher > before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . cleansed LEV 015
013 And when <03588 +kiy > he that hath an issue <02100 +zuwb > is {cleansed} <02891 +taher > of his issue 
<02101 +zowb > ; then he shall number <05608 +caphar > to himself seven <07651 +sheba< > days <03117 
+yowm > for his cleansing <02893 +tohorah > , and wash <03526 +kabac > his clothes <00899 +beged > , and 
bathe <07364 +rachats > his flesh <01320 +basar > in running <02416 +chay > water <04325 +mayim > , and 
shall be clean <02891 +taher > . cleansed LEV 015 028 But if <00518 +>im > she be {cleansed} <02891 +taher >
of her issue <02101 +zowb > , then she shall number <05608 +caphar > to herself seven <07651 +sheba< > days 
<03117 +yowm > , and after <00310 +>achar > that she shall be clean <02891 +taher > . cleansed NUM 035 033 
So ye shall not pollute <02610 +chaneph > the land <00776 +>erets > wherein <00834 +>aher > ye [ are ] : for 
blood <01818 +dam > it defileth <02610 +chaneph > the land <00776 +>erets > : and the land <00776 +>erets > 
cannot <03308 +yophiy > be {cleansed} <03722 +kaphar > of the blood <01818 +dam > that is shed <08210 
+shaphak > therein , but by the blood <01818 +dam > of him that shed <08210 +shaphak > it . cleansed JOS 022 
017 [ Is ] the iniquity <05771 + of Peor <06465 +P@ too little <04592 +m@ for us , from which <00834 +>aher 
> we are not {cleansed} <02891 +taher > until <05704 + this <02088 +zeh > day <03117 +yowm > , although 
there was a plague <05063 +negeph > in the congregation <05712 + of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , 
cleansed 2CH 029 018 Then they went <00935 +bow> > in to Hezekiah <02396 +Chizqiyah > the king <04428 
+melek > , and said <00559 +>amar > , We have {cleansed} <02891 +taher > all <03605 +kol > the house 
<01004 +bayith > of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , and the altar <04196 +mizbeach > of burnt <05930 +
offering , with all <03605 +kol > the vessels <03627 +k@liy > thereof , and the shewbread <04635 +ma table 
<07979 +shulchan > , with all <03605 +kol > the vessels <03627 +k@liy > thereof . cleansed 2CH 030 018 For a 
multitude <04768 +marbiyth > of the people <05971 + , [ even ] many <07227 +rab > of Ephraim <00669 
+>Ephrayim > , and Manasseh <04519 +M@nashsheh > , Issachar <03485 +Yissaskar > , and Zebulun <02074 
+Z@buwluwn > , had not {cleansed} <02891 +taher > themselves , yet <03588 +kiy > did they eat <00398 
+>akal > the passover <06453 +pecach > otherwise <03808 +lo> > than it was written <03789 +kathab > . But 
Hezekiah <02396 +Chizqiyah > prayed <06419 +palal > for them , saying <00559 +>amar > , The good <02896 
+towb > LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > pardon <03722 +kaphar > every <03605 +kol > one cleansed 2CH 030 019
[ That ] prepareth <03559 +kuwn > his heart <03824 +lebab > to seek <01875 +darash > God <00430 +>elohiym 
> , the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > God <00430 +>elohiym > of his fathers <1> , though [ he be ] not [ 
{cleansed} ] according to the purification <02893 +tohorah > of the sanctuary <06944 +qodesh > . cleansed 2CH 
034 005 And <00526 +>Amown > he burnt the bones <06242 + of <08141 +shaneh > the <01121 +ben > priests 
upon their altars , and <04427 +malak > {cleansed} Judah <04427 +malak > and Jerusalem <08141 +shaneh > . 
cleansed NEH 013 009 Then I commanded <00559 +>amar > , and they {cleansed} <02891 +taher > the 
chambers <03957 +lishkah > : and thither <08033 +sham > brought <07725 +shuwb > I again <07725 +shuwb > 
the vessels <03627 +k@liy > of the house <01004 +bayith > of God <00430 +>elohiym > , with the meat offering
<04503 +minchah > and the frankincense <03828 +l@bownah > . cleansed NEH 013 030 Thus {cleansed} 
<02891 +taher > I them from all <03605 +kol > strangers <05236 +nekar > , and appointed <05975 + the wards 
<04931 +mishmereth > of the priests <03548 +kohen > and the Levites <03881 +Leviyiy > , every <00376 
+>iysh > one <00376 +>iysh > in his business <04399 +m@la>kah > ; cleansed JOB 035 003 For thou saidst 
<00559 +>amar > , What <04100 +mah > advantage <05532 +cakan > will it be unto thee ? [ and ] , What 
<04100 +mah > profit <03276 +ya shall I have , [ if I be {cleansed} ] from my sin <02403 +chatta>ah > ? 
cleansed PSA 073 013 Verily <00389 +>ak > I have {cleansed} <02135 +zakah > my heart <03824 +lebab > [ in ]
vain <07385 +riyq > , and washed <07364 +rachats > my hands <03709 +kaph > in innocency <05356 
+niqqayown > . cleansed EZE 022 024 Son <01121 +ben > of man <00120 +>adam > , say <00559 +>amar > 
unto her , Thou [ art ] the land <00776 +>erets > that is not {cleansed} <02891 +taher > , nor <03808 +lo> > 
rained <01656 +goshem > upon in the day <03117 +yowm > of indignation <02195 +za . cleansed EZE 036 033 
Thus <03541 +koh > saith <00559 +>amar > the Lord <00136 +>Adonay > GOD <03069 +Y@hovih > ; In the 
day <03117 +yowm > that I shall have {cleansed} <02891 +taher > you from all <03605 +kol > your iniquities 
<05771 + I will also cause [ you ] to dwell <03427 +yashab > in the cities <05892 + , and the wastes <02723 
+chorbah > shall be builded <01129 +banah > . cleansed EZE 044 026 And after <00310 +>achar > he is 
{cleansed} <02893 +tohorah > , they shall reckon <05608 +caphar > unto him seven <07651 +sheba< > days 
<03117 +yowm > . cleansed DAN 008 014 And he said <00559 +>amar > unto me , Unto two thousand <00505 
+>eleph > and three <07969 +shalowsh > hundred <03967 +me>ah > days ; then shall the sanctuary <06944 
+qodesh > be {cleansed} <06663 +tsadaq > . cleansed JOE 003 021 For I will cleanse <05352 +naqah > their 



blood <01818 +dam > [ that ] I have not {cleansed} <05352 +naqah > : for the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > 
dwelleth <07931 +shakan > in Zion <06726 +Tsiyown > . cleansed MAT 008 003 And Jesus <2424 -Iesous -> put
<1614 - ekteino -> forth <1614 -ekteino -> [ his ] hand <5495 -cheir -> , and touched <0680 -haptomai -> him , 
saying <3004 -lego -> , I will <2309 -thelo -> ; be thou clean <2511 -katharizo -> . And immediately <2112 -
eutheos -> his leprosy <3014 -lepra -> was {cleansed} <2511 -katharizo -> . cleansed MAT 011 005 The blind 
<5185 -tuphlos -> receive <0308 - anablepo -> their sight <0308 -anablepo -> , and the lame <5560 - cholos -> 
walk <4043 -peripateo -> , the lepers <3015 -lepros -> are {cleansed} <2511 -katharizo -> , and the deaf <2974 -
kophos - > hear <0191 -akouo -> , the dead <3498 -nekros -> are raised <1453 -egeiro -> up , and the poor <4434 
-ptochos -> have the gospel <2097 -euaggelizo -> preached <2097 -euaggelizo -> to them . cleansed MAR 001 
042 And as soon as he had spoken <2036 -epo -> , immediately <2112 -eutheos -> the leprosy <3014 -lepra -> 
departed <0565 -aperchomai -> from him , and he was {cleansed} <2511 -katharizo -> . cleansed LUK 004 027 
And many 4183 -polus - lepers 3015 -lepros - were in Israel 2474 -Israel - in the time 1909 -epi - of Eliseus 1666 -
Elissaios - the prophet 4396 -prophetes - ; and none 3762 -oudeis - of them was {cleansed} 2511 -katharizo - , 
saving 1508 -ei me - Naaman 3497 -Neeman - the Syrian 4948 - Suros - . cleansed LUK 007 022 Then 2532 -kai -
Jesus 2424 -Iesous - answering 0611 -apokrinomai - said 2036 -epo - unto them , Go 4198 -poreuomai - your way 
, and tell LUK 0518 -apaggello - John 2491 -Ioannes - what 3739 -hos - things ye have seen 1492 -eido - and 
heard LUK 0191 -akouo - ; how 3754 -hoti - that the blind 5185 -tuphlos - see LUK 0308 -anablepo - , the lame 
5560 -cholos - walk 4043 -peripateo - , the lepers 3015 -lepros - are {cleansed} 2511 -katharizo - , the deaf 2974 -
kophos - hear LUK 0191 -akouo - , the dead 3498 -nekros - are raised 1453 -egeiro - , to the poor 4434 -ptochos - 
the gospel 2097 -euaggelizo - is preached 2097 -euaggelizo - . cleansed LUK 017 014 And when he saw 1492 -
eido - [ them ] , he said 2036 -epo - unto them , Go 4198 -poreuomai - shew 1925 - epideiknumi - yourselves 1438
-heautou - unto the priests 2409 - hiereus - . And it came 1096 -ginomai - to pass , that , as they went 5217 -
hupago - , they were {cleansed} 2511 -katharizo - . cleansed LUK 017 017 And Jesus 2424 -Iesous - answering 
LUK 0611 -apokrinomai - said 2036 -epo - , Were there not ten 1176 -deka - {cleansed} 2511 -katharizo - ? but 
where 4226 -pou - [ are ] the nine 1767 -ennea - ? cleansed ACT 010 015 And the voice <5456 -phone -> [ spake ]
unto him again <3825 -palin -> the second <1208 -deuteros -> time , What <3739 -hos -> God <2316 -theos -> 
hath {cleansed} <2511 -katharizo -> , [ that ] call <2840 -koinoo -> not thou common <2840 -koinoo -> . cleansed
ACT 011 009 But the voice <5456 -phone -> answered <0611 -apokrinomai -> me again <1208 -deuteros -> from 
heaven <3772 -ouranos -> , What <3739 -hos -> God <2316 -theos -> hath {cleansed} <2511 -katharizo -> , [ that
] call <2840 -koinoo -> not thou common <2839 -koinos -> . cleanseth JOB 037 021 . And now <06258 + [ men ] 
see <07200 +ra>ah > not the bright <00925 +bahiyr > light <00216 +>owr > which <01931 +huw> > [ is ] in the 
clouds <07834 +shachaq > : but the wind <07307 +ruwach > passeth <05674 + , and {cleanseth} <02891 +taher >
them . cleanseth PRO 020 030 . The blueness <02250 +chabbuwrah > of a wound <06482 +petsa< > {cleanseth} 
<08562 +tamruwq > away evil <07451 +ra< > : so [ do ] stripes <04347 +makkah > the inward <02315 +cheder >
parts of the belly <00990 +beten > . cleanseth 1JO 001 007 But if <1437 -ean -> we walk <4043 - peripateo -> in 
the light <5457 -phos -> , as he is in the light <5457 -phos -> , we have <2192 -echo -> fellowship <2842 - 
koinonia -> one <3391 -mia -> with another <0240 -allelon -> , and the blood <0129 -haima -> of Jesus <2424 -
Iesous -> Christ <5547 -Christos -> his Son <5207 -huios -> {cleanseth} <2511 - katharizo -> us from all <3956 -
pas -> sin <0266 -hamartia -> .



cleanse first cleanse it cleanse it cleanse it with cleanse me from my sin cleanse them cleanse them cleanse them 
cleanse thou me from secret cleanse us from all unrighteousness <1JO1 -:9 > cleanse you cleanse you let us 
cleanse ourselves from all filthiness <2CO7 -:1 > they may cleanse they shall cleanse they should cleanse 
themselves thou shalt cleanse thou shalt cleanse them thus shall they cleanse thus shalt thou cleanse will cleanse 
their blood will cleanse them will cleanse them from all their iniquity young man cleanse his way 



cleanse Eze_43_20 /^{cleanse /and purge it. cleanse Mat_23_26 /${cleanse /first that which is within the cup and platter , that the outside of them may be clean also . cleanse 119 000 Psa /^{cleanse /his way ? by taking heed thereto 
according to thy word . cleanse Eze_43_22 /^{cleanse /it with the bullock . cleanse Eph_05_26 /${cleanse /it with the washing of water by the word , cleanse 2Ch_29_16 /^{cleanse /it, and brought out all the uncleanness that they 
found in the temple of the LORD into the court of the house of the LORD . And the Levites took it, to carry it out abroad into the brook Kidron . cleanse Lev_16_19 /^{cleanse /it, and hallow it from the uncleanness of the children of 
Israel . cleanse Eze_39_14 /^{cleanse /it: after the end of seven months shall they search . cleanse Psa_51_02 /^{cleanse /me from my sin . cleanse 2Co_07_01 /${cleanse /ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit , perfecting 
holiness in the fear of God . cleanse Eze_43_22 /^{cleanse /the altar , as they did cleanse it with the bullock . cleanse Exo_29_36 /^{cleanse /the altar , when thou hast made an atonement for it, and thou shalt anoint it, to sanctify it. 
cleanse 2Ch_29_15 /^{cleanse /the house of the LORD . cleanse Lev_14_49 /^{cleanse /the house two birds , and cedar wood , and scarlet , and hyssop : cleanse Lev_14_52 /^{cleanse /the house with the blood of the bird , and with the
running water , and with the living bird , and with the cedar wood , and with the hyssop , and with the scarlet : cleanse Eze_39_12 /^{cleanse /the land . cleanse Eze_39_16 /^{cleanse /the land . cleanse Mat_10_08 /${cleanse /the lepers
, raise the dead , cast out devils : freely ye have received , freely give . cleanse Eze_45_18 /^{cleanse /the sanctuary : cleanse Joe_03_21 /^{cleanse /their blood that I have not cleansed : for the LORD dwelleth in Zion . cleanse 
Jer_33_08 /^{cleanse /them from all their iniquity , whereby they have sinned against me; and I will pardon all their iniquities , whereby they have sinned , and whereby they have transgressed against me. cleanse Num_08_15 
/^{cleanse /them, and offer them for an offering . cleanse Num_08_21 /^{cleanse /them. cleanse Num_08_06 /^{cleanse /them. cleanse Eze_37_23 /^{cleanse /them: so shall they be my people , and I will be their God . cleanse 
Num_08_07 /^{cleanse /them: Sprinkle water of purifying upon them, and let them shave all their flesh , and let them wash their clothes , and so make themselves clean . cleanse Neh_13_22 /^{cleanse /themselves, and that they should 
come and keep the gates , to sanctify the sabbath day . Remember me, O my God , concerning this also, and spare me according to the greatness of thy mercy . cleanse Psa_19_12 /^{cleanse /thou me from secret faults. cleanse 
1Jo_01_09 /${cleanse /us from all unrighteousness . cleanse Lev_16_30 /^{cleanse /you, that ye may be clean from all your sins before the LORD . cleanse Eze_36_25 /^{cleanse /you. Cleanse Jam_04_08 /${Cleanse /your hands , ye 
sinners ; and purify your hearts , ye double minded . cleansed 2Ch_30_19 /^{cleansed /according to the purification of the sanctuary . cleansed 2Ch_29_18 /^{cleansed /all the house of the LORD , and the altar of burnt offering , with 
all the vessels thereof, and the shewbread table , with all the vessels thereof. cleansed Mat_11_05 /${cleansed /and the deaf hear , the dead are raised up , and the poor have the gospel preached to them . cleansed Lev_14_18 /^{cleansed
/and the priest shall make an atonement for him before the LORD . cleansed Lev_14_17 /^{cleansed /and upon the thumb of his right hand , and upon the great toe of his right foot , upon the blood of the trespass offering : cleansed 
Lev_14_28 /^{cleansed /and upon the thumb of his right hand , and upon the great toe of his right foot , upon the place of the blood of the trespass offering : cleansed Lev_14_25 /^{cleansed /and upon the thumb of his right hand , and 
upon the great toe of his right foot : cleansed Lev_14_14 /^{cleansed /and upon the thumb of his right hand , and upon the great toe of his right foot : cleansed Lev_14_31 /^{cleansed /before the LORD . cleansed Luk_17_17 
/${cleansed /but where are the nine ? cleansed Joe_03_21 /^{cleansed /for the LORD dwelleth in Zion . cleansed Lev_14_19 /^{cleansed /from his uncleanness ; and afterward he shall kill the burnt offering : cleansed Job_35_03 
/^{cleansed /from my sin ? cleansed Lev_12_07 /^{cleansed /from the issue of her blood . This is the law for her that hath born a male or a female . cleansed Lev_14_07 /^{cleansed /from the leprosy seven times , and shall pronounce 
him clean , and shall let the living bird loose into the open field . cleansed Neh_13_30 /^{cleansed /I them from all strangers , and appointed the wards of the priests and the Levites , every one in his business ; cleansed 2Ch_34_05 
/^{cleansed /Judah and Jerusalem . cleansed Psa_73_13 /^{cleansed /my heart in vain , and washed my hands in innocency . cleansed Eze_22_24 /^{cleansed /nor rained upon in the day of indignation . cleansed Lev_15_28 /^{cleansed 
/of her issue , then she shall number to herself seven days , and after that she shall be clean . cleansed Lev_15_13 /^{cleansed /of his issue ; then he shall number to himself seven days for his cleansing , and wash his clothes , and bathe 
his flesh in running water , and shall be clean . cleansed Num_35_33 /^{cleansed /of the blood that is shed therein, but by the blood of him that shed it. cleansed Luk_04_27 /${cleansed /saving Naaman the Syrian . cleansed Lev_14_08
/^{cleansed /shall wash his clothes , and shave off all his hair , and wash himself in water , that he may be clean : and after that he shall come into the camp , and shall tarry abroad out of his tent seven days . cleansed Act_11_09 
/${cleansed /that call not thou common . cleansed Act_10_15 /${cleansed /that call not thou common . cleansed Neh_13_09 /^{cleansed /the chambers : and thither brought I again the vessels of the house of God , with the meat 
offering and the frankincense . cleansed Luk_07_22 /${cleansed /the deaf hear , the dead are raised , to the poor the gospel is preached . cleansed 2Ch_30_18 /^{cleansed /themselves, yet did they eat the passover otherwise than it was 
written . But Hezekiah prayed for them, saying , The good LORD pardon every one cleansed Eze_44_26 /^{cleansed /they shall reckon unto him seven days . cleansed Lev_14_29 /^{cleansed /to make an atonement for him before the 
LORD . cleansed Lev_14_04 /^{cleansed /two birds alive and clean , and cedar wood , and scarlet , and hyssop : cleansed Jos_22_17 /^{cleansed /until this day , although there was a plague in the congregation of the LORD , cleansed 
Eze_36_33 /^{cleansed /you from all your iniquities I will also cause you to dwell in the cities , and the wastes shall be builded . cleanseth Pro_20_30 /^{cleanseth /away evil : so do stripes the inward parts of the belly . cleanseth 
Job_37_21 /^{cleanseth /them. cleanseth 1Jo_01_07 /${cleanseth /us from all sin .



cleanse 33 - cleansed 39 - cleanseth 3 -



- cleanse , 1305 , 2135 , 2398 , 2891 , 5352 , * cleanse , 2511 , 
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